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Holiday

oftcrs to liis many friends the largest variety of

and home made, rich Stone Cameo, Roman am i
plain Gold Sets, Sleeve Bnttons, Studs and Collar Buttons, Diamond 9
Stone Cameo, Amethyst, Topaz and plain Gold Rings, Breakfast Leon
tines, Royal Opera, Vest and Neck Chains of all descriptions, Lockets 9
Seals and Charms.

CLOTHING !

Has

foreign

and

Heal Whitby Jet Necklaces, Sets and Bracelets, line French Clocks .
and Vases, (iierliani ( O' s celebrated sterling Silver Wan
and Case Uoods.

We still continue
advise all

to

friends

our

to buy their

Also

a

full line of

invitation extended to all to call anil examine my stock.
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trouble to Show goods.
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Co.,

»

173 & 175 Fore St.
plain Eng-

lish, but it
deal.

great

illm

tie!

You may never have such

Don’t delay until TOO LATE.
portunity again.
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op
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OF

Wm. Senter & Co.
would invite attention to their

ELEGANT

AND

OF

—

STOCK

Remember

eoupistiug of fine

Every Description.

elegant line

of

Watches,
Chains, Necklaces,

Ladles’ and Gents’ Gold

Sale

Sweeping:

only

eon

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
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the
of

public,

WATCHES,

WALTHAM

—

of which

large stock in

always keep on hand
ery variety of case and movement.
a

we

PICTURES

Gcn’l

Proprietor.

What is Barnum wh

ze

of the

are now

oui

and

that

Wondering Mul-

hand

well-selected stock of

a

to the

goods especially adapted

1600 Birds ot every Species,
260 Snakes, Boa-Constrictors &c.,

Long-Haired Sheep,

300

And thousands of other anim

Trade.

Holiday

Games, Dominoes, Checkers, Backgammon Boards and Writing Desks of
all prices.
AND
AUTOGRAPH
DIARIES.
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS.
FAHIIEY
BIBLES,
TESTAIIEUT8, Ac., Ate.,
assortment of,
-ni_i-_J

..

«uh

oiauuucrjj
all

ments will be

Thousands of different Instru
same time by boj s and older peo

J_m

Gold and Silver Watches

Jewelry,

CHAINS, GOLD SETTS,
Finger Rings, Silver Fruit Kuives,

GOLD

om all

TOYS,

we

can
some

of the World

CO.

JR.

codtdel(ltdt25&wSw

BURNHAM’S
If yon wish

a

flue

Photographs.
in

Picture

call at

JHen, Wax-Figures

FOR
The

SALE,

Largest Variety

TO|i

of articles
Ma

suitable for
ine.

WITH

presents

ever

seen

a

splendid

frame

a

hue

ii t

(^“Extraordinary

dress

J. U. P.

BURNHAM,

12 MARKET

SQUARE,
rOBTLAKD.
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wllOI.ES a me
Paper Collar

HIRMMKA AJTD RANS

PABEIl

WHITE SHIRTS,
The

Bc»t Fitting
Beat, Cheape*!, and the
iu the Market.

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood and Warwick Collars,
Headquarter* for all the above
Manufacturer* of

good*.

GENTS' NECK WEAR.
EMERSON, LELAND & CO.
ir

BoyUton Strret,

Boalon.

nolC__

EXlllBlTlON
on

COOPS

-

OAK

Shop,

STREET,
d3W

j

Congress Street,

FOB OLD

AND YOUNG,

!

York

Bedford’s Air
tint

Pistol.!

NO FIRE. NO NOIMK.
good sport for an evening. Call at

LOWELL'S, 255, middle
decll__

Cheapest

I

Street.
d3w

Book Store in the World,

11U EXCHANGE STREET.

Repairing

and

Cleaning

I bare

well done and

WarranteJ.

ALBERT COLBY’S SOWS,
Publishers and Bookselleis,
ag5tf

1

j

conesantly

a

good

assortment

of

GAS FIXTURES
ALSO

PBEPARED

Gas and Water
J.
nolltt

TO

ana

we

Boston

in

Leggings
and Children.

Orchestra !
Band !

Military

the management of

under

FBANK B. DOBSON,
willappear on
Friday Evening, Dec. 25tb.
Great

In Their

of

NICeTnI)

Gossamer, Waterprooi and Cold
Proof Leggings.

Congress Street.

dels

OK TDK

DOWNS OF NEW WORK LIFE,

UPS A

Introducing all the famous Speciallics
WALLACE SISTERS.
On

the

of

Saturday Evening, Dec. 26

DORRIT.

Priced of Admission 75 and 50 cents.
In order to prevent speculation not over C Tickets
will be sold to one applicant.dec21dlw

till hall,

FRIDAY,

ruiULami.

•

Dec.

Silk, 1871.

Masquerade

Carnival

Christmas

Fancy Dress Ball,

Under tlie immediate superintendence of Mr. H. \V.
Ellis and James J. Bartlett, who are determined to
made this the event of the season ;

The Humor of the Parisian

car-

by trained actors, representing

will 1)6 carried out
the most

Grotesque eccentricities

of the

Dancers.

The Colored Lights and Decorations, will be Magniflicent,
The motley procession will enter the Ball room
under the Leafy arches, erected for the occasion
led by Old Father Christmas, and followed by

SAINTTA CLAXJS
SLEIGH

beautiful

CHARIOT

with its merry bells, and drawn by
EIGHT RAMPANT STEEDS,
Old Bacchus, seated npon his ancient Wine Cask,
with the spigot out will follow, carried upon the
Shoulders of his attendants.
in Armour and “Faire

Lail|r«,’>

Attonded by their esquires, Masks of all kinds, will
join in the Procession. Duliug the evening

ILLUSTRIOUS STRANGER,

AN

and character” will be suddenly
of “Singular
found in the Ball Koom, having positively promised

Piping.

Spendkl

SILVER WARE
suitable for

BOYS'

NOVELTIES!
IN

EVERYTHING

LINE,

and will be sold at

Reasonable

CLOTHING,
No. 156 Fore Street,

THE

A. H.

he

Tickets of admission to view the
the gallery 50 cents.

decll

_decgldtd

HOLIDAY BUYERS

Square,

STAIRS.

dtf

and Woolens.

special

just received

for

the occasion which

That

at

prices.

Will

J. P. 8 BI I T H,
553 1-3 CONGRESS STREET,
One door above Oak. ap stair*,
dec9

2w

who

oflers

now

full and well selected stock ot

a

are

Christmas
selling

Pay

& Co.,

537 Congress St.
<lec8

Slippers

For Men, Women aad Children.
A large and splendid Assortment
Slippers to be
just received.
made in season for Holiday presents shonld be sent in immediQ

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
aiwuc

iiuu

riuiu

***“k^>

jt

Diamond, Encrusted, Pearl, Onyx,
Topaz. Amethyst, Garnet, dec, La>
dies’and Gents’ solid Gold Watches
and Chains, Sets, Pins, Sleeve Buttons. Studs, dec., Sliver Ware, Cake
Baskets, Castors, Card-Receivers,
Knives,
Napkin Bings, Fruit
Thimbles, dec.
TELESCOPES, IHAGSIFIEBS. Ac.
CALL AND EXAMINE.

M. G. PALMER.
PRINTING of every description neatly
executed at tbii office.

JOB

customer

one

Tiie disadvantages of a bad education have

lately received asigual illustiation. Chamberlain, the man indicted for sending scurrilous postal cards through the mail, was arrested on the evidence of his spelling. It appears that he has an eccentric way of spelling
villain, “vilien,” aud robbed, “robed.” These
orthographical eccentricities cropped out in
the objectionable postal cards, and resulted in
all learn to

77 Middle

at any time, to find that the people of Illino:*
currency
have repudiated his pernicious
theories since no paper in the country is show-

ing up the fallacies of the inflationists so vigorously and in so unanswerable arguments as
the Chicago Tribune. It is quite possible that
the defeat of the Republicans in that state is
largely due to Gen. Logan’s inflation heresies
and his prominence in opposing the President’s attempts to reform the civil service.
Mr. Willard of Vermont, told the House
day that there is no warrant anywhere for the agricultural or any other bureau
of that character in connection with any department of the government. Whether there
the other

is or not there is no sense in
its worthless reports.

The river St. Lawrence isn’t going to
freeze up any more. Many Canadian boards
of trade have resolved, with great verbiage,
but with greater inflexibility of purpose, that
the St. Lawrence can be navigated in winter.
Of course that settles the matter—in the
minds ot these modern commercial Canutes.
The Pacific Mail Company is showing up

beautifully in the pending investigation at
Washington that the measures now being
pressed upon Congress for the aid of the general government, should be entitled as acts to
rob the people and encourage corruption.
so

The New York papers report that the
number of idle laborers and mechanics in
that city is about 10,000 out of a total of over

80,000—a

number not so

large

as was

reported

a year ago.
It is further said that the situation is not so bad as has been represented.

The railroad or steal

lobby is very numerWashington, and commiltees are fooling away their time in giving the various
swindles a hearing. It won’t do.
ous

at

Street, New

Current Sotes.

“Congress wil
probably venture to pass any transportation bill which contemplates the expenditure
of large sums of money, and the mere discusThe Chicago Tribune says:

not

sion of such bills is not wise.”
The Hartford Courant thinks that “there
arg so many ‘gentlemen of talent and experience’ in Washington that a more definite
description is desired from Mr. Irwin of the
lobbyists, who succeeded so well in managing
the affairs of the Pacific Mail Company. It is
probable that a number of individuals are
kept by the investigation upon the ragged
edge of anxiety, and the hope is indulged by
the public that the committee is investigating
for the purpose of finding out who shared the

plunder.”

The St. Louis Globe

No. 177.

DO YOU KNOW
C.
In

are

test of efficiency is

civil service, give

as more

of it.

dangerous leniency in the execution of
admitting a wealthy murderer to
bail in $20,000, is assigned as the cause of the
recent application of lynch law at De 3 Moines,
A

the law and

Philadelphia Age
of heart

and it is to be

“Aleck”

reform organ.

a

high-toned

has met with

politically duriug

a

the past six

The

Chicago Tribune expresses the opinion
Representatives has com-

that the House of

COBB,

connection with his

a

this remark because

to make

agents

years.

BAKING BUSINESS,
makes

wants the last ray of
It is

force snuffed out.”

service

postal
required once in a while to
show their proficiency by distributing cards
bearing the names ot the post offices in the
states with which they have to do, into boxes
representing the respective routes over which
letters to those places should be sent. If this
moved

route

change

specialty of furnishing

Plcue pan your arders ta his drivers
lata his Bakery,

ar

STREET,

and be prom ikes to anil yon in both price
nnd qunlity or refund your money.
P. S.—A large stock of carefully
hand at the present reduced prices.
no!9

selected

now

on

tt

ICE.
CARGOES OF

PURE

X C E
Varai.bed and Shipped by

N. <*

mitted three grave blunders thus far: First
refusing to pass Holman’s resolution de.
daring against railroad grants and subsidies;
second, its refusal to repeal the “gag law;’
third, examination into the conduct of federal officers in connection with the safe bur-

glary.

Choice FamilyFlour.

(MMiatf

spending a quarprintiu g

ter or third of a million of dollars in

Col. A. K. McClure has purchased the

del9

W.

Let us

Moral:

spell.

Iowa.

UAUISON,

€. H.

f pi V
dec4eod3w

*f

good

of her chief exports. Russia wants
no more coal from England, having discovered a vast deposit in the basin of the river
Dwetz, an affluent of the Don. Deep shafts
have been sunk, and the Russian coal, fine in
quality, is now used in all the manufactories
between Toula and Moscow. Perhaps the
discovery is quite as well for England, her
economists having of late expressed fears
that her coal measures are becoming exfor

the “civil

Watches and Jewelry

28 & 30 PEARL

of

we we

Street,

Middle

AT REDUCED PRICES.
I. 93.00. I.oa* braid,
tflhe best hair from 93.09 to 8T.OO.
All the above Switches are of my own manufacture
and are warranted.
Combings picked out and
woven for 75 cents per or.

you tocall and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

Tukesbury

SWITCHES

Top braid! 81.93

GOODS

NEW

HAIR
made

THE—

assortment

on

THAT

HOLIDAYS !
A

well to call

C. H. LAMSON,

A FULL LINE OF

Furnishing Goods

grand spectacle

from

Opera Glasses in ali styles and prices.

Silver Plater,

27 Market
UP

Prices.

ATWOOD,

Gold and

BETHEL BUILDING.

about

is

ever seen

A very large assortment ot

Holiday and Wedding Presents 1
ALL THE

It is said that

subsiding. It

__

Dresses

NEAR POST OFFICE.

the elegant

*#**

KINSMAN,
198 Eiehange Street,

found to he the moot gorgeous
in Portland.
especially for this occasion sent
from New York and Boston, can be hired very reasonably of Geo. E. Hayden, Costumer or Boston, at
the Preble House.
Chandler’s Orchestra. Supper by Clark.
The gallery will be reserved for spectators only.
Tiekets admitting a lady and gentleman *1.50 ;
for sale at Stockbridge's.
Gentlemen’s, *1.00 ;
spectacle

77

ATWOODS

St.,

Reddy & Donahue,
AN]#

^tESmIuI

and before you purchase your presents drop into

see

is

craze

Senator Logan should not be surprised

MINNIE’S LUCK.

Christmas is Coming !

GIFTS.

Can it be that these gentlemen iu Congress
who are so auxious to issue more paper
money, have heard of the trial of their theory
in Arkansas? If they have, can they see that
any different results will follow, should the
United States issue more greenbacks and
make all taxes and revenue payable in the

the arrest of Chamberlain.

New York Success, played over
nights at Wallack’s Theatre to im-

will do

STYLES

244 Middle

CHEAP.

LADIES’ MISSES’ & GHILDBBN’S

No. 461

for some. time.

fifty consecutive
mense audiences, entitled

Knights

DESCBIPTION

have Just purchased in the New
and Portland Markets, and they

dtf

DO

Notice.
requiring work done please apply t
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plal *
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroil!
oc29tf
and
fancy-work In yvoole, &e„ &c.
ery

PERSONS

GIFTS,

Handkerchiefs.

goods

FRESH,

now

—AND

band

Fnli

Artists J

nivals,

are

CHRISTMAS

MAN AGER,

on

splendid Metropolitan Company ol

fine lot of

Ladies’, Gents’
and Children’s Handkerchiefs.

Christmas Gifts.

IasTfixtMes:

AMUSEMENT

a

and

,1'lur

Particular attenlion given to CUSTOM TAILdeclldtf
ORING in all its branches.

no23

PARLOR

supported by

shew at

Swiss, Painted and Scotch Wood,
Watch Stands,
Smoking: Sets.
Fans,
Russia Leather Sets,
Portmonnaies,
Lined Kid Gloves and Mittens,

THE VERY LOWEST PRICES !

129 MIDDLE AND 6 TEMPLE STREETS

100,000 Book* without regard to coot.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap.

hand and made to order at

Whitney’s Carpenter
croft
d1 ec8

;

I

GENERAL

Warehouse

!

(OLD NO. 6 CLAPP’S BLOCK,)

Our stock is large, well selected and manufactured
expressly for us. It will be sold at

H ASSAN

JENNIE—MINNIE—MAUD,

|

LITTLE

EVEBY

The result is that when the official
market with his scrip to purchase
supplies for the state or for himself his dollar
backed by the state, is only good for forty
cents, consequently the expenses of the state
are nominally three times greater than though
the taxes were made payable in the money
recognized by the commercial world. Arkansas has issued bonds, the interest on
which is payable in the currency of the country, but as the state has no revenue except
this redundant scrip, no interest has been paid
demand.

goes to

1-4~.l

TUEL’HILDOF THE MARSHAL* IS A.

H. TALBOT & CO.,

'These

MEN'S

JLIDIMISSI OlsT IFIRJEIE.

COGI A

26

In JOHN BROUGHAM’S GRAND *5000 DRAMA,
founded on Charles Dickens’ immortal story,

_GIFTS

DEALERS IN

Examine !

Call and

collection o*‘ samples, from Card to Life
Size may be teen.
terms offered to Clubs. Ad-

!

WALLACE SISTERS,
30

BASKETS

dec8

».

nA iVL

25,

as much scrip out as is required to pay the
state tax of any one year, it happens naturally that the supply is much greater than the

England has lost another

Saturday

and

aries are paid in scrip and everything the
state needs is purchased with the same. So
far Mr. Kelley's theory is good in practiceNow comes a hitch. There being three times

most of them desire ?

CRAIN.

The New York Evening Post says that
the tariff on tea aud coffee does not increase
the price to the consumer, and advocates its
early restoration. Will the Post extend this
tariff on lumber, cotton and
remark to
woolen goods, etc. ?
The London Economist in answering the
objection of British manufacturers to the proposed reciprocity treaty on the ground that
American goods will be admitted to the Dominion under lower duties than are imposed
on English made goods, tells the Britishers
that if the Dom’uion admits English goods at
a

low tariff, by smuggling English

goods

into the
may find their way indirectly
United States through the very clauses of the

reciprocity treaty which the United States
negotiators might otherwise think most to
their advantage.

aitie

Haw it

The Brilliant little Artists, the

GIFTS !

4r»0 KTLiUSTD.

GETHER

CHAS. H. FLING. Chairman.

21, ’74,

A Warning.
The Kelley school of financiers who insist
that so long as paper money is backed “by
the faith and resources of the state” and is received for taxes, there can be no use for better money, would do well to see how their
theory works iu Arkansas. That state has
outstanding state scrip and other evidences Of
state debt based upon the faith and resources
of Arkansas, and all of these are receivable for
taxes. As there is enough of this scrip to
pay the taxes of three years, no other money
find3 its way into the state treasury, all sal-

same as

Opera House

Friday. Dec.

hold their Fifth Annual Ball at

for Ladies

MONDAY MORNING, DEC.

the inflation
time.

Doors open at Two P. M.

Ward’s

KiCSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies, $1.00, to be
obtained ot the members. Single admission to the
Gallery 35 cents. Positively no floor tickets sold at
the door. Grand march at 8 o’clock. Honorary
members can obtain tickets of Chas. A; Perry, at
del7d2w
Perrv’s Hat store.

Silk

NEW

I

When the Great Menager ie visited Portland one yeai
ago, the public were satis fled with the variety displayed, but the managers are determined that this
year’s display shall be ten times greater than ever betore, and tho prices put up on articles will be lowei
than the lowest.

No. 12 MARKET SQUARE,
where

Ball

—

CITY HALL,
Thursday Evening, Dec. 31st.

FOR

New No.

nd Curiosities will be

a

7|.

AT THE SECOND PARISH VESTRV.
Tho Ladies of that Society, will hare a Sale ol
Fancy Articles, Refreshment?, Candies Ac.
Also a nice assortment of Emblems. Wreaths aud

The Portland Cadets

and

___

BURN

AT

30th,

Dee.

s-a-l-e7

NEW YEAR’S BALL

Every variety

—

dec21__d3t»

GRAND

j

94 EXCHANGE STREET,
no25

Congress Street.

HOLIDAY

ANY OF THE A. BOYE ANIMALS

To dealers buying Toys
of
fer great inducements, as we have imported
goads direct from Germany, and bought of the
low as
New York Auction Houses, atid will sell as

&

Is

HALL,

On Wednesday Afternoon and Evening,
Dec. 23, X874,

Christmas Trees.

_dtd

Especially adapted for

our

House.
Our stock Is large including all kinds of
Toy*,Picture Books, Gavei, Carte, Doll
Cabs, Tin Ware, Iron Ware, Sleds,
Skates, Standing Basket,, Sic.
WB. NVII.I.IANV TODD will attend to
and ail
to the Watch, Clock and Jewelry repairing,
attenwork entrusted to his care will receive prompt
to give
warranted
and
<
and be faithfully done,
i.-i
satisfaction.

public

the

Call and examine the

Ink-«tand«,
Toilet Sets and Vases—Just a<
good as those dug up in Pompeii
Checker dc Backgammon Boards :

in the World.

Desks ot Every Description,
Brackets and Wall-pockets,

of-

any

goods by

universally acknowledged tfcat there is nothing more
appropriate, in better taste, or
which gives more pleasure, than a
finely executed Photographic Portrait prettirly framed, as a holiday
gift to a dear friend or relative.

Akc.

for Christmas

the most

ON

; Music 7 ; Lecture

6J
Per order,

de21dtd

a

consisting of Ueeiul and Ornamental things

public, ol

—

—

m:eu

Boquet Holders,
Steam Engines,

Antique Bronzes,
Alliums with places to put in photographs of all the distinguished
men

parts

Doors open at

-ON-

OF

NAPKIN BINGS, FANCA GOODS,

Christinas

give

HOLIDAY

IMPORTATION,

is well known to the

AT

Wednesday Evening,

23th,

LANCASTER HALL,

of their

—

CITY

wT"rAVitlOND,

a

will be given bj

course

H. M. GALLAGER,

Rev.

CHRISTMAS EVE,

umsoirs

upon at th<

played

The Closing Lecture of the

Ball,
jjrand Christmas
Dec. 24tb.

The

iX.

Xa.

in his

pie visiting the Show.

Will consist of wonders fr

Presents !

DAY

AX.

HALL!

5 DEERING BLOCK, Worsted

M TXSI3TTIVX

THE

_lm

Consisting

C.

_declddlw

able speakers will address the citizens of Portland. Among the speakers wll be MR. EARL,
of Worcester. Mass., President of the National
Council of Sovereigns ot Industry. The public are
dec21d3t
invited.

No. 461

following gentlemen:

the

—

where

IfIR. J.

au$picesol

Music by the Portland Baud. Floor tickets $1.00.
Costumes may be obtained of Mr. F. G. Bailey, at
Sherry’s hair store.

1-9 •’clock,

M 7

Wednesday Evening, Dec.

GOODS

The inspection of the above
most cordially invited at

II is

of

this city.

shown in

mostly

Band Ever Seen.

Extensive

Most

PRICES.

Christmas

ever

PHOTOGRAPHS

of which will be famished at

<lec4

line of

Tasteful and Ornamental Character.

Memorandnm Books,

LOWEST

as

WAX BABIES,
WAX MUSICIANS,
MOVING WAX FIGURES.

WAX BO¥S,
WAX GIRLS.
WAX DANCING FIGURES,

AlfD

usual

and are,

Gallery in the World.

Greatest Wax Figure

Toy Books, Alphabet
Blocks.

were

OWN

Species.

Conn tries,

the finest

displaying

FOREIGN

640 Goats from Germany.
980 Parrots and Paroquets.
490 Tigers,
311 Lions,
178 Fishes,
324 Donkeys aud Zebras,
als too numerous to mention.

Under the

Charles IV. Beau, Harry Webb,
Geo. W. St. John and F. G. Bailey.

public meeting in

CITY

readv for the

Imported & Domestic
Novelties

540 Veritable Noah’s Arks,
1380 Hens & Roosters of DifTerem

3000 Elephants,
till Trained Bears,
900 Camels,

monkeys,
lOOO Dogs from all

St.,

Exchange

are

arc

784

BRUNEL & CO.,

mapie

a

cm

tit ude

Tuesday Eveuiug, Dec. 22d,

—

GIFTS !

HOLIDAYS

compared with

en

Wc will Exhibit to the Ga

Holiday Goods!

our

dtf

manager

& CO.

54 Exchange Street.

Together with

will hold

Schumacher Bros.

dec 10

POCKET

satinfied.

decl7

iiMiiMiiEnsrs E S HOW I

Presents.

seYter

Juvenile and

ON

T. P. McGOWAN.

COGIA HASS AN,

CL.AUS,

SANTA

SILVER GOODS.

Holiday

on

call and you will be

GRAND

AT LANCASTER HALL,

The Sovereigns of Industry,

On

No. 422 CONGRESS ST.

gerie and Museum!

suitable for

keep constantly

u« a

tt‘

AND FANCY DRESS BALL.

Three Week* is ike Strail* cf Magellan.
del"d5t

will lie sold at the

PRICE.

Reduced

at

Masquerade Carnival

Key. Dr. Thomas Hill.

AND UN-

FRAMED
FRAMED.

1,0WEST

STEREOSCOPES, VIEWS,

150

good assortment of

33 cts.

$3. and §4.

Boxes

FIRST

Congress & Casco sts.,

BY

will

FRENCH CLOCKS;

wm.

a

All of which

ev-

OPERA & MARINE GLASSES,

and

—

Parquette

25 cts.
50 cts.

chairs

Orchestra

Every Saturday Afternoon,
dec2
Brice*.

stock of

large

A

CONSISTING OF

Week.

Every

Bill Every Monday and
Thursday.

of

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,

in connection with his School, Mr. F. T. Littlefield
will furnish Costumes to ail that wish. Ticket*
Gcal* with Ladies 81.00. Ladies wishing to
Dress in Costumes can get their Tickets at Army and
Navy Hall any day after Friday, the 18th.
deciS

Holidays.

—

Cards of Admission.

Gallery

Lecture.

Masquerade

UNDER CONGRESS HAUL,

Mena

Cenmeaciag

announce

Goods for the

Give

Hippodrome,

Change

THE

Winter Season.

and

Thursday Evening:, Dec. 24th.,

Royal Operas.
WE ARE AGENl'S EOR

—

to bis lriends and
that he has just received a fine assortment

also

VISIT TH E GREAT

cor.

—

Would respectfully

FOB

New Faces

fourth lecture In this course will be deli/erod
in the

Library Rooiu,

Mr. T. P. McGowan

(Icc21

Leontines, and

CROSS.

Association

will

Bibles, Prayer Books. Historical,
and Miscellaneous Works, etc.,

January 1.

until

Goods.

Holiday

■

a. JD. IB. IPISIEC &c CO.
ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS,
233 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

SETS

DIAMONDS, PEARLS AND RINGS.
An

this

tinues

JEWELRY,

o1

.

A complete Suit for $6.00. Harris Silk and Wool Suits for $13.00 and 15.00
Children’s Suits for $8.00. ean’t be bought by the hundred less than $8.87. A1
Wool Coats for $3.00, 4.00 5.00 and 6.00, marked down from 6.00, 9.00, 1101
and 14.00. Double Breasted all Wool Flannel lined Chinchilla Vests for 1.50 »
costs to manufacture 3.37. All Wool Pants for 3.00, 8.50, 4,00 and 4.50. WHOLE
SALE PRICES 50 per cent, more than the prices named.
Every garment shows onr Old Prices in Black Figures and our HARK DOWI r
PRICES in RED FIGURES, showing how great a redaction has been made,

—

CAMEO & ROMAN GOLD

Coats, Pants, Vests

Cor. Congress & Center Sts.

j

—

'74’73.

LARGE

in

Bargains

not.

or

Eureka Dollar Store,

Overcoats, Reefers and Ulsters!

SEASON Wonderful

Fall

JLuesday Evening, Dec. 22d,

Kid Gloves, Slipper Pattern*, En»
fgravings,Chromos, Stereoscopes,
Book Racks, Brackets, Clocks,
Rings, Sleeve Buttons, Studs,
Smokers’ Sets, Pipes, Cigar
Holders.
Canes, Parian
Busts, Photograph Albums, Walnut Writing
Desks, Fancy Boxes,
VioIins.Concertinas,
Ac., Ac., Ac., Ac.

chase

Former prices $82.00. 26.00, 22.00, 18.00, 9.00. NOW SELLING FOR $23.00
20.00, 18,00, 14,00, 6.00. CHILDREN’S CAPE OVERCOATS FOR $8.50 am t
$5.50. Former prices $5.00 and $7.00,

HOLIDAY

of the

0.~AX

TUT.

choice and rich designs.

Our goods cannot fail to please when once seen,
and an inspection is invited, whether wishing to pur-

UNHEARD OF REDUCTION IN PRICES OF

a

means

SOLD !

BE

MUST

GOODS

—

The Ladies of East Deering will hold a Grand Fair
new hall near Tukey’s Bridge, on Tarsday
Aftemoou and Evening Dec. '13.
Antiquarian supper and refreshments. Fancy and
useful articles for sale.
Admission Free.
decl94t

The

Sets, Silver Glass
Ware, Glass Sets, Goblets, &c„

>

CLOSED JANUARY 1.

RE

Drama

EVENING.

EVERY

OPEN

at the

Store !

Vases, Toilet
in new,

TO

Formerly Music Hall, Portland, Me.

the

Which has achieved such propularRv throughout
the United States and is nowplajed to Crowded
Houses in London and Berlin.
With new Scenery and wonderful effect.
Prices as usual. See bills of the day.
B^~The free list positively suspended during this

consisting iu part of

H
Thirty-three Thousand Dollars worth (if the LATEST and most FASHI0NABL1
made Garments thrown upon the market at less than AUCTION PRICES.

STORE

This is

A splemli.l line of goods, selected with care at the
New York markets, and especially adopted lor this
season of the year, can now be seen at the

Dollar

Clothing Cheaper than before the War

Holidays of

dec27__dtf
FAIR AT EAST DEERING.

ETJEEKA

in Prices !

Slaughter

for the

great

own

GENEVA

purchased

every description may be
modest sum ot

Christmas

the

who will appear in his

is

Portland

for

CITY

MR. GEO. F. ROWE,

ONE DOLLAR!

SOLE AGENT FOR ROGERS’ GROUPS !

A cordial

OPPOSITE

a nc

1 ±±Jii

Opera House.

Ward’s

engagement.

255 MIDDLE STREET, NEW NUMBER.

G W. Rich &

nearly

Plated Ware of tlie best manufacture, Opera Glasses in Pearl and Leather frames

My slock of WATCHES FOR LADIES’ AND GENTS’ WEAR was bought expressly fo
the Cbiistmas trade. and will lie sold at prices that defy competition. All my goods have been bought fc
CASH, consequently can sell them lower than the lowest.

CLOTHING

of

THE

HAM.

Celebrated Author and Actor.

Holiday Gifts

Bronzes

museum.

More,

come once

ANTEKTAIJNM-EJNTS.

Portland
Engagement

tlio attention of the citizens cf
invited to the place where

again

lull assortment ot

A

Season

TEBMS SS.CJO PEB ANNUM IN ADTAKCR

1874._

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LOWELL

ABUER
Fine Watches,

21,

DECEMBER

_

MISCELLANEOUS.__

miscellaneous.

MORNING,

PORTLAND, MONDAY

18._~

TOL.

King"

was

rmuu.

Expcaed.

The following are the principal parts of tha
article of the Philadelphia Inquirer describing
the detection of the Katie King fraud:
■‘This gentleman visited these seances on
several occasions, and was disposed to look at
the matter more from a scientific standpoint
than otherwise. He failed to see how spirits
could cover themselves with flesh and blood; in
fact, to him such a thing ‘stands not within the
piospcct of belief,’ but he was still willing to ba
convinced if facts sufficient existed.
One eve
ning, when in proximity to ‘Kutie,’ he aaceitained she had a kail breath, which produced
rather an unfavorable impresaion.

Things were going on smoothly, money was
flowing into the coffers of the ‘mediums,* and

Katie’s friends were jubilant at the number ot
converts daily being made to the cause of ‘spirit materialization;’
but suddenly, without
warning, Katie disappeared. Night after night
her devotees assembled to welcome her return.
The ‘medium’ with plaiutive voice sang
I aui
coming; 1 am coming;’ butshedid not come.
Various were the reasoua assigned. Some said
‘she was offended at unkind remarks that bad
been made about her.’
The mediums said that some rude fellows
had entered the cabinet and taken all the magnetism out; and, furthermore, that Katie had
ascended to a higher sphere and exhausted her
strength; others were uncharitable enough to
say that Katie was on a strike. In the meantime the gentleman wbo was seeking knowledge under difficulties had been making extra
ordinary exertions to find her daily whereabouts-otherwise her boardiDg house. Little by
little he quietly picked up Information that
euabled him to fiod a young lady whom be
thought very much resembled Katie King.
Usiug the most detective-like skill, be followed his clue up successfully. By certain peculiarities, which be observed iD the Katie of
the other world at the seances, he found that
a young woman who resembled Katie general
ly and bad her peculiarities, took her meals
with great regularity at a certain house which
be had‘piped off,’ in deteotive parlance. He
then shadowed this woman, and found that she
attended all the seances at the Holmes's bouse.
He ultimately concluded to scrape an acquaintance with Katie in the flesh, choosing as au
auspicious time an hour when the lady of materializing tendencies had been rendered happy
by a good, square worldly meal.
•‘The first interview was a failure: the supposed Katie protested she ‘did not believe iu
spiritua'ism, declared that she 'bad seen the
manifestations at Holmes’ but once, and so far
knew they were all right.’
as she
These
assertions, however, did not satisfy the earnest
seeker after truth, aud various schemes, devices, plans and promises were resorted to iu
hope of discovering some of the many ‘presents’ that had been made to Katie. Through
patience, persevenaoo and certain consider*!
tious one present was produced. This satisfied the gentleman that he was in the right
patience, perseverance aud promplace.andMore
out dropped another, and so en until
ises,
a small table was covered with rings, lockets,
crosses, beads and robes worn in the different
“spheres” from which Katie had kindly descended to visit mortals at so much per capita.

object of

the gentleman a enrol was to
down tbe evidences of fraud that be
might be able to ‘knock tbe bottom' out of tbe
humbug at a blow, and here was bis object attained. Here was not only tbe veritable Katie
weeping, acknowledging her duplicity, but producing ‘material’ evidences of it in the shape
of all those little tokens of regard which she
had been fondly believed to have borne off in
her spirit shape to her abode in the other
spear, as most of the 'affected’ term it. The
presentation of these could not possibly fail to
convince the! persons who bad given them to
the spiritual Katie that tbe latter bad a place
of deposit on this planet for her valuables, so
that coarse was determined upon.
All who are acquainted with Robert Dale
Owen and Dr. Henry T. Child, ol this city, will
not hesitato to say that they are honest, uphuright, truthful men, but, like the rest of The
manity, they were liable to be deceived.
consulted
tbe
wbo
had
made
discovery,
party
these gentlemen, showing them the ‘presents’
which Katie had kindly loaned him. They,
having been identified with the manifestations
from the first, were considered, when tbe fraud
was discovered, the proper parties to denounce
them.
In order to make tbe conviction absolute on
the part of those wbo bad hitherto endorsed
the manifestations, that the 'materialization'
process was a most barefaced humbug, the gentleman improvised a seance. Procuring a suitable apartment, to which he invited a number
of Katie’s friends, the gentleman prearranged
with the lady, who now acquiesced in bis suggestions for her appearauce, dressed in the
to
gauzy fabrics and other trappings sbe used
disport herself in at Holmes'shows. She did
sort
of
cabinet
improvised,
beiDg hastily
so, a
and the exposure was rendered complete beyond a chance of cavil or dispute. As a result
there are a few spiritualists who are better and
wiser men and women, and, as a still better result, a check was administered to a most danafgerous excitement, which was beginning to
fect tbe minds of thousands of superficial
thinkers, as it bad already weakened those of
too
many men and women who believed all
willingly in tbe trickery of designing, greedy
New Yorkers, of the true Yankee stripe.
Tbo woman wbo personated Katie King bas
already returned, as far as; possible, all the
presents she received to those wbo gave them
(o her. Sbe deeply regrets her part of the swindle, and if all tbe facts in thl case coaid be
made public she would be freely forgiven by
those wbo were duped by h er aid.
Tbe

so narrow

iiews aiiu inner

nemi.

An Omaha city official addressed Kalakaua
as “Mr. King.”
Geo. Alfred Townsend, better known as
Gath, has left the Chicago Tribute.
Last year 10,000 gallous of fikrhiskey were
made in Swedeu out of sea moss.
A New Loudon, Conn., man recently bought
him for his starva dog with the money given

ing family.
The

resignation

of President Miner of Tufi's

College has been accepted, to take effect id

February.
It is reported

that Minister Wasbburne is
coming home in February, but his return is
said to have no political significance.
Mr. Sidney McFarland (colored) of Washington, invited King Kalakaua to a dinner, but
his majesty declined on the ground of a previous engagement.
Brattleboro, Vt. is having a row in her
schools because the committee refused to excuse Catholic children on oqp of the great days
of the church.
It is said Treasury agents, now examining
Boston custom house matters, will recommend
cf the ema further reduction in the number

ployees.
Col. Samuel Pike, said to hare been the oldeditor in the United States,died at Suoburg,
Ohio, on the 15th inst. He is said to have been
connected with more newspapers than any other man in the world. One of his hobbies was
to fill his paper with entirely original matter.
A sensation was created in the Methodist
est

church fair at Lowell, a few nights since, by a
c'ergyman from out of town, who severely reprimanded several young ladies for circulating
books and disposing of tickets in various
schemes for the benefit of the church treasury.
Some of the ladies were so mortified that they
burst into tears, aud the clergyman was finally
ordered to “shut up” by the clerk of the society, who also suggested that he bad better take
his leave.
The wife of Dean Stanley, who is serlonsly
ill, has been for many years one of the Queen's
personal friends. She is a sister of the late Sir
Frederick B race, who died while holding the
office of British Minister at Washington. Another sister, Charlotte, is the wife of Mr. Frederick Locker, the well known society poet. The
Dean did not marry nntil be was forty-eight
years old. There is a story that at one time he
would have married Jenny Lind, bnt was deterred by the fear of linking the “Nightingale’s” fate with that of a man almost insensible to the power of song.
A

ilnniaiAn

rtf

in

unit Snfgipaaf

Li

f lui

For
has just been rendered at Detroit, Mich.
several years the dockets of tbs United States
Circuit Court has been crowded with suits—
nearly 3000 in all,brought by the Goodyear dental vulcanite company against dentists for inthe Cumining’s patent, coveriog the
hard rubber plates used for inserting artificial
teeth. In the hope of ending the threatened
prolonged litigation a full bench of the United
States Circuit Court met at Detroit, and, after
hearing exhaustive arguments on a test case,
has rendered a decision fully sustaining the
validity of the patent, and notifying the de-

fringing

fendants in other such cases that further argn.
ments on the question before the circuit courts
are

useless.

Quits

a

scandal has been created in the

American colony at Paris, by the arrest of in
American lady at the Hotel Splendid* for running up a bill of portentous length and then
presenting a draft on London for payment,
She then
which draft same back dishonored.
went to the Hotel Chatham, and was about to
her lit tie game, when the iron
talons of the law closed upou her. No one can
be arrested in Paris for debt, but the presentation of a bogus draft is looked upou as a form
recommence

of swindling, and by so doing she rendered
herself liable to imprisonment. The lady beto a promiuent family In New England,

longs

and the size of her bill was mainly
the fine wines she consumed.

owing to

»

cor ei.

Editorial mat er,
for ihe preo.-nt, aj.j ear

o»

oaleucc, eU'.. will

ihe first page.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
The BiadiforJ iHiiil<lIe.
in a fresh comBiDDKford, I>.o ».■-There
the: recent
mailer*.
By
ohy
iu
plication
the assessor*
action of the board of aldermen,
out the state, county and
were enabled to make
hut upon their tending them to
list,
tax
city
TreasHon. James H. McMullen, last year’s
to receive them or give bonds
urer, he declined

now a
for their collection, saying he was not
resident. Tbe assessors are consequently in an
enquiring state of mind.
Drowned.
A young roan by tbe name of O’Neil, an employe of York Mill?, was drowned this afterSaco River below tbe
on
uoon while

falls.

skating
The body was not recovered.

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

to the Prc*s,l
Frozen to Death.

(Special

Gorham, N. H., Dec. 19.—A Frenchman

named John Fournier was frozen to death last
to
night near Gleu Ellis Falls, on his way
Bartlett to obtain work. He has for several
months lived at Berlin Falls. His companions
who were with him, having procured assisBerlin.
tance, have to-day taken his remains to
Another victim of intemperance.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Dam

ti

m

adjournd

was

to a future but

early

cau-

The caucus committee ou Soutberu affairs
will not make any recommendation with regatd
to Arkansas affairs (ill the committee appoint
to
ed liv tbe House shall have made a report
that bodv, and therefore the Arkansas question
was not discussed.
reThere was an indisposition to take action
to the
lative to the Kellogg government, as
said
was
It
question of admitting Piucbback
the Comthere were questions pending before
him
mittee on Privilege andjEleclions affecting
the
which should be settled before discussing
Senate
m
the
.-eat
propriety of giving a vacant
belonging to Louisiana.
consumMost of the time of the cauous was
ed iu the consideration of the finance question,
of
committee
the
made
by
a report having been
its chairman.
eleven on that subject through
wide
a
The debate took
Senator Sherman.
the opinion
range, hut all who spoke expressed
to be done, aud
was
necessary
that something
of wise statesthat therefore it was the part
their
manship for those present to harmonize
of eleven
committee
the
views if possible with
before they brought their report in.
The committee were divided in their views,
and four
seven being in favor of the report
one of the
against it, hut finally, on motion of and after
four, the report was made unanimous,
The
a long discussion, adopted by the caucus.
bill agreed upon will be reported at an early
day to the Senate.
According to the best obtainable information
the bill provides for the resumption of specie
payment on January 1, 1879; for free banking;
for tbe retirement of greenbacks to tbe amount
issued.
cf 80 per cent, of tbe new bank notes
It also requites tbe $48,000,000 of fractional
silver
and
withdrawn
currency to be gradually
rants
coin in denominations of from five to teu
of the
to be issued in its place. The Secretary
the
surplus com
Treasury is authorized to use
for
in tbe treasury on aud after the day fixed
and it
resumption to redeem the legal tenders,
if
necessary to sell bonds for tbe same purpose
the amonnt of specie is not sufficient.
Matters.

Department
Tbe Secretary of War recommends that ConModoc war
gress appropriate S7fi,7o8 to pay tbe
claims of the state of Oregon aud tbe state of
California, in accordance with the report made
Gen. Hardie, on the basis of government

by

PrThe

Breaks.

19.—Hayden, Gere & Co.’s
Boston,
mornnew dam at Haydenville, gave way this
in its
iug, the water demolishing everything
at
skaters
with
The ice was covered
course.
tbe time, but no lives were lost.
The uew dam was built to replace the one
comswept away last May, and but recently
pleted. It was built by John Delaney & eons
of Holyoke, and was 140 feet long, 13 feet wide
at the base, 6 feet at the top, and cost about
It was built of granite, bedded in the
$6500
solid rock, and furnished with a capping of
feet
cat granite, each stone of which was 5
long and 13 inches thick.
dam
of
the
the
of
top
But fire or ten foet
The engineer attributes the
was damaged.
a
breaking to the frost, as the dam has stoodand
steady pressure of 18 inches of water,
there wai no water ronniog over the dam except a little at one end. The cost is but $0000,
the repairs will cost but $2000.
Fiendish Outrage.
The twelve year’s old daughter of a proini
cent citizen ana juage oi tne u. o. tuuri, «as
bra tally assaulted this afternoon near her father’s residence at Chestnut Hill, a few miles
from this city by a negro about 20 years old,
who attempted a rape and by the aid ot a
purpose.
knife partially accomplished bis
She
After robbing ner he left her to her fate.
had been skating and was returning through a
was
waylaid by the
piece of wcods when she
ruffian. She managed to drag herself to her
The case
lome and relate the horrible story.
vaa reported to the police and the fellow was
this
from
miles
12
city, at
arrested at Medville,
His Dame is Ama late boar this evening.
brose Williams, age 23, and has been identified
articles
as the perpetrator of the ontrage, and
were found in his possession that were taken
from the girl. He is now in jail. It is thought
that the girl’s injuries are not fatal though serious.
Crime and Casualty.
Lizzie Cochrau, an unmarried woman of 17,
for
iu Lyuu this afternoon
was af res Led
father,
drowning her babe two weeks old. The
fornifor
arrested
also
was
a youug man of 19,
cation. Both will be arraigned Monday.
Edward Galoin, switch tender at Lowell, was
knocked down by a runaway horse and killed
this afternoon.
Wm. Miller, late in the employ of Geo. W.
Hindell, fur dealer, was arrested to-day for
robhing his employer of $1500.
Various Matter*.
Boston, Dec, 20.—The change having been
affected to the new post-office on Devonshire
street, mails will commence to be distributed
there to morrow morning.
The police of Chelsea made a raid on a faro
bank which they found in full blast this afterThe proprietors and ten visitors were
nooQ.
arrested, handcuffed iu two’s and taken to the
station. They were bailed for appearance at
the police court to-morrow.
John Donnelly alias Dyer arrived in Eall
River to-day from Cairo, 111., in charge of an
He is charged with the murder of
officer.
Joseph Abby there two years ago.
The store of Michael Kaiu iu Lawrence was
Loss $3,burned this eveuiug by incendiary.
Dec.

000.__
NEW YORK.

Secretary of the Interior has decided
that no lands shall be patented to the Union
Pacific or Central Pacific Railroads under the
Congressional grants until they pay the cost of
the surveys of lands heretofore patented to
The lands on which these arrearages
them.
Department
are due were patented* under the
ruliug of Nov. 8,18(30, which has been abrogated in consequence of the decision rendered by
the Supreme Court to the effect that the Pacific
Railroad must pay the cost of tho survey prior
to the issuance of patents.
Various Matters*
The President and Mrs. Grant Iwill give a
state diuner to King Kalakana Taesday eveuing.
The internal revenue receipts Saturday were
for the month $3,768,000; for the fis-

$398,822;
cal year $50,056,806.

_

late John L.
oue
proprietors of the Congressional Globe, dropped dead in bis house
Sunday from apoDlexy.
The funeral of the late Commodore William
B Cushing took place Sunday afternoon from
(he navy yard. Tbe remains were escorted by
three companies of the 1st Regiment D. C. N,
G. and a battalion of marines to the Congressional Cemetery, where they were deposited in
tbe vault, aud will hereafter be removed to Anapolis for bnrial. Many army and navy offiJefferson
Rives, and

cers were

Rives,

son

of

the

present.

INDIANS.
Trouble ut Au Agency.
A World special from Bismarck, Dakota
Territory, says Gen. Cnstar arrested an Indian
It caused great ex
murderer two days ago.
citement among the Indians, and some GOOO of
but
trouble
threatened
them
they have quieted
down for the time being.
This morning Gen. Cnstar was hurriedly applied to for troops as Indians were removing
their families, had killed many cattle and
A detachment of the 7th
meant mischief.
cavalry was sent to Standing Bock Agency to
The
despatcli says the arrest of the
protect it.
Indian murderer was made in Orville Grant’s
trading store.

Accidental Shooting.
Isaac 8. Browne of the second police
preciuct of Brooklyn, was accidentally shot
aud kille 1 about noon to-day, by John Crawford Pollock, reporter of the Brooklyn Argus.
Pollock was passing the second precinct, and
Capt. Browne and the sergeant stauding at the
door, called him in and iu the course of the
conversation the shooting of Mosher and
Douglass came up and led to tbe Captain's taking Pollock to bis private room and exhibiting
tho Derringer with which he had been presented. Pollock, who was at once locked up,
states that the shooting was purely accidental;
that the Captain having first handed him an
unloaded pistol the trigger of which he snapped
to test it.
By mistake tbe oaptain then handed him a loaded Smith aud Wesson revolver,
which he also snapped, believing it to be like
tbe first one unloaded.
The Btsran.
The Btorrn is general throughout New York
and the Middle State. The telegraph lines are
Eight to ten inches of
generally prostrated.
The lines between New
snow fell in this city.
York and Boston were worked with difficulty.

WASHINGTON.

is well known that the Insurance Commissioner has in all cases, when applied to, advised
thr policy holders not to allow their policies to

lapse.

_

Heavey Full of Snow.
Paterson, N. J., Dee. 20.—Eighteen or
twenty inches of snow fell here to-day, and at
Port Jerries about eight inches fell. The eastward bound trains on the Erie Bailroad were
not delayed by the storm.

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTV-FOIR
HOURS.

Mils Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
)
Dec. 21, (1 A. M. ■'
For New Englaual,
suow followed by clearingand colder weather,
brisk northeast or northwest winds and a rising barometer.

FOREIGN.

burned at sea; she left here on the 30th ult
for Yokohama and San Francisco.
New York, Dec. 19 —The Japan was burned
last Thursday, 60 miles out from Yokohama
and a few of the crew aud passengers have arrived at Hong Kong. It is feared that many,
lives were lost. The Japan was an old wooden
ship insured for $150,000 in English and French
was

companies.

A despatch from Vice President Scott of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, says that
the state department have a despatch that the
steamer Japan burned at sea near Hong Kong
The mails were
with a fearful loss of life.
lost.
New York, Dec. 20.—The following cable
despatch has been received by the Pacific Mail
officials in relation to tbe burning of tbe steamship Japan from the company’s agent at Hong

Kong:

Tbe chief engineer, seven Chinese crew and
the ship’s boat
one lady passenger arrived in
and report that the Japan was burnt at midnight of the 17tb, forty miles this side of SwaThe other
tow and twelve miles off land.
Further particulars
boats started foil land.

expected shortly.

Cuban News.
Pacific Mail.
Washington, Dec. 19.—The sub committee
of Ways and Means repaired the quarters of
Irwin io-day for the purpose of continuing the
examination, but he refused to tell how the
money of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company
was spent pending the subsidy before Congress.
This will be reportfli to the full committee on
Monday, when the usual course will be taken
with a view to obtain from him the particulars
of tbe expenditures.
Tbe following is the concluding portion of
the testimony before the Committee on Ways
and Means of James D. Smith, a dieector of
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company at tbe
time the subsidy question was pending before
Congress, extracted from the official report:
By Mr, Kasson—After the subsidy measure
passed, was there uo communication made to
the executive committee or board of expenses
by the agency at Washington?
Answer—There never was any.
Q—by Mr. Stockwell—Or any one else?
A—Never, sir; it never was mentioned to the
board at all, and I did not hear of it until a
good many months afterward.
Q—You never heard of any voucher among
the papers presented to any officer of the comr.«n» »— 'ling' the agency disbursements cou-

Washington?
a:j
«*—uy He. Kelley—When year Ertteutinb first
called totbn subject of the alleged expenditures for the procurement of the subsidy?
A—I cannot state tbe exact time, but it was
months after. We were discussing with some
of the largest stockholders what we should better do with it, aud the first X ever knew of the
matter I heard it publicly on the street that
there had beeu a large amount expended, and I
went to look into it, anti it became a question
before the hoard that somebody should lcok
into it and see who was accountable for it. I
forgot the exact date, but tbe resolution would
show,

Q—State
you?

the

question

that

arose

among

A—Well, it came out upon the street that
Mr. Stockwell had spent very large amounts of
the

company’s

money in

some

way in

ing the subsidy, but the date X can’t

obtain-

now

rec-

ollect.

Q—About what date?
A—About eight or nine mouths X think. A
good while afterwards, any way.
Q—Well, wliat was the question that arose
WaSit as to tow the money
among you.
had beeu expended or what?
A—f think that tbe first shape that it took
facts to tbe counsel of the
was to refer the
company to see what we should do to hold whoever had spent|this money to a
legal account
so that we could
proceed in a regular, orderly

andllegitimate
Q—Then the sum total claimed to have been
expended in that way was a surprise to the
manner.

board of directors?
A—Utterly and entirely so to every man of
them. I have talked to every man of them
and there was not one of them that ever
dreamed of it.
Treasury Balances.
The following are tbe Treasury balauces for

to-dayCurreucy, 814,135,447; special deposit
of egal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, #4!!,5«0,000;!coin, 876,830,074. including
coin certificates, 821,074,300; outstanding legal
teuders, $382,000,000.

Senate Caucus—A Financial Plan.
At the caucus of the Republican Senators today several of the caucus committees made reports. While no formal action was taken regarding Southern affairs, there was unanimous
expressiou on the poiut that all citizens of that
section must be protected in their lawful rights.
Some Senators suggested there should be an
increase of the army for that purpose, while
others were of opinipu that improved militia
arrangements would better secure the protection while being less obj.-ctionable than the
regulrr military force, are more in accordance
with the spirit of our institutions. The ques-

Reading, Out,were burned Saturday,throwing 400 men ou: of work.

at

A despatch from Providence says the threemasted schooner Mary Slusman, of Great Egg
Harbor, from Boston for New York, in ballast,
She had lost her
is asbore ou Conanicut.
Sue
kedge anchor and eighty fathoms of .hue.water.
will probably come off at the next high
Weston has won a race at Newark, N. J.
his 500 miles 25 minutes within the

time.
The bodies of two men were found on the
Missouri Pacific railroad, five miles east of
Kansas City, Saturday. They were thought to
have been Pinkerton’s detectives who have
been there and were murdered.
The New York Tribune says that J. C. S
Colby of Missouri, who was Friday confirmed
witness
as consul to Chin Kiang, is the missing
who was so badly needed in the safe burglary
to Sao
case, and who was then on his way
Francisco to take passage to China, with the
his
above appointment in
pocket.
Geo. Abbott, 25 years of age, a brakeman on
& Maine rail*
Boston
the Lowell branch of the
road, was instantly killed near the south depot
in Lawrence, Saturday. He was on the top of
He was
a car and struck an oveihead bridge.
unmarried and belonged in Wilmington, Mass.
Tho extensive tannery of Seigler & Co. in
Boss $70,Cincinnati, was burned yesterday.
000; insurance $20,000.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Havana, Dec. 20.—Senor Blanco Valle,
Spadish Ambassador to Mexico, arrived here
to-day on the steamer from Cadiz. The same
steamer brought Gen. llajo and 450 soldiers to

reinforce the army in the Island.
The coming sugar crop is reported to be unprecedently large and is expected to be the
largest ever produced in Cuba.
Dominion News,
Ottawa, Dec. 19.—The circulation and specie
report for the week shows an excess of speoie of

$3,059,857.

The Governor General de clars his assent to
the bill passed by the Quebec Assemb ly, enNova
titled “An act of the union of Canada,
Scotia and New Brunswick.”
Spanish Affairs.
Madrid, Dec. 19.—The Correspondancia
publishes a note from Senor Hlloa, Minister of
Foreign Affairs to Senior Mantilla, the Spanish representative at Washington in relation to
the Virginius question. Tbe note remarks on
that portion of President Grant’s
message
which treats of the Spanish and Cuban affairs:
“It is couched in patriotic terms aud claims to
be grounded on the rules of international
law.’’
Von Arnim Sentenced.
London, Dec. 19.—Count Von Arnim has
been sentenced to three months’ imprisonment
less five weeks which he has already suffered.
The
Tbe sentence embodies uo dishonor.
charges of embezzlement fall to the ground.
return
the
to
Arnim’s
Von
neglect
However,
missing papers when asked by the foreign department, necessitates the setting, of an exThe general
ample, hence this punishment.
belief is that the Emperor will pardon him.
ninuB

TELKUBAins.

At Nashua. N. K., Charles E. McKeeu committed suicide Saturday morning by hanging.
Two boys were drowned in the Morris canal,
near Newark, Friday, while
skating on thin
ice.
Steamer Great Republic, from China and
Japan, with 11 cabin and 511 steerage passeugere, arrived in San Francisco Saturday.
A meeting cf the

’Longshoremen’s Union,

Friday nighMwas so turbulent that 30 police-

called in.
The argument for the Beccber-Tilton hill of
particulars has been again postponed till after
Christmas.
The pidgeou shooting match between James
Gordon Bennett and Mr. Livingston, was stopped, Friday, by the police.
John Johnson was arrested in Lowell, Saturday, for bigamy,haviug one wife in Lowell aud
another in Biddeford, Me.
TheBismarck-Reiehstag crisis is reported as
entirely over, but Bismarck has received police
warning of a fresh plot against bis life.
A plot to cut their way out 'of jail by Carl
Voct and other prominent criminals in New
York, was discovered Thursday night by the
wardens aud frustrated.
It is now thought by some that the body of
the child found in Newark Bay ou the 17th of
November, was that of Charlie Ross, as it was
there that the sloop of Mosher was anchored
frequently last fall.
An Easton, Pa., despatch, states that George
Leonard, a fireman, and Mr. Clark, a messenger, are under arrest for robbing the express
safeou a railway train ou the Lackawana road,
About $1000 have
on the 10th of November.
been rerovered.
On the 17th ult. a disastrous fire occurred at
Takis, Japan. About 1000 houses were demen

were

stroyed.

The fisherman who discovered the body of a
child in Newark Bay, was shown a photograph
of Charlie Ross, Saturday, and says the body
found bore no resemblance to it.
Rev. Dr. Huntington of Worcester, has declined the Iowa bishopric.

MPOKEN.
Nov 6. lat 40 30. lou 27 16, sliip Mai tba Cobb, from
(Jardift for Callao.
Dec 4, lat 48 54, Ion 4 53 W, ship Majotic, from
Hull tor Bombay.
Dec 3, SW ot San Francisco ISO miles, ship St John
from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Dec l U lat 86, ion 74, brig John Swan, from Liverpool tor Baltimore.

lower; high Mixed at 71c cash and seller lor
Jsnuary; old 75c cash; 75}c seller May; low Mixed
shade

70}c; old

73c.
Milwaukee, Dec. 19.—Wheat is

No 1 Mil-

Arm;

waukee at Ulc; No 2 Milwaukee 89}c cash;89ic seller
Corn steadyjhigh Mixfor Jan; 90}c seller lor Feb.
ed at 65(c. Oats quiet; No2 at 4S}e. Eye is quiet;
No 1 at 97c.
Barley firm; No 2 Spriugt 1 27}.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 04,000 bush wheat.
Shipments —4300 bbls flour, 23,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, Dec. 19.—Flour—nothing doing; While
Wheat is very quiet: extra
Western at 5 25 @ 5 75.
White Michigan nominally at 1 IS; No 1 White 1 11;
No 1 Amber 1 09. Coru—nothing doing. Oats steady
No 1 Mixed held at 55c.
Receipts—1201 bbls flour,
bush corn, 5221 bush oats.
Shipments -160u bhls flour,
bush com, 2693 bush oats.

8,9b9

bush

by

Oswego, Dec. 19.—Flour steady; sales of No 1
Sprint 6 75; Amber Winter 7 00; White Michigan at
7 25; XX 7 75. Wheat unchanged; No 1 White Milwaukee at 1 22; extra White Michigan at 1 40. Corn
is dull; new high Mixed at 92c. Barley quiet; prime
Canada ottered at 149 f® 150.

by

Hostettev’s

quiet; Middling
Charleston, Dec. 19.-Cott.on
uplands 13jo.
Savannah, Dec. 19.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands at 13|c.
Mobile, Dec. 19.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands 13|o.
New Orleans, Dee. 19.—Cotton lower; Middling
13Jc.

Stomach Bitters, is

a

little

Yellow
corn is auoted at from 96 @ 98c, meal 95 @ 96c, oats
G7c. Teas are still advancing slowly in prices. Pork
and lard appear to be

falling

in

prices

little,

a

the

demand is rather slack. Sugars are remarkably
quiet, and will probably remain so this month and
next; granulated is quoted at 11 @ 11 |c, coffge A at
lOJc, extra C 10c @ lOJc. Syrups 75c.
Foreign Export*.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Sarin at ian—15,000 bush
do
peas, 153,300 lbs potash, 14,000 do
wheat, 30,458
pearlash, 39,300 ao pork, 18,200 do tongues, 5 bbls do,
995 do flour, 70,400 lbs beef, 600 do poultiy, 5720 do
meats, 399,300 do bacon, 42 boxes do, 2400 lbs bams,
167,500 do butter, 32,800 do leather, 9000 do lard, 11
bbls extract hemlock, 9 tcs grease, 2 bb;s apples, 54
galls honey, 35 sewing machine*, 17 pkgs bladders, 16
bbls peas, 31 pkgs merchandise.
Steamer Georeia-2080 bbls of
HALIFAX, NS.
flour, 100 do oatmeal, 20 do peas, 700 bush wheat, 150
do rye, 75 bbls pork, 9120 lbs butter, 22,200 do tobacco. 4500 do hams, 1600 do bacon, 40 bbls barley, 3600
lbs cheese, 1860 galls ate, 47 pkgs boots and shoes,4500
lbs hops, 426 hides, 421 pkgs paper, 6 do poultry, 230
galls oil, 113 pkgs mdse, 1 piano.
ST. JOHN, NB. Br Schr Tasso—700 bbls flour.
ST. JOHN, NB. Br Schr Lizzie G—801 bbls flour,
300 do oatmeal, 240 bags feed.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
Grand Trunk Railroad—Norton & Chapman 100

bbls flour, Marshall & Ilsley 400 do do, W L Alden
100 do do, D W Coolidge 100 do do, I F Burbridge 100
do do. Cap. Blake 100 do do, Waldron & True 2 cars
corn, Blase & Jones 4 cars corn, S W Ihaxter 1 car
corn, Albert Dodge 1 do do, Wright & Co 1 do do, G
W True 1 do do. S H Larminie 1 do do, Gallup &
Clark 1 do do, J I Libby 2 do potatoes, J W Jones
449 cases corn.
tty water conveyance—1000 busti covnmeal to 3 W
True & Co.

_DIED.
In this

city, Dec. 191b, Joseph Short, aged

77

years

Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
|Funeral
from his late residence, Corner ot Federal and Hampshire streets. Relatives and friends ar einvited to at-

Buxton,

Dec. 19.1

110}

Boston & Maine Railroad....110J
Sales at Auction.

PepperellManufacturing Co...745
Eastern Railroad...
51}
7s, 1894... 105

Bank Statement.
New York, Dec. 19.—The following is the weekly

bauk statement.
Increase in loans—..
.$ 506.500
Decrease in Specie.;.
599,300
Decrease in legal tenders.
1,538,600
Decrease in deposits. 2,700,200
The banks lose a million and a half in their reserve;
...

..

now

hold

an excess

of §7,624,250.

Currency 6’s ex in.117
The iollowing were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
CO

Pacific Mail.37}
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101
Erie. 27}
Erie preferred.... 40
Union Pacific stock........ 34}
Michigan Central....
80}
Lake Shore... 72}
Illinois Central. 97
Chicago & Northwestern. 44}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 59}
Chicago & Rock Island.... 101

j

were

the

quotations tor Pacific Rail-

Central Pacific bonds.95}
Union Pacific.92}

Union Pacific land grants...88}

Union Pacific incomes....90
The 8ub-Trea3urer paid $19,000 as interest and
$8000 for called bonds.
Providence Print doth Market.

PROViDENCE.Dec. 19.—The printing cloths market
during the week has been quiet with better business;
prices have settled down to 5} @ 5}c for standard and
extra 64x61; sales of the weak 46,250 pieces.
Domestic Markets.

York,Dec. 19—Evening.—Breadstuff's—Flour
—receipts5541 bbls; exports 7086 bbls; sales 8,161
bbls; the general market is dull, few buyers present;
New

shipping grades firm
in limited request at

ANDERSON’S
Hosiery, Glove and Fancy Goods Store

HOLIDAYS.

dec2l

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.
Date.
For
Frobi
Name.
Dec 22
Columbus.New York. .Havana
WyomiDg.. ...New York. .Liverpool.... Dec 22

,
snlw

*R

AU Members of Maine Lodge, No. 1,1. O. O. F. are
evenrequested io be present at the session Monday
ing. Dec. 21. as bnsiness of importance will come be
Per Order
fore the Lodge.
ALBERT S. WAY, Sec’y.

23
Dec 26
Liverpool..
Pereire.New York. .Havre.Dec 26
Samaria.Bostoh.Liverpool.... Dec 26
Claribel.New York. Jamaica,&c. .Dec 30
Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Dec 31
Frisia.. New York .Hamburg.... Dec 24
City of Havana.New York. Havana.Dec 24
City of London.New York..Liverpool.... .Dec 26
Victoria.New York. .Glasgow.Dec 26
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 30
City of Mexico.New York. .Havar VCruz. Dec 31
2
Siberia.Boston,.Liverpool.. ..Jan 2
2
.Jan
York..Aspinwali...
Accapulco.New
City of Merida.... New York. .Hav &VCruz Jan 5
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 6

.Liverpool.Dec
..

;Southem quiet;
superfine
unchanged prices; Minneso is
steady ;Winter Western slow, Rye flour unchanged.
Buckwheat flour quiet and steady. Grain—WheatNo 2

and soldiers, wounded, raptured
PERSONAL
however slightly,

injured

or
can

llebelltou,
by addressing

the late
Pension

Surgeon in United
St., New York City.

OF

GOING OUT

and Hair work busiestablished in a good
location. Satisfactory references given and required.
HAIEDKESSEK,
Address
Press Office, Portland.
decl8d3tsn

a

COAL.

BUSINESS.

Tlio old firm of

$530,000 WORTH

USTEWST

to be

sold

AT

—

ust

Supply

!

Entire stock will be sold at a discount to such
desired.

—

Porteous.

[from OUR oorrespondent.1
CRANBERRY ISLES, Dec 9-Ar, scb Kosella,
SpnrMng, Portland; Relief, Stanley.-.
Dec 10—Ar. scb Cairie M Richardson, Richarnson,
South-West Harbor for Portland; Rinaldo, Grover,

Sch Maggie Willard, Spurting, (ten men) took 8000
lbs fish In one day last week,
HERRING GUT—111 port 10th, sen Senator, Grant,
from Ellsworth lor Portland.

cheap

concern

elegant

—

i

And

GLOVES,
TIES,

j

an

As Low

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 17th, barque Florence Chipman. Farr. Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 16th, sch Lemuel Hall, Grinned,

the Lowest.

OPP. PBIBLE HOUSE.

HAVANA CIGAR S
just received, which we shall soil until January

$6.00

per 100, former Price

PIPES,
HOLDERS, Ac.,

MEERSCHAUM

Now is tke time
Preieali

LEAVITT~&
Cor.
decl5

E.

T.

184

Sts.

One Price.

At

No

VISIT

Variation,

|

|

,o-*q( »«»*!

OF

DRESS

FOR

od lli

HOLIDAY

Dec.

T.

ELDEN

The

OF

be

73

FREE

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.
Do7

__amlAwtim
DR. SARAH W. DEV0LL,

KCrgulsr Practitioner ml Medicine,
formerly of Newton, Mass., offers ber servlco* to
A

Women anil Children,

Residence, 33 1-3 High Street.
OFFICE BOURN, 8 loOA.ill. I to4P.M.
NDtf
CC21

1

No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers for child to tall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get out of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
GEDKUB T. COHEN*,
1M North Street, Boston, and
393 Fear] Street, New York.
oct29
d3m

HOLIDAY GOODS.

Watches, Diamonds,

Jewelry, &c.

910.00. Wtrlk 938.00.
—

Sc

at

better prepared than ever to show their
t Aners the

undersigned

Dec. 16

An

STREET.

WATCHES.

D. V. BOLDER, Agent.

Call and examine

»80il(;TU

OCt

t*
‘Mil
flOt ‘Hi lifiil Y/iliJeli*

oar

dec 15

*

eod2w

■

Notice.
this day formed a copart-

have

H O L I

COST/YENESS, DYSPEPSIA, P/LES,
no pain.act promptly,
require iacKSBe of dose, do nc* exhaust, aud
for elderly persons, females and rbtldreu, arc
the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels

Pleasant to the palate, cause
x .ever

Warranted in all eases ot
( nee tlio next morning.
We promlie PILES end Falling of the Rectum.
ote a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as

After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
pitting or Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
iizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yelowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick headache,
j Ioated Tongce.Billiousness, Liver Coeplaint.
,oss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
.nd all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint1 rass Hec.
Travellers ind the Lozrnyes just what they need,
( s they are to compact and inodorous that they may
e carried in the veet pocket, and ns an aperient or
fixative these Lozenqes have no equal.
Trial Haxea BO c. large Maxes OOr. seat
| iy mail free af postage la air address
For sale by E. S. Habrison He Co., No. 1 Tremont
seSsneodly
einple, Boston, and by all Druggists.
,

j

Ippression

THE

—

Y S

D^A

!

Oerrish & Pearson
GLASS

SIGNS

cut to

Invite the public to call anti

WINDOWS,

SHOP

FOB

1874._decl7sp2w

[ndorsed. by all tlie Medical Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

nd

Stock and Prices.

Mo. 139 MIDDLE STREET.

* is

>v> .ft'! <;ll'

Extra Lot of

Ladies’ and Gents’

(2nd Floor,)

€. Us FARLEY,
4

Exchange St.

bih!2w

declft

see

their tine stock of

Ladies’ mad Gents’ Gold Watches,
Gold Chains of all Styles, Flue
Stone Cameo and Human
Gold Set«,
Diamonds
Emeralds. Stone Cameo. Pearl, Seal and
Plntn Rings,

order by

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.

j list

cus>

—

FREE

r>

are

CHARLES L. DOW,

DR. HARRIS ON’S

_nrlm
DR. MORSE.

fmiud at bis oIBce and residence, dally.
PcraJUS can be treated by letter.

can

'»n«

Newest and Choicest Uoods the
market affords.

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

_

Diseases ot the Lungs, Throat, Catarrh
and Bronchitis,

omit

CLOAKS,
Ftr

4.

16, 1874.

Portland,

CO.,

Who has for the last tw enty five years, given special
attention to the treatment of

’(4

J. A. MERRILL & CO.,

lO'l

L.

5 FREE STREET, PORTLAND.
dels

but the “Chichester.”

SWING CRADLES.

IIILiHk.

M

^

^^“‘dS&ING,
CHARLES
DOW,

PRICE.

&

Holiday Gift.

or

It will hold a doll 20 inches long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. If your dealer doe* not
have them, ask him to send for catalogue, and take

CLOAKS
15 W
Elegant J leaver Cloth, Jet Embroidered
»;

tership In business under the name and style ot
thirling & Dow, as wholesale and retail dealers and
immifacHirers of The AdJustaWeSpriBg Bed, Chatn>er Sets, Chairs, &c.,at the stow heretofore occupied
P. Beals He Co. No. 27J
iy the late firm ot Thomas
» and 31 Market St.,

LADIES’ & CHILDRENS’ UNDERWEAR

E.

DOLL S CRADLES.

Mothers yon should have a Chichester Swing Cradl *
Mothers wio try them will have no other.
Mothers prwe your time by using a Chichester.
Mothers bi y no other till you see a Chichester.
THE CRADLE AHONG CRADLES
No rockers to wear out carpet.

Copartnership

HOSIERY,

UNDER

GOODS !

PATENT

tllllTHTEEK

FOB

One case assorted Felt Skirts $1.00 each.
500 Embroidered Linen Sets at about
2-3 the cost of importation.

MUCH

eed-’w

dell!

CLOAKS!

—

CO.,

teoM

3HT

■

i'mImoiiii ) I»*i

GOODS

OLD STAND OF BRIGGS & CO.

CLOAKS!

;onsent. The debts due the late Ann will be collected
ind the copartnership liabilities will be paid by
Messrs. Darling He Dow, at the store hitherto «c■unied by the late firm. No. 29 Market St. Portland,
THOMAS P. BEALS.
JOSEPH T. DA BUNG,

I

AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES.

LINE

CO.

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
The copartnership heretofore existing between the
mbscribers under the name and style of Thomas P.
Beals He Co., has been this day dissolved by mutual

OCR

FULL

«r

w

$1.00 yard.
$1.25 Thibets

GOODS

It «

ill
i|i* tt sitaMli
■•ill tit; lo •'dninaot
«f *fill iti It Mill
.iroilqh >^ill (I‘h‘1 !*• ■'4*' •*
,jiO(| !!i; W Inn: ftllllKlI

*

Mt.Vl/t

for 69c yard.
ALL

,

»'/#«

*

•>'

•>■*'

ALL

503 Congress Street,

Birthday

t't «oil«u'{ to l^i'iioi Ill'll

—

DAVIS &

ject2

A

OF
lit «|«» »!»»►

ROODS ARE MUCH

of those

intHUi ]tI91‘/ltli» to
-i‘»hlo i»i■ Ji ximf

STOKE

IIOIMiBO'ii** >*!**

Seven pieees Black Silks for $1.15 yard.
“
Ten
Lyons Poplins best quality

ALSO

THE

—

Less than Manufacturers Prices.

case more

9vigfi9Jx3
o‘i«f

!'i;

variety of articles far

endless

CHICHESTER PATENT.

I

I'*

at

.«<!)», ,fs tr.|
f- >il'<u'4uil>ib

i

One

-H

Ilho/f

DESKS,

at Reduced Prices to close.

none

XdK

One bale Continental Cottons 01*4 cts yd
One “ 36 inch “ line and heavy 8 “
“
11 “
One case Hills
Bleached
9 “
One n Boot 4-4 Bleached
“
“
6
14
One
Washington Cambrics
100 “ Bates Honey Comb Quilts 86 “
ALL OF THESE

an

as

CO.,

OF

Every little girl should have one. Name “Chichester" on every cradle. Beaulilul, Cheap and
Durable. Chichester Toy Chain to matrh. This
Cradle cannot be equal'ed tor a present to a little girl
for

STREET.

'.»/'■

,* .lil.HI

PRICKS.

LARGEST STOCK,
THE BENT GOODS,
THE LOWEST PRICES.

OFFER FOR ONE WEEK,

Notice

Shortest

9d Floor.

ALWAYS
THE

4*l«OS

AND BASTING

fmim pi
4 & 5 FREE

STREET.

MIDDLE

|

PRESENTS!

&

.-Jl.- O

,•

CUTTING

LEACH.

STOCK

ELEGANT

%

Oa

stuff is appropriate to the season, and
cheap as any other Plebeian can own it.

DAILEY,

ELDEN

£

on

The

a

sntjal'75

CHRISTMAS

NOTABLE

AS

WRITING

11 El

I

HOLIDAYS
AT

Congress St.,

L. €. NELSON &

«.

his

—FOR THE—

CO.,

WORK BOXES,

•*
•> //

All Kinds Dross and Cloak Making
/
i:
,«••>>! i'H* fi'.H
A *»
DONE TO OBDEB,

USEFUL AKD DESIRABLE GOODS

CIGAR

and Middle

Exchange

1!

4'

—OF—

$7.00.

make year friend

I i I ii
ft

.f|jf y r,I in
Jilllll/ki

I

v
01

Hi i

^r-»lfiosr i*c

STOCK

CROWDED

>'V f
PRICES.
REDUCED
UNTIL JANUARY 1ST.
la

v 9

lit

at

THE NUMBER,

WOOLEJST
.1-1

liU

STREET,
to

to the

Jackets,
Clonds,
Leggings,
Hosiery,

BUILDING.

invite*yonr attention

gilt

Ladies'

>

35,000

a

Exchange Street

and

»*»

■'

NOVELTIES !

MIDDLE

NOTES.

the Exhibition 1

see

AND

LEACH,
184

Box,

the

WE ABE SELLING OCR

nki

WlJ

19 Pineal Black.
»n1w*ttf

11 ul

Bmhu

just the thing fur

a

Christmas Presents.

_dsnlm

SEASONABLE

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
aull

Christmas Stationery only 10c.

DRESSING CASES!

nrfrr
DWIGHT C. GOLJUR, Agt.

—

HALL

MECHANICS*
decl

sulw

WILDE

THAYER

ROBERT

WRITING DESKS.
POCKET CUTLERY,
DIARIES. &c„ Ac.

mfimb,

GEO. A. HARMON,
617 Congress Street,

ST.,

decl8

STATIONERY,

STREET

FREE

5

STOCK

and wish to slosh Aem out with the close of the year.
1 shall sell my goods to ea«h customers below value,
which will prove of mutual benefit to my patrons
ami my«elI. My prices will substantiate all I profess.
Came tor Issr Holiday ClifU Now.
No extra charge for engraving.

PRESENTS

"CONGRESS

482 & 484

Aspinwall.

as

&

one

can

ALBUMS.
BIBLES.
GIFT BOOKS,
IUVENILE BOOKS,
TOY BOOKS,
GAMES.

WATCHES,SILVER WARE A JEWELRY,

endless variety of other goods just tb« things

CHRISTMAS

4

,

And my entire stock of goods at an immense reduction trom old prices.
Recognizing the tact that there has been a great decline in many lines of goods, as well as in the price
of labor, and woll knowing another season will bring
a decline in oar lino also, I have concluded to take
the lead of the market and
MEPtCB MV PRICKS NOW,
and have re-marked my goods accordingly. I have
a large and valuable stock of

HANDKERCHIEFS.
SILK UMBRELLAS,
MUFFLERS.

present

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware,

line of

. ;

OF

heauliful than a nice framed Picture
on the walls of a quiet and cosy

home ? What more appropriate
give another ?
Also a 1 irge slock ot

HATE

GOLD AND SILVER WATCHES.

BRACES,
CARDIGANS,
WRISTEBd,

before reported ashore on Nantucket Bar, was got off
and towed in to Hyatiis'19th. She does not leak ami
has sustained but little damage.

OFFER

ENTIRE

MY

CHRISTMAS GOODS:
An

NOW

I

mor.

503

CLOAKS!
CLOAKS
$7.30, 99.00 ■■4910.00, warlfc,
910.00,919.00 and 919.00.

jy23___8Dtf

iu the

CHRISTMAS GOODS

Ar at Havana 18th. brig H Houston, Grifflo, Portland; sch S P Hall, Turner, New York.
Sid 1m Matanzas 17th, sch Hattie Ross, Durgin, for
North of Hatteras.
Passed Newcastle, Del, 19th, ieh E E Sllmpson,
Randall, for Portland.
Brig Eudorus, Lee, from Portland for New York,

IUU.

uuy

as

the clly, ranging

L. C. NELSON &

CLOAKS!

Elegant Beaver Clotb Cloaks

HEAD FRANKLIN WHARF.

State, and
furthermore, every garment fsof their own
make, and warranted in every respect.
As

Otter Creek#
Dec 11—Ar, sch Marv B Reeves. Bracy, P E Island
lor Boston, (put in to repair mainsail); Wanderer,
Bunker, Swan's Island, fishing.

What ia

hanging gracefully

92

SON,

COMMERCIAL STREET,

3G

NO.

In

50 cents to $35.00.

REMEMBER

suitable for

QUANTITY.

AND

S. ROUNDS &

CLOTHING

MADE

every way

23^ Please call and get our prices before purchas
ug elsewhere.

MEN’S AND BOYS’
BEADY

largest and choicest stock
price from

The

Call and
COAL'

quantities.

HELL

WILL

AND

CAN

gravings.

CHILDREN’S

liberal discount to purchasers of large

A

CO.

&

are

Framed Chromes and En-

We warrant our Coal to give perfect satisfaction in

sntf

HAWKES

and will receive pnpils In Drawing and Painting on
Tuoaday, Wednesday, Friday and Matarno!3day Altcraooa*.anti

Steam, furnaces, Parlcr and Cook Stores,

if

QUALITY

dec2

ORIN

Coals

The above

GBEENOUGH.

ft

GOWELL

Port-

Studio iu Room 3, No. 8 Clapp'*
Bloch,

Street.

Exchange

And in fact anything you want fur
young, middle age or old.

LORBERV and
FRANKLIN

WAIT !

DON’T

Natbanie
Sch Auaconda, Wallace, Millbridgc
Blake.
Dec.
90.
flandayt
ARRIVED.
Brig Elizabeth Ann, (Br) Moore, Pictou, NS.
Scb Almaretta, Merrill, Boston, to load for Provi-

as

names

JOHNS,
HICKEBY,

Best Stand in Portland for Parties Wishing to Engage in this Business.

—

city
cheap as say other dealer
and from one ton to ten thousand, vu.,

ot

those who
Mrs. Hon.

few of the

ItlflAB LOAF,
gPHIKU MOUNTAIN,
HONEY BROOK,

Come Bill bay year wife or daughter a
nice Pawley Shawl or Drem at half price
for a Christmas Present.

.....

OF COAL

in the

of

are a

92

OF

THEM

Dolesworthy, Jr.

S. H.

in

TRV IT.

James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lamba-d, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of Augusta: Rev. Dr. Ricker. Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Bey. Wm A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Rank: Hon. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ol Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
C.Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Tailor, Beacon St., Boston: Emory Cook and many
others in Providence; W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and fifty thousand others too numerous to mentfoD.
Mold by all DranUli.
sueodaeowdm
dec!

baa her

QUALITIES

FIRST

—

Come and fret your Winter’s

AND

BUSS ANNIE LATHAM

and sell all the

BARGAINS.
Malurdny, Dec. 19.
ARRIVED.
Steamship E'eanora, Johnson, New York—mdse
and passengers to Henry Fox.
Sch Abide Ingalls, Ingalls, Philadelphia—coal to
Maine Central R K.
Sch Little Annie, (Br) Roberts, Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamship Sarmatian, (Br) Wylie, Liverpool
H&A Allan.
Steamship Georgia, (Br) McKenzie, Halifax—John
Porteons.
.John
Sch Tasso. (Br) Brewster, St John, NB

PRESENTS!

remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony,

The following

havo used this

STREET,

COMMERCIAL

36

I M MEDIATELY

PORT OK PORTLAND

SON

still keep at

GOODS

FANCY

AND

&

ROUNDS

SAMUEL

—OF—

DRY

reliable young Man, wbo

years experience as a
witli him in the Hair Dressing
ness. A good busines si saiready

Communications promptoc29snly

ly auswered.

a

PRESENTS!
GET

TO

—

HOLIDAYS !

Notice.

FAIL

DON’T

or more

in

obtain

DRESSERS.

Subscriber wants

Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
Stales Navy, No. 4 New Cham-

bers

ffliuiat'ire Almanac.December 21.

PVU

*.»

w

FOR THE

—

The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM for the cure of Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding of Ike Bungs and Consumption, has given rice to spurious comp rands. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. T» protect yourselves from Imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta. Maine,,’ are blown
in the glass of the bottle. 85000 for a better article.

dollars and three
THElias from Bix to ten hundred
Hair Dresser,to engage

NOTICE.—All officers, sailors

Sun rises...........7.27 I High water9.15 AM
Sun sets...4.30 | Moon sets.5.45 AM

receipts 5500 bush; exports 3041bush; sales 137,000
bush at 114 afloat lor No 2 Milwaukee Spring last
evening; 113 in store to-day for 30,000 bush; 112 in
store for 24,000 bush for ungraded Spring; 123 in
store for No 1 Minnesota Spring: 1 09 in store tor 66,000 busli No 2 Chicago; Spring; Winter quiet; Red
1 20 @127; Amber 126 @131; White 135 @137;
market closed about lc higher. Com—receipts 29,500
bush; exports 67,662 bush; sales 32,500 bush at 88 @
9uc lor new Western Mixed; 88 @ 89c for new White
Western; offered 92} @ 93c in store for old Western
Mixed; market closed dull and easier. Oats—receipts
31,700bush; exports500 bush; sales 7190 bush at 67c
in store; 6}c afloat iorWestern Mixed; 67c for White
State on track and Mixed do at 67 @ 67c} on track;
elosedquiet and a shade firmer. Barley—receipts of
4000 bush; exports by steamer City of New York
from Liverpooll278 quarters barley, equal to 10,226
buRh;market inactive and parties apart; Canada is
held at 1 60 @ 1 65; State 1 30 @ 1 45.
Rye—Canada
in bond held at|l 00; State at 94 @ 9Go. Barley Malt
—receips 660 bush; salesil800 bush Western on short
Sparks, for Matanzas.
time at 1 45;Canada held at 1 70; 6-rowed State at
Passed through Hell Gate 17th. schs Sardinian, fm
160. Seeds—receipts none; exports 211 bush; sales
New York to, Boston: Hattie N Ruller, from do for
120 bags Clover last evening at 10}c for Western,
Orient; W Freeman. Elizabethport tor-Boston.
which is the holding price to-day; State ll}c; TimSTONINGTON-Ar 171b, sch Susan E Nash, Nash,
tothy is nominal at 2 75 @ 2 80 per bush; domestic
Port Johnson.
flax seed, letail lots to druggist, 2 25 @ 2 30 per bush.
NEWPORT—In_port 17, aebs Nathan Cleaves, AtOatmeal steady at 7 50 for Western;city 7 87}@ 8 00;
wood, Portland lor Virginia; -Lyndon. Cassidy, do
8 00 @ 8 25 for Ontario ^ bbl. Corn Meal—receipts
tor N«w Turk; A McNichol, Heed, Macbiaa tor New
600 bbls and 5500 sacks; exports 109 bbls; sales 375
York; Sammy Ford. Allen, Lubst^prdo; W I)B,
bbls,and 400 sacks at 4 90 for brandywine ;4 20@ 4 75
Pitcher. Thomaston f#r.do.
or Western Yellow; 4 30 @ 4 40 for Western White;
Sid 17th, schs Pilot’s Bride, Eldrldge, (from New
4 00@ 4 50 lbr Jersey and Pennsylvania Yellow per
York) tor Boston.
bbl; 1 50 per 100 lbs for Baltimore coarse Yellow in
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 16th, Minerva,
sacks; city sacked quoted, coarse old at 1 75; new at
Richards, Bucksport for New York.
1 65 Jfine fitted old at 1 78; new do at 1 67 jbolted YelXkClUtUOUf
T|
low old at 185; bolted White 1 95 per 100 lbs. WhisAr 17th, scfc Mary Louise, Gray,Jrom Bucksport
key-receipts 491 bbls; sales 200 bb*s at 101}. Potk
for New York.
nominal at 20 50. Lard is quiet at 13} @ 13Jc seller |
ViNEYAKD-HAVEN-Ar 17tb, seh Mary. RichJan; 134c seller February. Tallow is quiet and firm ardson, New York lor Plymouth.
at 8jc. Linseed Oil nominally unchanged. Raw SuAr 18th, soli Florida, Gilmore, froM Jacksonville
gar is'dull; sales of 80 hhds Jama ia at T} @ 73c; 22
lor Belfast.
hhds Demorara at 5}c gold in bond; 77' hhds Porto
BOSTON—Ar 18th, schs Addie Blaisdell. Bearse,
Rico at 8}c; 200 boxes Molasses Sugar at 7}c: refined
Alexandria; Aldine, Dennison, Philadelphia; «jos
Sugar quiet; extra C 9} @ 9|c; standard A 9}c; off A
Eaton. Peterson do.
9}c; standard crushed I0}@10fc; powdered IoS@
Cld 18tb, brig Ambrose Light, Schwartz, fbr Porto
lOic; granulated 10|c. Coffee—sales 2015 Santos exRico.
tra at 18c. Petroleum firmer; crude in bulk at 5} @
Ar 19th, schs Emma K Smalley, McFadden, Phila5|c; R S W at 11}@ life; cases at 16|c. Naval delphia; Maggie E Smith. Grace, Philadelphia; RisStores—Rosin is quiet at 2 15 @ 2 25 for strained. Tar
ing Sun, Jones, Port Johnson: J S-Weldon, Rich,
neglected; Wilmington nominally at 2 50. Spirits Tur- Hoboken; C P Gerrisb, McAllep, New York; Nile,
pentine is firmer at 36c.
Metcalf, New York; John A Dix, Proctor. Bootbbay.
Ocean Freghts—The engagements have been as folCld 19tb, barque Lizzie. Carney, for Cardenas; brig
lows—to Liverpool, by steam, grain at 9 @ 9}d: LonPrentiss Hobbs, Dodge, for St Thomas; ech Canton,
don 16,000 bush gratn by sail at 9}d; British channel
Henley, Portland.
Italian bark with 3000 quarters grain at 6s 6d; Cork
and orders, vessel with 3500 quarters grain at 7s 3d;
foreign'porta;
fo: Antwerp 10,000 galls Petroleum on p t.
Ar at Gallo —, ship Vchtus', Theobald, Cardiff.
Gold closed at 111}.
Arat Sierra Leone 8th ult, barque A Houghton,
Chicago, Nov. 19.—Flour is dull: shipping extra
Upton, Boston.
uueai »ieuuy <uiu active lor iuiieiu at ■* to vu * ov.
Cld at Malaga Nov 24th, brig Mary Fink, Dyer, lor
tures at 88} @ 88gc seller for Jan; 89} @ 89} do Feb;
New York.
88c cash; 88 (a) 88}c seller Dec; No 3 at 83c; No 2 MinAr at Liverpool 17th inst, barque Edwin Reed, Hignesota 9Uc.
Corn is dull; new No 2 at 65c cash; 65}o
gins, Bangor.
seller Jauuary; 65g @ 65}c for seller February; 71 }e
In St Helena Roads 17th, ship Sylvan us Blanchard,
Oats quiet at
seller May; old 77 (c£ 77}e seller Dec.
James, Antwerp for Callao, (master sick.)
52} @ 62}c seller for Dec; 52} @ 52gc for seller Jan;
Arat Buenos Ayres Occ 30th, barque Isaac Hall,
56} (<g 56}c seller May; car lots 52}c. Rye is firm at
Pressey, Montreal.
95c. Barley firm, higher and in lair demand at l 23
at Buenos Ayres Oct 30, barque Clara Eaton,
Ar
cash; 1 24 seller Jan: 1 25 do Fsb. Whiskey is quiet Merriman, Cardin.
and firm at 97c. Pork dull at 18 50 cash or seller for
Nov 17, barque Idolique,(Br) NickAt
Pernambuco
Dec; 18 90 seller Jan; 1917} @ 19 20 seller for Febru- erson, foi Portland; brig
Ernest, Sinnet. for do.
ary; 19 45 seller March. Laid is dull and easier at
Rio Janeiro Nov 6, Priscilla. Merriman, for
Cld
at
12 25 cash and seller December ;13 20 seller Feb. Cut
Valparaiso; Detroit, Pike, and S C Blanchard, MeaMeats moderately active. S P Hams nominally at
dy, Callao.
11}. Green Hams at lOp lor 15 ibs *av; dry salted I
At St Domingo Nov 29, sch M M Pote, Ober, for
•boulders at 6gc; short ribs Ojjcjoose; boxed held at
Boston 5 days.
} @ f above loose.
At Mayaguez 4th inst, schs Daylight,JVIcFadden,
Ou the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
from Charleston; Lark, Guptill, tor New York, ldg;
steadv at 87 @ 87}c seller January ;90}c do February.
Maid of the Mist, Smith, tor do. do.
Nothing doing in other grades
In port 12th, sclis Stephen Bennett, Bennett, and
Receipts—17,195 bbls flour, 84,100 bush wheat, 55.- Hattie
Ross, Durgin, for New York, ldg, and others.
830 bush corn, 27,160 bush oats, 1510 bush rye, 12,330
Ar at Havana 17th inst, barque Estella, Poole,
bush of barley.
Portland.
Shipments—9088 bbls flour, 4818 bush wheat, 28,791
bush corn, 5397 busn oats, 000 bush rye, 2849 ousL of
[Latest by European steamers.)
barlev.
Cld at Liverpool 2d inst. Olive S Southard. Walker.
Freights dull and unchanged—grain 40.; meats 42 to
Calcutta; Gen Fairchild, Kelley, for Coquiinbo; 4th,
New York.
II G McFarland, McFarland. Havana.
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19.—Pork at 1900 cash; 19 25
Ent out 2d. Polynesiau, (ss) Brown, for Portland.
seller February. Bacon is quiet; shoulders9}c; clear
Cld at Cardiff 1st inst. Eliphalet Greeley, Haicrow,
rib sides at J2c; clear sides at 12} @ 13c. Sugar cured
Rio Janeiro; 2d, Josephine Martin, Fickett, for Nuehams at 13}
I4}e. Cut Meats quiet; shoulders 6} @
vitas.
6|c; clear rib sides at 9}c; clear sides at 9|c. Lard is
Ent for ldg 1st, Mogul, Walker, tor Singapore.
ottered at 13c tor steam icndered: jobbing at 14c for
Off' Portland 5tb, Tbos Fletcher, Pendleton, from
kettle rendered. Live Hogs dull; medium fair at
tor New York.
Hamburg
6 75@ 7 00;common or mixed lots 6 25 (aj C 50;receipts
Ar at Genoa Nov 28, Eagle Rock, Hammond, from
4240 head; shipments 551 head.
Whiskey is firm at Richmond.
Dressed Hogs 8} (fli 9.
97c.
Ar at Cette 29th, Raven, Nash, New York.
Ar at Marseilles 2d, Don Jacinto, Croston, New
iolkdo. Nov. 19.—Wheat quiet; N 3 White WabYork.
ash 1 09: No 1 Red Winter at 111 asked; l 10 bid;
Ar at Cadiz 25th ult, S E Kennedy, Patterson, New
Bales (f No 2 Anibei Michigan at 102; No 2 Spring
at 93c. Com in moderate demand and prices ar e a
York; KM Heslen, Gonld, Boston.

V.

»

TO HAIR

sn'-’t

dcclS

Polynesian..Portland...Liverpool.Jan

Cld 18th, sch Ella M Penaell, Thompson, for New
York.
FERNANDINA—Sid 5th, sch Emma McAdam,
*
Murch Baroaboes, for orders.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Cld 17th, sch A F Ames,
Bull
River.
Achoro,
SAVANNAH—Cld 17th, barque Linda Stewart,
Stinchfleld, Port Spain.
Cld 18th, brigs Lizzie M Merrill.Dockendorl.Havro;
Katahdin, Harlow, for Brunswick, Ga; sch Nellie F
Sawyer, Getcbell, Boston.
Ar 14th, sch Mary Lord, Lord, New York.
Ar 16th. sch Mary E Long, Low, New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 14th inst, sch Demroy Giay.
Brewster. St Marys, Ga.
Cld 14th, brig Mariposa, Fletcher, Barcelona; sen
Sunbeam. Kane, Pascagoula.
Cld !5tb, schs Frank E Dow, Crowell, Bull River;
Emma Green, Collins, Wilmington NC.
Sid 18th. ship Richard III, Hubbard. Liverpool.
NORFOLK—Ar 16tb, seb Onrust, Romer, Alexandria tor New Haven, in distress.
FORTRESS MONROE- Passed in 17th, brig Abbie
C Titcomb, ftom NeW York fbr Richmond.
Passed out .18th. ship Leading Wind, Hinckley,
from Baltimore for San Francisco.
BALTIMORE—Cld 17th, sch Mary Cobb, Humphrey, Providence.
Cld 18th, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Bellaat I.
Arl7tb, brig John Swan, ltumball, Liverpool; sch
Annie P Chase. Poole, Bbston, to load for Cienfuegos.
Ar 18tli, sch S E Woodbury, Gr.fflu, Bucksville SC.
Sid 16tli, sch Ruth Darling, tor Calais.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, sch Charlotte Jameson, Jameson. Vinalhaven.
Ar 18th, sch Delia O Yates. Yales, Matanzas.
Cld 18tb, barque Hornet, Hopkins, Messina.
Passed down 17th, sch Mary Ljonburner, for Belfast.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, barques-Chief. Harding,
Smyrna55 days; Norah, Hall, Malaga; schs MaryS
Lunt, Simmons, Grenada; Ball H Potter, Rogers,
Pensacola 18 days.
Cld 17th, schs Annie L Palmer, Lewis, lor Jacmel;
Marcia Reynolds, Westdike, Lagnayra.
Ar 18th, brig Josie, Pettigrew, Cadiz; aehs Azclda
& Laura, Jorgensen, Baracoa 11 days; Helen, Robinson, Charleston.
Cld 18th. ship Washington, Bradley, tor Liverpool;
barque Templar. Bartlett, Leghorn; schs HattieWeston, Parsons, Aux Cayes; Florence Rogers, Horton,
Galveston.
Sid 17th, barque I Sargent, lor Alexandria.
Sid 18th, brigs Juliet C Clark, lor Cienfuegos; C A

M» m

m

eodAwlvsnll

ECTjiR,H.-A.I3:

IMITATIONS.

MAINE LODGE, No. 1. 1.0. 0. F.

....

ltfth and 3oth.
me 12

GOLD.

COUNTERFEITS

the

for

are

OF

BEWARE

ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL ARTICLES

In Damariscotta. Nov. 28, Mrs. Arietta, wife of Jas
35 years,.

J. H. SCHBXCK <fc SON.
N. E. comer Sixth and Arch streets, Phila.
U# sale by all druggists and dealers.
Dr. Scnetick will be at the Quincy House. Bos7th
ton, on ihe following Wednibdays: tlctober
and 21st, November 4ili and l#tli, and December 2d,
And

medicines.

Special

ravenous

prepared only by

»n2w

$5000

a

K

[Fro a Alonzo S. Weed, publisher cf Ziou’s Herald,
35 Bromfielu St., Boston.]
Several bottles or Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with ths most gratWe esteem It as one of the host of
ifying results.

COR PKtBL ANO IIIDOLE 8T.j
call attention to a very large display of rich

years 9 months.

MEMORANDA.
Sch C S Dyer, Foster, (tom Franklin for Boston,
with granite, is ashore at Deer Island, fall of water.
Sch Onrust, Itomer. from Alexandria for New Haven, was towed into Norfolk 16th, with loss of both
anchois, mainsail and mainboom, foresail and flying
jib split.

3IT.OCK,

3 DEEI1IMG
deeio

Boslwu.

BespectfuUT^n.,

success.

dissolves the
the stomach,

aids digestion and
appetite.
When the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or the
symptoms otherwise of a billious tendency. Schenk's
Mandrake Pills are required. These medicines are
creates

NurTKK
[Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney aud Counselorsat-Law, 27 Tremont St ]

at tbair oxtenslvc store.

[FROM MEROHARTS’ EXCHANGE.]

New York Stock and ttlonev Jlarket.
New York, Dec. 19—Morning.—Stocks are better.
Governments strong. Money 3} per cent. Gold at
111*. Sterling Exchange, long 495}, short 4.00}.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881. 120 \
United States 5-20’s, 1862.113
115 ;
United States 5-20’s 1864.
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.117
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new. .119
United States 5-20’s, 1867.120
120
United States 5-20’s, 1868.
United States new 5’s.113
States
10-40
United
coupon.. ..114

The following
road securities:

4 SPLENDID STOCK TO SELECT FROM

Distinguished f.awier of

a

marked

NOTICE
C. E. JOSE dc CO.,

dencer

Poston & Maine Railroad.110J
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1884.91

Holidays.

SPEI AL

years.
In Rockland. Dec. 4, Mrs. Eunice, wife of Thomas
Colson, aged 99 years.
In Bath, Dec. 17, Mr. James Frank, aged 56 years.
In Anson, Dec. 3, Mr. Lenj. F. Tozier, aged 67

MARINE

PRESENTS,

cou'iune till the Him Drtfmbtr.

ud will

suddenly. Scbenek’s Seaweed Tonic
food, mixes with the gastric- Juices of

Mb. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir-I desire to ay a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
have been a sufierer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, uutif the middle of March, whenthea
friend brought this balsam to ray notice. 1 tried
small sample bottle which Sir. Goodwin gave me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. Toe result seemed little less than
miraculous. 1 have sent more than a score of suflor the
ferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover Ft.,
with
remedy, and, so far as 1 learn, in every instance

_

18, Gnpt. Jacob Hamlen, aged 82

Russia.New York.
Port lapd..
Prussian..

—

Reduced Prices duriu? the

\

sn3t

COCG1I
EUROPEAN
CLARKE’S*
REMEDY.-This well-known remedy is still the
best remedy known for t he cure of obstinate and long
standing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases in general.
Many persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy.
For sale by druggists generally; $1.00 per bottle, six
de21deod&weow52t fen
tor $5 00.

services

Dec.

■

CHASE, Sec’y.

AC BRO E.

_

and 6 months.

tend.
lu

FOR

COMMENCES THIS DAY

meeting of the Portland Masonic Reor the election of officers &c., will
beheld at Masonic Hall, WEDNESDAY Evening,
Dec. 23, 1874, at 7£ o’clock.
Tbe annual

—

Second Call.

Boston and Maine Railroad

From

lief Association

CASE 2

FOR AN INCURABLE

—

ARTICLED

USESFUVi

pain in the shoulder-blade, feelings of drowvlneee
ami restlessness, the food lying heavily on the stem
ach, accompanied with acidity and belching up of
wind. These symptims usually originate from a disordered condition ot the stomach or a torpid liver.
Persons ao affected, it they take one or two heavy
colds, and if the cough In these cases be suddenly
checked, will tlml the Btomach and liver clogged, re
inaining torpid and inactive, and almost before they
ulcerare aware the lungs are a mass of sores, and
ated, the result of which is death. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which does not contain opium or anything calculated to cheek a couch

tion.

$5000
OK

—

HOLIDAY

dec2l

plaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of two-thirds of
the cases of consumption. Many persons complain
of a dull pain in the side, constipation .coated tongue,

Chest and

,

SALE

ANNUAL

Masonic Relief Association.

Scb Lizzie G, <Br) Gilchrist, St John, NB-John

{.Sales »t the Brokers* Board,
Boston & Maine Railroad.

ANDERSON’S

—

At Chebeague Island. Dec. 12, by Rev. H. Crockett,
John M. Rose and Miss Ella E. Tnompsou, h th cf
Portland.
In Lewiston, Dec. 7, Horace Libby and Miss Asian
da Pettenglll.
In Turner, Dee. 6. Seth D. Andrews and Miss
Flora A. C. Lombard.
In Camden, Dec. 1, O. L. Moulton and Miss Maty
A. Richards.

Wood,
lock up the liver, stop the circulation
hemorrhage follows, and in fact, they eiog the action
te»-v organs that caused the cough. Liver com-

Luogs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

MARRIED.

Throa

of the

_

Porteous.

Kioesoifi Stock Liil*

guarantee that

cure

of the

Only 85 cents- An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthoia,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness

you too may be strengthened and
But to those who stand in peril of epidem-

Pills,
Pulmonary

SniENcK’a Mandrake

only medicines that will

Consumption. Frequently medi-ines that stop a
they
cough will occasion the death of the patient;
of the

BALSAM!

BOTANIC

al stimulant and alterative, ana you will be lore
armed against tbe maladies whose seeds float around
you in tbe air unseen.

European markets.
Frankfort, Dec. 19—4.00 P. M.—United States
5-20s, 1862.98.

TUV

TO

A D A ill S O SI' S

same means

Tomlinson, aged
fl»orilaii«l Wholesale darken.
Saturday, Dec. 19.—The grain market is
lower owing to the large supply on hand.

a sure

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Scuenck’s Seaweed Tonic,
Are the

prostration by

similar state of

a

FAII.

DON’T

ics, to all who, by reason of exposure, privations and
uticongeuial climate °r unhealthy pursuits, may at
ari\r moment be stricken down, this paragraph is
most particularly and emphatically addressed. You
who are thus situated are proffered an absolute safe,
gnard against tbe danger that menaces you. Tone
and regulate the system with this harmless medicin-

Is

at

tbe

restored.

Receipts—none.

npands

miracle from

a

Consumption Can Be Cured.

~~SUFFERERS,

invalids, broken down in healtti and spirits by
chronic dyspepsia, or Bufteriug from the terrible exhaustion which follows the attacks of acute disease,
the testimony of thousands who have been raised as

wheal, 1274

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

SiiEIAL NOTICES.

Au Absolute Safeguard.

4,C80 hush wheat, 6217

completing

TTnS/vn

Steamship Japan.
Hong Kong, Dec. 19.—The steamship Japan
Loiiof tbe

are
The

A Liverpool despatch says the steamers Gaelic and Celtic are announced to sail during Janto
uary and February, on regular days,
^ew
have
York, which leads to tho belief that they
been purchased as alleged for service be twee u
California and Japan.
The Eagle woolen mills **t Gallatin, ienu.,
Loss $30,000; iusur since
were burned Friday
Etna
$17,000, oividad between the Hartford,
and Phoenix companies.
The Herald’s New Orleans despatch says that
Gen. Heron denies the report that the state
to
militia is to be reorganized, aud that he is
take command^ A member of Gen. Longit.
street’s command also contradicts
The iron works of the Great Western railway

_

Legal Advice.
Hartford, Conn., Dec. 20.—Leading lawyers in this city are advising their cliants, who
are policy holders in the American National
LifeandTrust Co., to pay their premiums as
they become due during the pendency of the
proceedings againse it by th» insurance department. By this means they will secure their
interest on the reserve held by the company in
case it is declared insolvent, and if it is restored
It
to good credit their policies will be saved.

8100,000.

Capt.

gate.

of tbe

tiicteokoi.o«i«;ai.

Bristow.
New Yoke, Dec. 20.—One hundred and
twenty employes of the custom house, principally inspectors and weighers, are to be discharged this week. Tbe reduction is made to
curtail the expenses of collecting tbe revenue.
Various Mullers.
H. N. Morgau, a butter merchant aDd treasurer of the butter and cheese
exchange; has
failed. His liabilities, it is stated, will exceed

Tbiee attempts <o tire Sing Sing prison
made by convict* Friday night, but were
damnately frustrated, although couuiderable
age was doue.
Frederic Hesscr, coroner of Northumberland
Citcounty, Pa., was murdered Friday u!gbt.
izens have organized a committee to investi-

were
fortu-

Mteel W prelacies. Reading and
Plated
Opera C*lan»e*, Silver aad
Ware, Napkin Kings. Fruit Kaives,
Frencli and American C lock*. Ac,

Uold and

Sy°Hie very best place to bny
Keelers, Shirts and
Drawers, and Clothing of nil kiuds

GERRIShT"PEARSON,

Overcoats,

186

is at the NEW YORK CLOTHING

STOKE,

No.

That’s

!

so

F.

.T.

dec5
»

Fore

171

••

x|d»

f

t

i

y

1-

de9

Street.

Middle Street, old No. 86.
d3w

TOILET SLIPPERS!

SISK.
»o3w

J

.,J

**

"

Gents’Tollet Slippers Noatly Soled,
If handed In immediately a£

GO WELL’S,
TUCKER’S

PRINTING

The Book, Card and dob
ate David Tucker, will be
it the Stand,

HOUSE.

Printing Buaineee of Ibe

continued,

a»

heretofore,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
All orders, eithe
prompt attention

iwrsonal

or

Uv mall, will receive

Jy2tdttsn

riKDKR
tied 4

SnOE STORE,

tVl.llOITH

HOTEI..
i*ltt

Bond, and Mortgages.
selected Western Municipal Bond*
and Real Estate Mortgagee and Tram Deude.
Inquiries. Collection* and Remittance* promptly at*

CAREFULLY

tended to.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
!»MiddleSt.

aug17TuTb&Sly2dp

’———1"

Brief Jottings.
Outside shelter doors liavo been put up at the
State*.
The nan with evergreen wreaths has put in

THE PRESB,
MONDAY MORNING, DEC. 81.

H.

an

appearance.
Tae Samaritan Association gieatefully acfrom
knowledge the receipt of prints and cloth

THE PUK8R
ot FesMay be obtained at tbc Periodica. DepotsAndrews
seaden Bros., Marquis, Brunei! & Co.,
Wentworth, .noses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros.,ou all train* iliat run out ot the city.
At Biddetord, ot Pilisbury.
At Saco ot L. Hodgdon,
At Waterville, ot J. S. Carter,
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Steven* «x Co.

John Mussey, Esq.
The Common Couucil hold a special meeting
this evening to consider the elevator question.

The Allan Mail steamer Sarmatian, Captaiu
30 cabin and
Aird, sailed Saturday night with

3d steerage passengers.
Two teams ran away on Daoforth street yesterday and two smashed sleighs were the re-

CITY AND VICINITY

sult.
The next Allan steamer due is the Circassian.
We are now haviog the shortest days in the
minutes in
year, eight hours and fifty-one

Superior Court.
DECEMBER CIVIL TERM,

SYMONDS, J., PRESID-

1874,
ING.

Saturday.—Bella Hardenbrook, admx., vs. Eastern Railroad. Tort for personal injuries sustained
by the plaintifl ’* intestate in being run over by the
defendant’s locomotive engine and tender on the 20th
of April last upon the main track running through
Commercial Btreet, in this city, from which injurie2
he died in six hours thereafter.
The case showed that near the place of the accident are two side tracks sweeping to the southwest,
one running down on Brown’s wharf and the other
about two hundred feet westerly, running In the

length.

The ecbooner Maggie Willard, Capt. B. H.
Spuriing, of this poll, caught S000 pounds of
fish in oue day last week near Cranberry Isle.
A good day’s work for ten men.
The new two dollar greenbacks are out.
Simucl Clark, who hails from this city, has
turned np again, this lime in Norwalk, Conn.
He has been heard of before.
At a special meeting of the Mayor and Board

Berliu Mills wharf.
At noon, on the 20tli of April last, Nelson Hardenbrook, who was at work on a steamboat about halt
of
way down Merchants’ wharf, next easterly
Brown’s wharf, left his work to go to his dinner at
bis home in Knightville, about one mile (listaut. He
pas*cd up to the head of the wharf, turned s'iglitly
to the left, crossed the Brown’s wharf track and proceeded on a diagonal direction with the main track,
striking it at or near the switch of the Berlin Mills
track. Just before crossing the side track an engine
and tender passed up that track in the direction of
same

direction

to

on

Saturday noon .Jo’an \\. Dyer,
Euoch F. Beale, Aarou Gatoomb, Frauds W,
Buxton and W. W. Brown weredrawu as tiaverse jurors for the January term of the Superiof

Court.
The next lecture in the Mechanics course will
be delivered by Dr. Hill, Subject, “Three weeks
in the straits of Magellan,” Tile Doctor will
illustrate the lecture by charts and maos of the

or

scenery in the Straits.
A despatch received Saturday afternoon from
David Boyd to Isaac Emery, reports that the
brig Eudorus has been towed into Hyannis.
The vessel is probably not much damaged.
William McGonigle, a laborer, while dropMaine depot
ping wood near the Boston and
on
Saturday morning nearly severed his big toe

the Grand Trunk depot. The engine, after running
to the main track a short distance, stopped and
backed toward* the Eastern depot, reaching this
point where Hardenbrook attempted to cross at the
same time ho did. In other words the ergine&nd
tender ran round two sides of the triangle while Hardenbrook traversed the third side.
The testimony of the witnesses on the part of the
on

who saw the accident, was substantially
that Hardebbrook watrwalkiug towards the main
track back towards the approaching ongine; that
just before the engine reached him a shout was made
and Hardenbrook, as some of the witnesses say,
Jumped in front of the tender, others, that when the
shout was given ho was already on the track and had
2K>t time to get off; that the tender struck on the

plaintiff,

the left foot.
Air.

The Congregational society at Limington,
Rev. Mr. Osgood, pastor, are to make the Allen
Mission a Christmas present of a box of clothing. Let other societies follow their example
and thus help c'othe the naked.
The closing lecture of the Good Samaritan
course at Woodford’s Corner, will be delivered
this evening by Rev. G. W. Bickuell.
A black hood awaits an owner at the

approaching engine if he hail
looked back. This engine was a yard engine used to
distribute cars along Commercial street and on the

station.

Officers Fields and Verry arrested John E.
Farrv and Feter N. McCue yesterday for driva
ing up and down Congress street, making
general disturbance.
Officers York and Steveus attempted to break
Corner yesup a fight in a house at Gorham’s
officers
terday, when Mrs. Oonolly struck the
times. She was a woman, but as she is

old-fashioned hand-brake

wharves,
onthet .nder. The plaintiff put in testimony as to
the patent brakes, called the vacuum brake in use on
the Boston & Maine and the Westinghaus brake in
use on passenger engines on defendant road, and the
plaintiff's counsel claimed the company was negligent in not having the best known appliances for
stopping their ongine, which was used mainly upon
this crowded thoroughfare.
The testimony for the defendants showed that at
the time of the accident there were six persons in the
cab of the engine, one of whom, contrary to the regulations of the company, was not an employee of the
road; tae other five were the engineer, fireman, conductor, brakeman and switchman. They had just
finished distributing the train aud were on their way
back to the depot. The only one of these five who
saw Hardenbrook before he was struck was the enone

several

she will not be put before the court,
is an old offender.
she
although
A horse ran away on Oxford street Saturday
after ruun'ng some distance
but was

a

stopped

Our Christmas Tree.
C. H. LAMSON.

C. H. Larnsoc, 77 Middle street, has received
He
the holiday trade.
a lot of new goods for
has a full line of gold and silver watches of
the different makes. His slock of jewelry is

He says, “I was in my proper position on
right side of the cab, head out of the window
looking along the track in the direction we were
backing. The fireman was on his side ringing the
bell. The other persons were standing. The fireman
commenced ringing the bell as soon as the engine
started and continued to ring it until after the accithe

large and complete, and comprises plain gold
and diamond rings, pins, sleeve buttons, studs,
napkin rings,
cake baskets, card receivers,
fruit knives, etc. He makes a specialty of silhas
a
He
kinds.
all
large stock of
ware
of
ver
in
opera glasses, telescopes, magnifiers, &c.,
all styles and at all prices. This is an excelto
select
which
holiday
goods.
lent place at

dent. We were running about five miles an hour.
Just before we got to this pile of lumber I observed
thiB man about sixty feet ahead of me walking beside
the track and about four or five feet from it; supposed he would keep in that position, but just as we
got about four feet from him he stepped towards the
track. I shouted, reversed my engine and pulled out
the throttle. It was not more than two or three seconds after he stepped in before the tender struck.
him. I think I brought the engine to a stand-still
within forty fcet.”
The testimony of the other occupants of the cab
was that the bell was ringing all the time; that they
were not conversing with one another and were in
no way interfering with the engineer or fireman.
The defense put in statements of Hardenbrook to
two employees of the road to the effect that the com.pany were not blame, that he got confused and stepped in the wrong direction; several pcTaona -who were
waiting on Hardenbrook at the time these statements

alleged

to have been

made,

say

they

J.

negligent, he

JOSIAII BURLEIGH.

It

did not hear

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

The firm of Eastman Brothers, at No. 534
Congress street, are all ready for the holiday
trade. They have in store a large assortment
of furs (or ladies and children, just suited for
Thei r stock of ladies’ dress
holiday gifts.
There
goods is as usual large and well selected.
in dress
you can liod all the new patterns
goods, and the stock is sj large you cannot fail
for
to he suited. They have suits ready made
ladies and children that are sold very cheap.
at
order
to
made
aod
cot
cloaks
and
Dresses
short notice. You will find the members of
this firm very agreeable to trade with.

says:

is

WILLIAM

j

alone.
This is, perhaps, as important as any ques.ion
which arises in the case, and needs your careful consideiation and comparison ot all the testimony before
what has been
you. I feel it my duty to say to you
repeatedly stated in cases of this sort. A man apuse
proaching a railroad track Is legally hound to
his senses of sight an l hearing betore he ventures
him
to
is notice
upon the track. The track itself
that engines and cars propelled by steam have a right
is careto the UBe oi that portion of the street, and it
track
lessness on his part tor him to step upon that
whether
without using his eyes and ears to determine
In
or
not.
it
use
to
him
ior
applying this
it is safe
rule to the facts ot this case you will take into conis in regard to
there
evidence
whatever
sideration
obstructions there and determine whether or not
Hardtnbrook could, by the exercise of reasonable
of the engine.
care, have determined the approach
If he could and failed to do so through any fault of
is
his tbiough any preoccupation of mind, then he
one
not entitled to recover. The charge occupied
hour and ten minutes.
for
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff
83,150.
\V. IV. Thomas—Haskell fot plft.
X. Webb for deft.
Smith. Action
George W. Johnson vs. Manassali
dollars for
to recover damages laid at six thousand
committed on the plaintiff by
an assault and battery
Smith’s dog.
the detendant, because Johnson shot

state.
MAHER & co.

Maher & Co,, opposite the post office, invite
the attention of the public to their fine stock of
hats, caps and gloves for winter wear, embracing all the grades of fur and cloth caps for
ladies and gentlemeu. The goods, of excellent
and in the latest styles, are selling at

quality

low prices.

Webb for deft.

P. M. FR03T.

P. M. Frost, under the Falmouth Hotel, has
He has a
a lot of new goods for the holidays.
select stock of dry goods which can be bought
The stock of silk
at very reasonable prices.
dress goods D very desirable, and a dress pattern would make a lady a very acceptable
Christmas preseut. He also has a complete
stock of fancy goods and ladies’ furnishing
Call and
Inst, rc-i1 iv.-d for the holiday's.
examine this most desirable slock of goods.

Court.

and Janies Kine. Vag-

abonds. Thirty days each.
Patrick Gormley. Search and seizure.
with costs.

Fined $50

Paid._

Real Estate Transfers.—’The following
real estate transfers recorded in this city

are

the past week:
L.
Lot of land on Adams street from Mary
consideration
Deering, et als., to J. B. Carey,
£400
S. Parsons
Same on Peaks’ Island from John
Peaks island
to Eliza A. Jones et als., trustees
Kewinsr Circle, consideration 8225.
b
Pearl street from Franklin Wright
consideration
et als., to Charles F. Rounds,

The Geneva Cross.—This drama, first produced at the “Union Square Theatre” in New
an
York,some fifteen months since,has achieved
almost world wide celebrity, and is at the
time, being played both in London and

present

_

LotsSon

Berlin.

consideration 8500.

Whitnev, consideration $'-’000.
from
Lot of land, with buildings thereon,
considerWilliam Ramsdall toSftfah J. .Tones,
ation $1000.
,r
MerLot of and on Melbourne street .rom
considMoses
Gould,
to
Rank
National
chants’

war,

the festivities of
Christmas week. With the disastrous reverses
of the unfortunate French, the drama largely
of Paris being especially illusthe

more

eration one dollar.
Lot of land on Melbourne street, from Moses
Gould to Matthew Adams, consideration $618.
The State of Maine has ceded to the United
States the land in Portland Harbor on which
the Bieakwater is constructed.
Three lots of land on Munjoy Hill from
Dolan to W. L. Putnam, consideration

no

passion prevailing

dollar._

end.
Mr. Rowe’s engagement is limited to this
s
week, as he appears as Micawber at Booth
Theatre, New York, next Monday.

Mile. Marie Zoe will appear in the tlirillinj ;
drama of The Wizard Skiff, supported by
Last week’s compalarge dramatic company.
remain.
all
will
ny
the threi
On Friday and Saturday evenings
Wallace Sisters will appear here supported b;
combination of artists. This bill can

■

large

not tail lo draw crowded houses.
a forme
A Thieft Sold.—On Thursday last
of butter in tii 1
brought to this city a quantity
carried hi *
boxes for sale, and in a smaller box
While the wagon was standing in on 5

lunch.

expert in larceny made awa,
of the
sui
was
with one of the boxes. The farmer
it stoo 1
to think the box was stolen, as
an

and doubtless th 3
to find liis boot,
the honest farmer s luncl
only the remnant of

prominent street,
thief was equally surprised

to

story is perfect,love,and in the
“Geneva Cross,” the struggles of patriotism
and love, are admirably blended, the universal
over ever obstacle in the
without which

Ward’s Opera Hoise.—Ward is preparini
for this week. Amoof
a very attractive bili
Suth
the stars engaged we notice Miss Agnes
eriand, the Scottish nightingale, Mr. Harr;
the Deven
Hurdic, the wonderful gymnast,and
dance artists.
Bros., the celebrated song and

in a very

fitting introduction

siege
deals,
trated, but the predominating element, is that,

Hugh

prised

Fawcett

“Wilkins Micawber” from Charles Dickens’
immortal story, “David Copperfield," and
played it there, without interruption for five
It may be expected that
hundred nights.
towards the end of the week, he will give that
representation once or twice, at the Museum,
but the exciting story of the Franco-Prussian
which the “Geueva Cross embraces, is a

of land corner of Oxford and Cedar
to George A.
streets, from Henry R, Stickney

streets

author, Mr. George

metropolis,

interest in lot on Pearl street,
Silvanus C. Blaochard to Charles 1.
Rounds, consiaeiation »ouu.
Harriet
Lot of laud on Danforth street from
,T. Rope to E. A. Noyes, trustee, consideration

One-eighth

from

a

The

Rowe, is au actor, hitherto unkuown here,
although largely popular in London and New
York. At the Olympic Threatre in the Brithe created iu 1809 the role of
ish

value received.
One-eighth interest m lot on Pearl street,
F. Rounds,
from Francis L. Barrell to Charles

one

WHITNEY.

be found a
In the Old City Building
The firm of
large stock of holiday goods.
Kendall & Whitney always have a full stock
of goods, but just now they have a lot of goods
for Christmas. They have a full line of [sleds,
a lot
just the thing for the boys aod girls: also sideof snow shovels for the boys to clear the
walks with. The firm have a full stock of agricultural emplemeuts of all kinds. They have
the largest stock of wooden ware in the state.

BEFORE judge morris.

SATURDAY.—Daniel Kelley

KENDALL &

can

On

municipal

He makes a specialty of fine
sells at the
which he
cigars
imported
lowest market prices; he also has a fine stock
of tobacco.His stock of fresh and canned
fruit is large and.fresh. aud is; worthy of exIn
amination by those wishing to purchase.
the second aud third stories of his building he
has a candy manufactory where all kinds of
candy|are made,thus keeping a fresh supply on
hand all the time. Mr. Allen has a large demand for his candy and his market is the

change street.

ants

trial.
Haskell—X. S. Littlefield for pill.

ALLEN, JR.

a
AlleD, the fruit aud candy dealer, has
fresh stock of goods in his store, No. It Ex-

produced

jury

one

ready

entirely immaterial 11 me
have been guilty of negligence if it did not contribute
not
to the accident. If you find the defendants were
the
guilty of negligence, your verdict will lie for
satisfied
are
defendants. It, on the other hand, you
defendants
the
that
of
evidence
by a preponderance
were
guilty ot negligence which contributed
to the
to procuco the injury, you then come
ouestion whtehcr Uardenbrook, whose estate is here
which
of
not
or
was
negligence
guilty
represented,
contributed to produce the accident. 11 you find
The
recover
cannot
the
then
he
plaintiff
that
was,
the inplaintiff can only recover on the ground that
defendthe
oi
the
negligence
was
by
course

SISK & co.

knows where Burleigh’s clothing
store is, and every one knows that he has a
good stock of first-class clothing. What would
make a more acceptable Christmas present than
fine suit of clothes from Buriwigb’s. In
a
made
addition to his large stock of
clothes, they have a full line of gentlemens
the
have
firm
The
reputafurnishing goods.
tion of doing a large business, and of pleasing
all of their customers.

Every

sustained.
After stating the elements of damage and the
defendants
grounds on which the plaintiff claims the
Oi

F

Sisk & Cc., on Fore street, have a large stock
of ready madeWothing,which they offer at reasonable prices. Their stock is large, and we
would advise those looking for good clothing at
They
fair prices to give them an early c ill
have a good assortment of gentlemeu’s furnisbing gc ods.

any such statements.
The presiding Judge among other things said to
the jury that the plaintiff in this case appears in her
derepresentative capacity as administratrix of a
ceased person. This is not a proceeding to recover
but
drmages the widow or children have sustained,
to recover damages Nelson Hardeubrook himself

were

woman

before any injury was done.

gineer.

are

police

Temperance.—The crowd at Chestnut street
church last night was more than the vestry
could hold, and the growing interest in this
of this city are in

show that the people
Strong appeals were
earnest in this matter.
made to the inebriate, the moderate drinker,
and also those who have never used strong

cause

Several signatures
driuk, to sign the pledge.
that these
were added, and a desire expressed

Consequently
meetings might be continued.
temperance meetings will be held in the same
place to-night and to morrow night, and the
union prayer meeting will be held in Plymouth
One of the
church next Wednesday evening.
city clergy will preach at the Allen Mission
next Wednesday evening.
Call Accepted.—Rev. James McWhinnie
of Lausingburg, N. Y., has accepted the call
extended to him by the Free street Baptist

church of this city.

Masquerade Ball.- To-nicrrow cveuiug

masquerade

CONGRESS STREET CHURCH.

Rcv.C. B.Pitbhulo preached yesterday morning from John 4.1G—“God is Love.” Here we
have the essential character of God. Tell man
that God is a “spirit, infinite and eternal” and
you tell him something he cannot understand.
Tell him that “God is love” aud he understands
God is not grandeur although He is
you.
grand. He is not power, although He is powerful. He Is love, and all He does is douc in
love. God is an autocrat with a heart of love.
Love is behind all law's. God is not an eternal
egotist. He thinks and plans and speaks of
aud for His children. He did not create them
only to heap crowns before His throne. He is
not selfish. He offers to every man a throne in
His mansion home. God is mighty, but He is
not

a

He is not

Ncio.

Almighty|tyrant

an

with
OmHe

thong to lash men into service. He is an
nipotent Father—an Almighty lover.
don’t frighten ns into gooduess. God is immaculate, but he does ot shrink from polluted
a

His is the holiuess ofjquenchless^ love
God s love
that waits and works and washes.
is exhibited in the creation of miud and matter.
One object in creation is the exhibition of
moral good; another is creature blessedness.
The beauty and glory of creation are in the soul.
The Roc cau’t see the loveliness of the dell.
The condor can’t feel the poetry of the mountains. All creatiou is a revelation or His love.
The butterfiy is a revelation of that Jove; so is
an archauge!.
God’s love is also exhibited iu
government. Government suggests rewards
and punishments, We may uot understand
His ways, but love will briug music fout ot
discord aud turn night into day. God’s love is
Jesus is God s
specially sbowD in Redemption.
grandest revelation of love. His life was an
incarnation of love. His prayers were cries of
love; His death was a victory of love. Lessons:
He is ihestrongesfc who loves best, He the
He.is
most useful whose love is the purest.
happiest who loves most.
man.

MOUNTFORT STREET CHURCH.

noted Indian preacher,
Kelley,
preached afteruoon and eve-iing at this church,
yesterday. They were both able discourses and
the church was crowded. Mr. Kelley has spent
several years in Europe and is a very able and
Rev. J. J.

uiu

uuc ui

was a good day for ruuaways. Two
hack teams run away on Middle street in the
afternoon and both hacks were smashed.

of the

and had but

ouini,

morning.
Saturday

right side, knocked him down and ran over him,
cutting oft his right leg, crushing his right arm, and
breaking his left thigh; that the whistle was not
sounded and the bell was not riuging until just as
they struck Hardenbrook, and then one witness says
he saw the fireman grab the bell rope.
Witnesses on both sides agree that there was a pile
of walnut lumber about s’x feet high between the
Brown’s wharf track and the main track near their
Junction which would more or less obscure Hardensight

JOatipu

at
ed citizen*, died at the age of seventy years
his residence on Hampshire street Saturday

rear

brook’s

Aldermen

I

m'NDAV SERVICED.

a

FIRST TARISH.

Lust evening George F. Talbot, Esq., delivat the First Parish church,the annual lec-

ered,

ture before the Portland Benevolent Society.
Mr. Talbot began by saying that nothing
thau that the annicould be more

appropriate

versary of the oldest charity of Portland should
be celebrated witbiu the oldest religious parish
of the city, whose refined and thoughtful benevoleuce gave it birth. He thought he mast
be correct in attributing to an eminent ministhe Rev. Dr. Deane, the
ter of this

parish,

suggestion of this institution whose unobtrusive aud timely charity in its gentle administrations has done so mncb, through so mauy
a
years, while relieving actual want, to bring
precious solace to wounded hearts, and a sympathy more salutary thau food aud raiment to

encourage and cheer aud stimulate to self-reliance and hope so many of the unsuspected
aud uncomplainiug poor. From the fact that
Dr. Deane was the first corporator and first
president of the society, the speaker inferred
that the shaping and description of this charity sprang from his refined and sensitive
heart. It is called in language undoubtedly
his owd,—a society whose business it shall be
to relieve and assist those objects of compassion, whose circumstances may require relief,
in a manner different from that which fcy law
is provided for the support and employ ment of
the poor; comprehending therein the widow
and the fatherless, the destitute and helpless
stranger, and all who by sickness, infirmity
or misfortune may be reduced to indigence, and
regarding the fates of those fatherless children,
whom poverty may deprive of the opportunity
of obtaining instruction and employment, and
of charity, hosgenerally to exercise such acts the
funds of the
pitality and bene vole uce as
society shall allow. Among the officers and
the
speaker recognized
promoters of the society,
the names of many men justly eminent in our
local history for probity of character, for thrift
and enterprise, and for distinguished public services. Its large donations seem to have come
rare long life
principally from Freeman, whoselittle
aided by
and remarkable mental activity,
the
to
were
devoted
academic training,
of
inalmost
service
every
department
public
church and state; from Ingraham, who carried
still
longer life;
the same benevolence through a
from Taber, Cobb and Clapp, well reputed and
the
from
McLellans,
merchants;
prosperous
who brought to this country the thrift and virtue of their Scotch-Irish ancestry; from Illsley,
Preble, Titcomb, Greely, Webster, Ste-

Boyd,

venson,

Longfellow, Southgate, Weeks, Rog-

Dana, Storer and Swan.
The speaker went on to give his ideas as to the
before
proper scope of the society and the work
it, mentioning in this connection the “cruel

ers.

wVtirh

-law;

will ho

rnmom-

berea by some now jiving.
exhibition at
Aet Notes.—There
Schumacher’s a painting worthy the inspecIts fine, pure color,
tion of all lovers of art.
^nd perfect harmony of tone caunot fail to
strike the critical observer and to command
his admiration. The artist has carried out his
and successfully, an 1 the
is now

conception boldly
spectator is

won

on

admiration by the

to

ex-

quisite beauty and uuexaggerated ideality of
the painting. It is a marine, and breathes
One seems
the very atmosphere of the sea.
to see the “rollers” as they come largely in and
lose themselves in foam and |spray upon the
brown rocks. The sky is full of tender light
and beautiful color. The sun, just breaking
through the slight haze, sends a bright shima
mer of light across the horizon, and throws
reflected light through the top of a huge wave

foreground with fine effect.
painting is from the easel of Mr. W. T.
Richards of Philadelphia, and was for a short
time on exhibition at Gonpil’s gallery in New

in the
The

York.
Business Changes —The following are the
receut business changes in this State:
Portland—Thos. Lynch & Co., w. gro.; W.
A. Lynch retires; Henry Moore admitted;

style

same.

A. P. Waldron & Son, gro., di3.; now \V aldron & Taylor.
Carter, White & Co., brushes; dis.
Kimball & Brown, paper atock and metal;
H. Brown adG. L. Kimball retires; Chas.
mitted; style. Brown Brothers.
Thomas P. Beals & Co., furniture, dis.; T.
P. Beals retires; now Darling & Dow.
Augusta—White, Jones & Co., ladies boot
manufacturers; dis.
Bans;or—D. £• Fificld & Ci)M com. &c 5 dis.,
now D. E. Eifleld & Son.
Edw. Heiller, gro.; sold out.
C. A. & A. Taylor, gro.; dis.
Brooks—H. Jones, gen. store; sold out.
Burnham—H. J. Farrington, gen. store; sold
to Rufus Gilmore.
Gardiner—F. Swain & Co., oils, &c.; admit
Hiram Swain.
Tibbetts & Lauder, hardware; dis.; now J.
C. Lander.
Searsmout—R. Gilmore, gen. store; sold out.
Music and Money.—The item under this
caption in Saturday’s Advertiser contains some
Mr. Habelmann, the teDor of
inaccuracies.
the De Murska troupe, only claimed that three
days’pay was due him, and Mr. Ditman, the
treasurer, acknowledged a debt for but two

days’ service. Mr. Habelmann had been paid
regularly every week, and was about to leave
troupe before his engagement was up.
Pay for two days was offered him, but be refused to take it, claiming that about fifty dollars were due him. He put the claim into the
hands of T. T. Snow, esq., who, with the assistance of Deputy Sheriff Adams, captured
Mr. Ditman. and threatened to lock him up in
the

jail for the night. In order to avoid imprisonment, and the consequent delay and neglect of
engagements he compromised by paying §175,
which left quite a liberal allowance for attornpv’s nml

officer’s fees.

A Mystery.—Yesterday morning the mate
of a vessel at this port hired a team on South
Early in the afterstreet at Coffin’s stable.
noon the horse came back to the stable with
The sleigh was found
the harness badly tom.
Danforth
the corner of Vaughan and
on
The robes were
streets completely wrecked.
picked up oa Spring street. The man had
quite a large sum of money on his person, and
as be has not beeu heard of it is feared that he
has met with foul play.

The man’s name was

Gilbert Ray.
be
New Railroad.—Elsewhere will
found a notice for tha meeting of the corporators of the Cumberland County Central Railroad, a charter for which was granted by the
The proposed line is
of 1872.
A

Personal.
Hon. S. C. Hatch, State Treasurer, lost $10;000 by the Bangor fire.
Mr. G. Fred Snow,well-known in connection
with the freight department of the E. & N.
railroad, has been placed in charge of affairs
on

the Bucksport end of the B. & B. road.

Christmas Carnival.—The Christmas carnival masquerade and fancy dress ball at City
Hall, Christmas night, is beginning to attract a

given

be

I

a

Lancaster

at

dec9eodtf

Business Notes.
laid tLe
Giles Luring of Yarmouth has just
will Le
keel for a brig of about oOO tons. She
commanded
he
by
will
and
in
the
off
spring
Giles
Mr. Loring’s son, formerly of the brig

Kendall & Whitney will teceive daily
from the Munjoy greenhouses, Boquets and
Cut Flowers. Boquets of the choicest Howlers
made to order of every description desired.
decl92t

the

Christmas Candles.—W. L. Wilson & Co.
have just received a tine assortment of Christdecl9-3t
mas Candles.
Get one of those sentinel whist counters at
J. E. Sturgis & Co’s., to go with a pack of ildec9eodtf
luminated cards.

ber of hands employed, including fishermen,

3315.
WiudThe woolen mill at Mallisou balls,
in operabatn, has beta purchased, and put
a
tion fer the manufacture of blankets, by
named Holland, son of the well

Drawers, all qualities,
as low as the same qualities can be sold by auy
at
Custis
& Co’s, 493 Congress
Charles
one,
Under Shirts

and

dcltf

street.

gentleman

French Cloth Gloves, a nice article,
Charles Custis & Co’s, 493 Congress street,

know blanket manufacturer of Limerick.
J. H, White of
Capt. Jason Collins, C. A. &
of Gardiner
Boothbay and Hon. T. J. Southard
for the
are arranging to build a fine steamer,
and
route between the Kenneoec aDd Boothbay

at

tf

del

be found at J. E.

to

at

cost being $80,000.
Messrs. Goff, Plummer & Co. are building
the water privilege known as the
a dam at
“Narrows” at the foot of Little Sebago, where
intend erecting a mill for the manufact-

Go’s.

Sturgis &

dec9eodtf

finished
Squirrel Island. She will probably be
and ready to put on in the spring; the whole

Men’s Gloves.—A large stock of all sizes,
Charles Custis & Co., 493 Congress street,
tf
del

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

they

number of other able

invited.

speakers.

The

public

are

a

W. L. Wilson & Co.
Takes
to their

a

along
come a football for brokers to kick about 5 yet
such is inevitably to be the case, and, unless

ami there

ing

Bordeaux Prunes,

Canned Peas,

only

comes

your wife

calling

a

year,

CALYERT,

M.

on

Vinegar,

A Large Assortment of Jew’clry,

Sup. Sago Cheese,
Edam Cheese,
Cheese,

MISCELLANEOUS.

lw

de21

The next President says that the Vice President
told him that he heard the Secretary or State say
the Secretary
that the Secretary ot War told him that
that the
of the Navy heard that there wag no doubt
GeneMagter
Poet
the
that
gaid
the
General of
Army
Victoria
ral thought Theodore Tilton had told Queen
Boss
to
declared
Shepherd
had
that Mrs. Kerghaw
Tweed said
that i§ was generaly believed that Boas
in plain terms that he heard his friend Murphy say
lom Hood
that bis friend U. S.G.had said that
well
informed him at Willard's Hotel that it was
had caught
known all over the Clly that Mrs. Lee
It was
his
in
that
opinion
In
saying
George Armitage
Interest that
a matter of feet and of great public
that
Lemuel! Dickerson had Baid Dr. Kvarts told him
to Mr. Mocum of
John Smith of tke Preble had
States
United
of
the
Xsbisten
Dr.
the Falmouth that
is
Hotel had heard Joseph Snow whisner that there w
nothing in the world go delicious as tbo

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

On Tuesday last a daughter of Capt. George
VV. James of Pittston, became disgusted with
this world and took a teaspoouful of arsenic
which she obtained from an acquaintance.
Soon after she was seized with vomiting and
medical assistance was aa once summoned, and
bei
by tbe prompt administration of medicines
life was saved.
KNOX COUNTY.

One huudred men commence work on tbe
The
Bay and River railroad at Camden to day.
road will be completed next fall, while the line
be
completed in
from Bangor to Camden may
1876.

Steam Refined Tripe

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Richard Bailey, a prominent citizen oflNewcastle, and a member of the last Legislature,
died suddenly on the 10th.

prepared by

C. W. Belknap & Co.
dg21d3t

OXFORD COUNTY.

last as the widow ol tbe late
Beujaiuin Jackson of West Paris, was taking
her clothing
up ashes from the fire place,
she died
caught fire, burning her so badly that
about
was
She
eighty years
hours.
in a few
and was alone at the time of the acoiden I

Wednesday

Pol tlaud,

Dee.1, 1874.

SILKMUFFLERS

old,

YORK COUNTY.

—AND—

Mr. Horace Woodman of Saco, while assistin® in elevating coal at the gas works, was
struck by a block ou tbe bead and severely in-

From lO cent,

Handkerchiefs!

George Black of Belfast, a lad about 15 years
his
old, was badly injured by tbe discharge of His
week.
gun while hunting partridges last
gun was a breech loader and the charge by
face, probably
some means was blown into bis

for

great variety

in

Ladies & Gentlemen

eye.

at

IN GENERAL.

There came ashore at Whale Cove, Grand
tb<
Menan, last Monday, about sixty feet cf and
keel of a vessel, with a part ef her cabin
bull. A new boat was on the deck, broken up,
and it is supposed that the crew must have
been lost. ^^a

prices

Tongues, etc., etc.

W.L.Wilson&Co.

And

variety of goods too

a

BEFORE BUYING YOUR

We

USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES
part of

Plain and Gold Band China,

cor.

Brown.

_____!£_

Thursday

A CHOICE STOCK OF

each day. He gave last week four days' receptions at the Falmouth House, in this city, and
as usual his rooms were thronged, and |well
they might be, for the Doctor makes no charge
whatever for either advice or examinations,
therefore persons who have the least suspicion
that their lungs are affected, or who may h«

useful and ornamental articles suitable for

Presents.

Holiday

may be found at

r>.

WENTWORTH’S.

0,FTji:viiniLk

book*.

»o«B5feri«Bi1Ba,iK8

troubled with liver, kidney, or blood diseaaei
should not fail to see the Doctor while at the
John G. Cook, Druggistjf
De Witt House.

PHOTOGRAPH AND
AUTOGRAPH AIiRUMS,

Agent for tbe sale of his Arabian Medicines.

OF A IjIi KINDI,
““SBFeR
and Aasertoan N.le Paper

Eagli.h,French

and Karel .pea. Ore., dec.

advertised in our columns an
free exhibition day and evening at !X
Exchange street We would advise our reader!
to call and examine them. They are not thi
mere daubs that are hawked about the street;
at an;
every day and which can bo bought
but are genuine works of art by artists o

paiutings

price,
eminence in Europe and this country, and an
calculated to adorn the best furnished parlor
They are to be sold on Tuesday and Wednesda;
Dec. 22d and 23d. Sales to commence at 10 a
m. and 3 and 7 i P. M. each day.

Gsi.mi AYlt.fi

No. 53 Exchange St.,
MANUFACTURER

during the next 30 day at a GREAT
REDUCTION from former prices,
Givens a call and verify the above.

Crowds buy at Wilson’s on Exchange street
Everybody knows their place and about every
body buy there. In some departments the;
have no rivals and now they announce furtbe

_

MAHER & CO.
Post Office,

482 & 484 CONGRESS ST.,
OFF PREBLE HOUSE.

jifpCloth

niRCELLANEOIJR NOTICES.

by the yard

at Low Prices.

Notice of Foreclosure.
0. BAKER, of Yarmouth, in tlieCounhis
ty of Cumberland, and State of Maine, by
of April,
mortgage deed dated the twenty-fifth day
of
in
Registry
Cumberland
recorded
and
A. D.1868,
the unDeeds, Book 359, Page 570, conveyed to me,
real esof
a
certain
in
parcel
mortgage,
dersigned,

ALBERT

Christina 1

present is a pair of nice kid gloves. You wil
find the largest and best assortment of gents
I
ladies’ and misses’ Kids, also Kid Mittens, an<
fur top Gloves, at most reasonable prices, a
Batner’s; also a large lot of handkerchiefs am
other useful articles for holiday gifts. New Yorl
Branch, 039 Congress street.
1', O. Bailey & Co. commence their regula
sale of holiday goods to-day at 10 o'clock, a
17(1 Fore street, and will continue it at 10 a. m. •
and 2J p. m., every day until the entire stock i
1
sold, which embraces a large variety of usefu
and fancy articles, games, &c. See advertise
ineut in auction column.

bounded on
tate, situate in Yarmouth, aforesaid, and
the southwest and northwest by land of H. C. Greenand
leaf; on the Northeast, by land of M. Meguire,
Humphrey road so called— and on the southeast by

old Freeport road. Being the same premises
which said Albert O. Baker purchased on the twentyand
(lay of April, 1868 aforesalda of Giles taring
Charles Poole. The condition of sail mortgage haying been,broken. I, tfic undersigned, ^7 LUKING.
GILES
of, claim a foreclosure.
w3w52
Yarmouth. Dec. 19,1874.
the

__——-

Men’s Rubber Boots of Woonsocket, Meyer and Boston Rubber

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekl,

a

of Oak street.

Our eutire stock of Badies and Misses trim
med and untrimmed hats and bonnets closini
F. Batner, 539 Congress St.
out at cost.
A monument as big as the grand pyrami;
might be built of the teeth that have been ruino i^
ed by neglect. Shall this thiog go on in faoe
the the great fact that SOZODONT is a cei
tain preservative of dental decay?
deel5-d&wlw

deSl

_tf

Cumberland County Central Railroad Company.
Corporators of the above Company are reto meet at tbe Office of Warren H.
the city of Portland, on MONDAY
the 28th ot Dec., at IU o’clock A. M. for the purpose
act of tho Legislature, and perfectan
of accepting
iug an organization
PER ORDER.
dec2Weodlw
Dec. 18th, 1874.

THE
quested
Vinton Km., in

advantage

will find it to their

their

making

to

purchases.

WINTER

Gents, which they
at Low Prices.

WO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS
d2w
del!)

article

needed for the

Counting Room

and all other pur-

Every
can

be found at this store at

PRICES

FULLER,

SIASOKACTUBEB OK

VARNISHES
AND

—

DEALER

Bath
Belfast

MACHINERY,
AND WOOL

d6n*

octl8

CO.,

*

....

The Welthiest Operators protect themas
selves with these contracts, and also use them
to
bnv and sell stocks against. Pamphlet
Capital
Ooitt
on
application.
giving lull information sent cent
on three per
margin.
and Stock

£•
6s
5;!
«s

Bangor
Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
«...
Toledo
Chicago
Cook County
Louisville ly.»
Maine Central R. R.
E. & S. American Jt. R. Gold

•

■

8

8’s
7 8
7’s
7 s
7’a
tt’s

■

•

or

past
tionately.

b’s

...

WALL STREET.
invested in Puts. Calls and double Prl»-

eodtf

FOB SALE

Address

bought

DAWAGH, BRIDGEMAN &

39 A 30 Broadway Or 7 B«'lia.*e Court,
'*<>

Ro»A»96,NEWy«BK.3|.|t

Insure Against Accidents I
GENERIC

Insurance
25 ets. per Day

BY

CO.,

BANKERS & BROKERS,

or

ACCIDENT

Tickets J
$5.00 per Month.

IbsucmI by the

Co,
SWAM & BARRETT, Railway Passengers’ Assurance
CONN.
HARTFORD,
For sale by

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
Mp2S

CATO LOG IJ E SALE OF

HOLIDAY BOOKS.
shall make daily Auction Sales at the abore
from large consignments from the
ot Miscellaneous Books suited for the
Histories,
Holiday* comprising Biographies,
Juveniles, Annuals and Story Books in variety.
Hoars of Hale I© A. SI. 3 aad 1 P.M
and ceatinae aatil closed.
MORGAN A DYEK, AaeUoaeen.

WE locality,

[►ublishers

87l«eodbl

PRINTING. •< rrery Uewrip.tou
rift’Hlrd Bl Ihi. ORcr.

atf

decll_

OPENING

y^fmsr daVofP
«*•■>

GOODS

HOLIDAY
—

AT

—

W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s,
22 MARKET SQUARE.

nr inly

W. D. LITTEE & CO., Agls„
Older

decl

Goods,

OF EVERT DESCRIPTION,
Such

kept in

a9 are

a

First-Clas*

House Furnishing Store 1
Also, fine lot Plants, Flower Pols, Hanging Pot*.
Rustic and Wire Baskets. Rustic Stauds. Plant
Stand*, Trellises, etc. All kinds Wire Work made to
otder.
Just received direct from Importers, a Splendid
Assortment of Ladies' and Children’s Work Stands,
Fancy, Nursery and Work Baskets, Feat-er Duster*.
Mats, Sleds, Cages, Birds, Seeds, Mocking-Bird
Food, Gravel Paper, etc.
Clothes Wringers of all kinds on hand. Also,
Wringer* repaired at short notice.
Please give us a call and examine our Stock.
-1--s

nn
tm im

XT JB.H.WH.

......

»Vlr

NEARLY OPP. HEAD OF PREBLE ST.
ial»

On Thursday, Dec. 10,
we

shall display

USEFUL

a

large and well selected stock of

AND
—

19 1-9 Eirkaugr Sirrrt.
is8w

FANCY

FOR THE

G00D8

—

HOLIDAYS,
just received
invite the

from New York and Boston, wbich we
to examine before purcbaahig.

public

CO.,

J. ML DYER &

No. 6
de9_

iie.'cs has paid from 50 to 150 per cent prottt
MONEY
month. Smalt
the
large amounts pay propor-

St., Portland.

•

NEW AUCTION SALES ROOM,
118 Congress Street, between Exchange,
and Temple Streets.

Free Street Block.
d2wh

ROAD TO FORTUNE Best

.BY

*

DYEK.

MORGAN A

LA-HD,

203 FORE STREET.

BONDS
Portland

Boiler,

IN

OILS.

Portland 6’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati 7’s
Chicago 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo S’s.

•

Private Male.
M. & D. are agents lor the Bale of “Herring A Ear
■el’s champion Safe*. Wiegands” Patent Sectional
“Haskins” Steam Engine*. “Blake*
Steam
Patent Steam Pump*, and “Little (Siam” Chemical
-'ire Engine.

declO_

JAPANS,
BURNING

my27

auldll

f

At

_

decs_

SPERM,

BONDS.

32 Exchange

I

A. M. MOBOAK,
U. B. DYEB.

Holiday, Housc-keepins and Kitchen

AND

H. Mt. PAYSON &

—

Call anti examine their large and extensive assort-

—

SALK

AND

ment of

A. P.

FOR

MORGAN ft DYER.

no28

call and examine his stock before

Hats, Caps, Gloves,

selling

F.O. BAILEY St C*i A*eti*tMrn.
dtd
delo

of the above

want

POPULAR

fifth

__

Parties in

poses

pnbllc

are

Saturday and Monday

on

—

DESCRIPTION.

desire to call the attention of the
to their stock of

Co.,

Orin Hawkes &

additions to their wonderful stock of the choic
est articles of the cuisine. Give them a call
the lowes
you will find the choicest goods,
prices and the most courteous attention.

BOOKS
OF

---

vuuuvua

Open for examination
•revious to sale.

STATIONERY. Furnishing

Deering Block*

for Ladies and

We will make

rnotAWI

lm11

RAND & THOMES,

WEAR,
PORTLAND._lw*
embracing all the grades of
WISHING TO CLOSE OUT OUR
FUB AND CLOTH CAPS
FALL AND WINTER WOOLENS
553 Congress, Cor. Oalt Street,
dec2l

At store No. 08 Exchange Street,
I*7E shall offer a collection of tine original 041
TT
Paintings bv European artist* of celebrity, lu
•tt'ering this collection we tee) that good judge* anti
overs of art cannot fail to see that no better collecion bati been offered for sale in this city for many

HALL L. DAVIS,

EVERY

IN CHINA.LAVA. ALABASTER & PARIAN
LAMPS OF ALL KINDS,
SILVER PLATED WARE.
PAPIER MACHE GOODS &c., 4c.

FOR

ruestlay and Wednesday, life 22d and
23d, at 10 a. m. and 3 p. m.,

England.

BLANK

STATUETTES,
SMOKERS’ SETS.

—

WENTWORTH

D.

on

BY AUCTION.
■

GOODS

BUSTS.

WRITING DE8KN,

PAINTINGS

MANUFACTORY

—

Opposite

OIL

Liinuriiin

ihom

BRONZES,

decl8

x unfit is

OF

TOILET SETS,
VASES,

2

CO., Aaclieeecn.
dtf

Account Book

PORTLAND.

deu

CROCKERY AND GLASS WARE,

Orders taken far Cat Class, Initial, Monograns er Otcoratcd.

Owen & Moore,
St.,
Congress
de21

FITZGERALD,

New

invite you to examine onr 1 irge and varied
stock of

in

Cutlery.

A1

F. O. BAILEY A
ded)

numer-

P. S. During our business career in
our constant care
Portland, it has bee
and study to please our CUSTOMERS—
the people. From former years’ experience, owing to the great Rush preceding
Christmas, we found it very inconvenient
to exchange goods. Wc will consider it
a great favor if our customers will avoid
this as much as possible until after the
25th.
YFRY RESPECTFULLY,

Presents

consisting

3ros,’

Facilities equal to any in

deltl___istf

Christmas

ami Liquor Seta,
Boxen ami Figures Spittouus
and
l>ecoratcd
Flower Pots,
Juslddors, Hanging
Japs and .Saucers, Mugs, China Tea Sets for use
tea
and
views. Albums
I’oy
Sets.Mrrors, Stereescopos
/’brouios, Fancy Book Desks, Works Boxes. Toys.
Dolls, Trumpets, Bugles, Horns, Tin Kitchens ami
itoves, Toy Furniture, Guns, &c.t Ac.,
Also a tine line of Silver Plated Ware, Rogers

ous to mention.

TOY TEA SETS.

ially Cheap.

Lewiston, He.,
Consumptives
will no doubt be glad to learn that Dr. S. D,
Howe, proprietor of the Arabian Medicines,
will be at the De Witt House, in that city, ot
Tuesday morning, and will remain there until
evening, from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m.,

Heavy

Cor. Exchange & Federal.

irom

50 cents to $2.00.
One lot at $1.25 are espec-

at

upwards.

men’s and Boys’ Scarfs,
From 30 cents upwards,
A superior line ot Fancy Goods,
Undervests, Hosiery, Gloves,
Corsets, Hoopsktrts, Aprons
and Underwear.
Pocket Books, a large assortment,
From to cent, upward..
Tooth Brushes, Hair Brushes,Perfumery, Toilet Soap, Ac. Ac.

all kinds of

WALDO COUNTY.

sell

Cor. Congress & Myrtle Sts„

Smoked Beef,
“

a

men’s Shaker Hose and
Double mittens.

Pressed Beef,
J. H.
Davis’ Cincinnati Hams,

_

EXCELSIOR.

He lived about ten minutes
His age was seventy years.

made Breakfast Shawls,
suitable for mourning,

A fall line Plain and Fancy Handkerchiefs.

sweetheart by

or

Vases, Toilet

No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

Only H ceuls each.

Anchovies,

Stilton

AT STORE NO. 176 FORE STREET,

—

New Lot muslin Ruches,

buy them at any place in Chow Chow,
the city. Only 4 left. If
Yarmouth Bloaters,
come
you wish a bargain
Anchovy Paste,
and see him.

COUNTV.

a

Goods!

at the U. S. Hotel, and he
will sell you a splendid California Syrup,
new Wilcox & Gibbs Sew“
Honey in cans & jars.
orin
Machine
perfect
ing
Canton Ginger,
der cheaper than you can

(Press Correspondence.)
Cant. William Moore, a well-knowa and esti[liable citizen, died very suddenly at nis residence in Sutton's Isle. Saturday morning, tbe
12th inst. He arose seemingly in bis usual
health, but shortly after complained of at severe
pain in his stomach, and was persuaded to lie
down. The family sat down to breakfiyt, but
hearing a strange, gurgling sound, went In and

article for

in

and there is a chance for
you to gladden the heart of

NEWS.

acceptable

once

Saturday, Der. 19,

Commission Merchants,

Clouds—White and Colored,
From 23 cent. Upwards.
Cloth and Fleece-Lined Gloves lor
IBen. Women and Children.

Xeufchatel Cheese,

Christmas

on

AT 10 O'CLOCK A. .U„

AUCTIONEERS

New Style Riverside Hoods,
Ladies’ French Cashmere GlovesBlack Gauntlets—new style.
For oilr 62 cent, a pair.
Hand

_

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
According to the Bowdoin Orient, a few
evenings since a diminutive Sophomore was
he was
perambulating the streets alone, when one
of
assailed by two females desperadoes,
the
while
hands
both
fast
him
held
whom
by
otber drew from her cloak a handkerchief and
wiped his nose.

one

Noyes,

EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
uecl 8
_diseodtw

—

jured.

In

Olives

Dutch

AUCTION.

I'ommencinK

7H cents upwards.

Ladies' Neckties,
floe variety and all prices.

Ladies’ A Children’s Gaiters,
From 38 cent, upward..

mustards,
Chutney,

PIANO,

&

Bailey

veracity.__

found him dead.
after the attack.

From

Truffles,

—

MASON*HAMLIN ORGAN.

Mr. Barnard on the other hand makes a sworn
he did—so at present the
that
affidavit
matter seems to involve merely a question of

HANCOCK

OB

BY

no

Ladies' and Children's Woven a*id
Hand-Knit Jackets,

Patties,

pleaaing present made than
good

Ornamental

HOLIDAY GOODS

we

doubt is being fully illustrated in many Pleasant Homes.
This is as it should be, bnt we
must not forget the fact that the
This
Ice King reigns without.
coupled with HARD TIMES,
shonld be taken into consideration, and USEFUL PRESENTS he
This is
the order of the day.
FITZGERALD’S opinion, and his
entire stock shall be marked down
to meet the wants of the people,
and enable them to make glad the
hearts of Parents and Children.

—

and

B.*lu*inian Glass
Decorated China

J UC story oi tnc "Busy uetr

Sardines,

nc more
a

Useful

Now Open & Offering,

mushrooms,

Season,

or

—

•eat*.

Bologna Sausages,

—OR—

appointment

ner

marmalades,

—

BRADBURY

date of Dec. 9, in which he says Mr. Barnard
never paid him any money in connection with
as
his
postmaster at any time.

The most

AND

—

mastership

STATE

l>e

Goods.

French

tf

EXTENSIVE STOCK

CHRISTMAS.
have

articles.

new

select

CHICKERING PIANO,

The Calais Post Office. -Mr. \V. T. King
who is accused of having received money from
Mr. D. P. Barnard in consideration of his
withdrawal from the candidacy for the postof Calais, publishes a card under

The

received the follow-

they have

Street, Portland, Me.

OC20

Glad Season of
the Year,

This

Carriage Mart,

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

READ THE PRICES

and

large

Plum

Gifts! Gifts! Gifts!

ic

Preserves,

of Instruments to

Year's

can

pub

Horse and

im:
.a.
s
1874.

selected stock of standard Groce-

from for the

Mew

comes

with Eastern.”

now

and the

good

of

of the past by wiser measures iu the future, we
are satisfied that the time would come when
their patience would be rewarded, and the
pleasant feature of regularly occurring dividends would again be known iu connection

destroying

good Assortment

—

been somewhat unfortunate in its relations
with other roads, and has had a hard time generally, but despite all this, if those who hold
and have held it as an investment could only
afford to hold on, and stand by the Board of
Directors in all efforts to make good the losses

On

patrons

CHRISTMAS

luck which no one can
upon the Eastern road, its
market price will not, of necessity, be an indicator of the true value of its .shares. It has

piece

in

that in addition to their

BAILEY & NOYES
Have

announcing

pleasure

Pickles,

CABINETORGANS

ring

to

foresee,

1

NEW OODS

Co.,

AUCTIONEERS,

X

TIIP.EE

AND

—

57 on Wednesday. Later it fell off,
It really
and at the close was quoted at 53J.
known
seems too bad that an old and well
in
stock like the Eastern, which has been,
times past, looked upon as next in solidity to
our eastern shore, should bethe rocks

now

Plymouth

near

Let.
Good Tenements to Let. One for S20.
Apply to
oue for $15, one ior S10. per month.
W. W. CARR,
19? Newbury St.
dec21dtf

PIANOS

Boston
Eastern Railroad Stock.—The
Commercial Bulletin of last week, comments
railroad stock as-fellows:—
on the Eastern
“Eastern has come in for a liberal share of atthe bull
having manipulated the

some

nr

To

of varions kinds of lumber.

tention,
price up

F. 0. BAILEY k

at

Ladies Gold Bracelet, marked S. J.
K. The finder will be rewarded by leaving it with
G. \V. DAVEE,
41 Middle St., Portland
dcc21d3t*

ries,

For a present, a handsome toilet set or work
box, a gentleman’s toilet set or smoking set,all

■

Sovereigns of Industry.—On Wednesday
eveuing a public meeting will be held at City
Hall. The meeting will be addressed by Mr.
Earl of Worcester, Mass., President of the National Council of Soverigns of Industry, and a

ON Church

was

pair
; Shoe Co.’s make for $3.00
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlo
under
circle. The number for the ensuing week ha
Rubber
Store,
: at HAIL’S
great deal of attention. The decorations and been received by Fessenden Brothers, Bancas
col
illuminations are something extraordinary. ter Hall,and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress,
Falmouth Hotel, Middle Street.
The costumes will be furnished by Mr. George
E. Hayden, the well kuown Heston costumer.

Sunday evening 13th,

Just received, a fine lot of bronze, Russia
leather, marble and abalaster goods, at J. E.
Sturgis & Co’s., junction Free and Congress
dec9eodtf
streets.

canning business

ure

AUCTION SALES

Lost.

decl9d&wlw

The total amount of capital invested
in this state exceeds $800,000,
and the total value of this year’s product will
One company in this
be nearly $1,500,000.
of
city have this year put up 2,400,000 pounds
salmon
of
lobsterr,
pounds
com, 2,250,000
aDd
and mackerel, 50,000 pounds of clams,
The total num50,000 cans of blueberries.
in

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW AI) VEHTISEM ENTS

_

Nothing Else Will Answer!—If you are
hoarse, have a cold, or a hard cough, ask your
druggist for Hale’s Honey of Horehoundand Tar.
It is the one sovereign
Take nothing else.
remedy for all complaints of the throat and
lungs. Crittenton’s, 7 6tli Avenue. Sold by
all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

it will be a very pleasant affair. The galleries
he
will be reserved for spectators. Ladies will
admitted free. Cole furnishes the music.

Loring.

J. E. Sturgis & Co. are selling their Christother firm in

mas presents cheaper than auy
Call ami ti ml out for
town.

yourself.

will undoubtedly
Hall, at whichla large party
tickattend. We learn that a large number of
that
ets have been sold, and we have no doubt

Legislature

from Gorham to Danville Junction, an 1 is to
connect with the Portland & Rochester. Grand
It was abandoned
Trunk and Maine Central.
when the city
by the friends of the P. & R
granted It a further loan of its credit.

ball will

Yet.

Bargain

PAIRS
Gents’ English Kid Gloves,
50

U.VRD WITH 1*111 WOW!,.

$130.
These
to $4

a

goods

are

worth from $2

pair.

Owen & Moore,
CONGRESS ST. COR.BROWN.

d3t

dels_
Valuable Property on Commercial
Street to be Let.
the first of

next, the very desir-

January
Wharf, (a
able lot at the head of 'Merrill
AFTER
occupied by W. t. L)emii«on,
of which is
"

portion
Esq.) will

now

be ottered on a lease ot one or more yearn.
The lot is 75 by. say 350 feet, of solldearthworkTb.
Dronertv being locate* 1 near the center of Commercial
reache*lby railaiidnavigaaind
engaged ta
ttoo, otters special inducement* to parties
if aebusiness.
or
extensive
aay
the coal, lumber
can be obslre«l, lots facing on Commercial Street
business.
mechanical
or
tained tor mercantile
the office ot
ror In toil nation, please apply at either
DANA « W.
tlie Wharfinger, or
u,9ir
dec!

5E3K

conveniently

_

To

Wanted.

OCE AN INSURANCE COM PAN V.

Child Asleep.

a

SMART Capable Boy 16 to 18 vears of ago, to
r% work iu a wholesale Boot and Shoe Store. En-

ANNUAL MEETING.
riiHE Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Comthe cilice
I
pany, are hereby notided to meet at
of the Company in Portland, on MONDAY, the
fourth day of January, 1875, at three o’clock in the
afternoon’, for the ourposo of choosing seven Directors
for the cusuing year, and for the transaction ot any
others business which may be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WEIGHT, Scc’y.

Fast, fast beats Time’s wii g:
Flow’r, enjoy thy spring.
so n-youtb !■* o’er.
comes no more.

And it

Soon-will the shadows grow longer;
Soon vi 111 th.> sorrows grow stronger.
Wind unto wind calleih;
Leaf al ter leq4falle<h.

wiug;
Flow’r, enjoy thv spring.

Oaylv the sun is shining,
Shine and bloom, thou lovely lore,
For when the

sun

is

sinking

Thy life, too, may close.

Tot, yet list awhile,
Listen with a smile;
Though, though youth

be

o’er,

A N active man in every County, City, Town, or
nL Country Place, to canvass for an article useful
t nd very economical, that sells readily, jays a piotifc
< f 110 per cent, can tike stock enough for a good

Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
are hereby notified that their annuue held at tht-ir Banking Itoom on
meeting
12th day ot January next, at 3
the
TUESDAY,
o’clock P. M., to choose five Directors lur the ensuon any other husitiess that may
1
to
act
an
ing year,
legally come before them.
EDWAKD GOULD, Cashier.
1m
Portland, Dec. 12th, 1874.

House and Ship Painters and (Jraiuers.
Danfortli 8t., Up Stair*.
WHTPPLE & CO.’s

21 Market

Square.

Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken
in all parts ot the State.
E.J. MORRELL.
K. C. iUORRELE.
ee26eodtt
wv2Gdtt

ANDREWS.
Counsellor at Law,
S.

C.

88 MIDDLE

STREET,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND.
Will

MAINE.

practice In Androscoggin and Oxford

Couut-

de9eod&wtf

es.

WILLIAM SLttUMALULli,

PAINTER,

FRESCO

Office ai Schumacher Brothers,
DEERI1NG

5
I
the

BLOCK.

inform the public that I have taken
respectfully
ot Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend

business
I shall enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
dejvor to keep the reputatiou which my predecessor
has held for

so

many years.
W'M.

SCHUMACHER.

A
CARD,
great pleasure in recommending Mr. VVm.
of
the
best bouse decorators ever
as
one
Schumacher
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schuwork
will
all
entrusted to him duraexecute
macher
bly, tastily and satistactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf
I take

C.

MODEL

BABOOCK,

P.

JOBBER,

MAKER &

OF

MANUFACTURER

Watch and Chronometer Maker*’ Tool*,
71 at beau nt leal, Optical anil Philo-

sophical Instrument*, School
Apparatus. Ac.,
fttf Market Ntreet. Printer* Exchange.
PORTLAND, ME.

C. P. BABCOCK.

mvlt

d&wly

EDGAR S. HE OWN,
Law.
Counsellor at
collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and BUI Collector.
All

80 MIDDLE ST.

dlf

myfl

KEILER,

L.

W.

NO. 1« MARKET STREET,

Me.

Bookbinder,

dealer in

Articles, Ac.

Pictures, Religious

*54 CONGRESS STBEET,
Under Congress Hall.
BibUt Sold on Instalments.)y2tf

2. B. MATHE WS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

State of Maine Roofing Slate,
NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, MK.
J.

B.

MATHEWS.

G. DORMAN.

S.

JAMES

L.

FOGG.

Ju9dU
H. & W. J.

KNOWLTON,

at
Law,
Attorneys
FLUENT BLOCK.
Mo.

1}
COR. OF CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

oct26__lf
W. C. CLARK,
FEDERAL STREET,

103

3 Doori East of Temple 8l.f

WAT EH

AND

GAS

PIPING.

no26dlm.

Wanted at Once.
sets of llorso Bob

No. 103 on Nktiopal Exchange Bank, Boston, dated Dec. It, 1874. to order cf James
Ftoilglitnn for S143G.16. signal by Davis, Whitcomb
fc Co. The public are cautioned against receiving
iaiil check, payment having been stopped.
DAVIS, WHITCOMB & CO Boston.
del83t
James Houohtox, Mechanic Falls, Me.

CHECK

in The

‘‘Every Saturday” merged

Living
Age.
The most eminent

authors of
the day, such as Prof. Max
Muller, Prof. Tyndall. Dr.
Prof.
B. Carpenter,
W.
Huxley, Hon. W. K. GlnrfHtoiu, The Duke of Argyll,
R. A Proetor. Jo*. Anthony Fronde, C. Kingsley.
Matthew Arnold, Arthur
Help*. An houy Trollope,
Mr*. Muloch. Mias Thackeray, Mr*. Oliphnttl, Wm.
Black, Geo. MacDonald,
Erckninnn-Cbntrian, Iran
Tnrguenieff, *ean Ingelow, Alfred Tennyson, Robert Browning, and many others, are
represented in the pages or

Littell’s

ON

WALLET containing a small sura of Money
and ten Boston & Maine Tickets. The tinder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at the
PRESS OFFICE.
decl8d3t

Picked Up.

A

Rooms and Board.
Street, near High Street.
or unfurnished.

58 Pleasant

furnished

TWO

Boarding?.

Boarding
Wilmot,

a

ring'o publication

can

found
Y. Eve-

FOR SALE—Ouc Now Portablo Eugiuo,
power, built to order.
•pit

10 Lot so

given immediately.
decl6deodtf

periodical in America.”—Rev. Dr. Cuy-

HALF
HAS

((.aid ffiunjUhj

restored and muscular strength deThe circulation equalized and invig-

Strengthens

brain.

"Warms the

Deepens the breathing.
extremities. Quiets nervous irritability. Regulates
action. Promotes Digestion. Increases
vitality. It will double the actual strength
n three months. Occupies only ten minutes once a
Is
adapted to both Ladies and Gentlemen, reday.
weak organs.

the heart’s

f'eneral

quiring

no

change of dress,

uoes not

Fatigue

nor

but refreshes and invigorates. Rooms lor
instruction and exercise, Xo. 237 Middle St., PortJ. II. GAUBERT, prop.
land, Me.
exhaust.,

tf

dec6

VERMONT COPPERAS.
BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
ALWAYS
—

FOR SALE
BY

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,

for Winter

WITHOUT
chamber at
dec8*lm
A

10 Brls. New Orleans Molasses.
—

FOB BALE

BV

D. B. RICKER & CO.,

183 FORE STREET.

decs_dtl

Oak and Pine

pine timber
WANTE
them, within three miles of any railro^i
and within 40 miles of Portland. Address P. o.
or

on

1438, Poitland, stating prico

No. of acres, ami

Box
de-

acription.__no2tdt
For Sale.
RETAIL Grocery Store in good location, doing
At not be sold as the
a good cash business.
For particulars apply to
owner has o'ber business.
ROWE & DODGE, 7 Exchange Street, Hsom 1.
tw*
■del#

A

octave McPhail Piano. Inquire at
253 Cumberlad St.dec!4d2w

seven

(old) No.

FLOORS fitted up for a first-class Jobbing House,
over Shepherd & Co., wholesale fency goods,
Nos. 121—123 Middle Street, below tbe Post Office.
Inquire of Shepherd & Co., Lamb & Farnsworth,
□ext door, or H. E. Thompson, Lowell Mass., Box
no!9tf
117.

se-

To Let.

ONE

our
a

To Let
double Brick House, ten

■

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

Dry Air Refrigerators
In nil Styles, Grades and Sizes.
The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of I?lau«
aarmeni. Durability, DryucMH and Parity
of Air and EfONOilIY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this feet before buying.
Salesroom 353 Fore St., J. F. MERRILL.
Manufactory, Bear of No. JO Croat* Mt.

PORTLAND, ITUfNE.

SALE !

FOR

Biitish Barque “Pawashick.” dally

American Llovds, A. 1, for 6 yearR from August 1870.
359 Tons Register. Carries 290 M White Pine Lumber. This vessel is well found in sjars, sails, and
iigging, and is a good sailer.
For further particulars and terms apply to

GEORGE II. STABB,
30 Exchange Street.
Dec.

left at Stockbridgc’s.

15,

Clipping

machines.

For the

JHolidays

|

JEMS OF STRAUSS. Instrumental.
JEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG. Vocal.
JEMS OF SACRED SONG.
JEMS OF GERMAN SONG.
WREATH OF GEMS.
PIANO FORTE GEMS.
JPERATIC PEARLS.
Duets.
5H0WER OF PEARLS.
and Instrumental
MUSICAL TREASURE,
PIANO AT HOME. Four Hand Pieces.
)RGAN AT HOME. Reed Organ Music.
PIANISTS ALBUM. Instrumental.
5IAN0 FORTE GEMS.
Price per Volume, in Boards $2.50; Cloth $3.00;
Pull Gilt $4.00.
Also handsomely bound “Lives” of the Great Mnic Masters: Mendelssohn, Mozart, Chopin, &c., costng $1.75 to $2.00 per book.
Sent promptly by mail, pont
Sold everywhere.
reel for retail price. Order toon.
)LIVKR DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHaS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
d&w2w
decl6

RENNER

PENGS.

of Stock and finish for Milkmen,
light Express business. For
1). JORDAN’S,
No. 41 Poitland St., Cor. Hanover.

doclGd2w*
POR SALE.
SOUTHERN PINE
O HOARDS in lots to
o close a consignment
niySS

If

FLOORING and STEP
suit purchasers, lor sale low
RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 161Comroerclal Street.

of feed for Cattle and

at Casco Brew-

Hogs
LOTS
ery, opoosite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
P. McGUNCHY. Prop.

Pound.

dim

orders lor hacking left at Gallison & Colby’s
09 Spting Street will he promptly attended to
J. RYAN.
,v
d4w
au2

41.L

Taints and Rots
THE

—

—

LUNGS

.

~~

COPARTNERSHIP.

GEO. P.

WESCOTT, Mayor.

dec 11

dtdec31

That great housekeeper of the body, becomes affected
The system beand refuses to perform its office.
The mind becomes deranged and falls into decay.
comes despondent, and the sufferer wholly unfit lor
business or society, and Anally the whole body becomes as foul as a sepulcher-full of

READ MEN’S BONES
CONSUMPTION steps in, and DEATH and the
the result.

GRAVE is

simple cold in the head leads to CATARRH, Catarrh to CONSUMPTION, and Consumption to the
GRAVE.
AND YBIT,
Awful

as

the statement may seem, ihore

are

thou-

of thousands rushing by the CERTAIN MEANS of cure to their sad end. Now he
great remedy and certain cure for
sands and tens

Colds in the Head
—

AND

—

CATARRH
all its different

n

stages

s

RAIDER'S

remarkable compound was discovered after
of patient research by that great German
Chemist, Professor Rader. For this grand discovery
the German Goverment rewarded Professor Rseder
with a pi^sent of one hundred, thousand thalers, Gold.
Immediately after its discovery it became the most
popular Remedy in Europe for Colds and Catarrh.
It is now extensively used in the Prussian Army,
and iu all the Hospitals of the Continent. A short
time ago it was introduced into America, and now

300 PIANOS and ORGANS

The copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name and style ot Kitnball and Brown, is dissolved this day by mutual consent. Brown Brothers
assume all liabilities of the late firm, and are authorized to collect all debts doe the same.
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
ELMER BROWN,
Portland Dec. 1, 1874.

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of Brown Brothers, and

will continue the
at Store 198 Fore
& Brown.

wanted for the

Portland, Dec. 1, 1874.

free.

and Cornelius White, under
CARTER, WHITE & CO., is this day

style

sent free.

valuable sample
Address with 6 cent return stamp, C.

TTSE

Commission Paid Book

ST.,

WINTER

Conn.

I

VICTORIA HOTEL.
Nassau, N. P., Bahamab. T. J. Porter, Propri
etor. For full information address J. IJdgerwood &
Co., 758 Broadway, N. T. Steamers sail every two
delglm I
weeks,
KOVAL

GAS

CONSUMERS.
Notice.

Important

You can save 20 to 40 per cent, of you'* gas bill over
burners commonly used, and 10 per cent, over ANY
OTkSEK BURNER, with same amount of
iglit, by using the

ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.
CALL AND

BEE THEM AT

No. 11 Market Square.

LYNDON & COOKE.
GENERAL AGENTS FOB MAINE.
gas is used

6^—Reliable agents wanted wherever

Who have a cold in the head, with mucous mosisture
nasal organs, and dripping or dropping outside
or inside.

clutching for your vitals, and
cured, the

Pack-

J. BRIDE,
decllt4w

MEN and WOMEN WANTED
our Stereoscopic Views of
the World.
Great Wages
Cleared w ith Certainty. Apply at once to D.
L. Guernsey, Publisher, Concord, N. H. decllt4w

I

I I

D

I I

O

C

B

A

uwuwuuun
AKE YOU

■

or Debilitated?
Languid that anv exertion reeffort than you feel capable of

Weak, Nervous,
Are

so
more of an

yon

quires
making?

that in

Will ooze from every pore, and your
ed on the scroll of the dead.
THEN

a

short time

Then try JURUBRBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

terized by great gentleness; the patient experience*
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal
away.”
Thi* i* no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, arid
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
‘'the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist lor it.
For sale by WM. F. KIDDER & CO New York
del8t4w

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

oc3(ltt

be

record-

REHEHIBER THAT

SNUFF

GERMAN

8 the sure and certain cure; that there is no uncertainty or waiting for it to act; that it gives instan t
relief and a speedy return to perfect health.

RE3IERRER THAT

RIDERS

SNUFF

GERMAN

Is pronounced by medical savans, eminent physicians
pharmaceutists to be the only safe and reliable
compound yet discovered for the cure of Colds and
Catarrh.
REMEMBER THAT
and

BADER’S

forces.

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to lee the sufferer fall to a low'r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Bowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation in not violent, but is charac-

name

RAIDER'S

1AAA
®vFV/vFto sell
all Parts of

HATE YOU TRIED

SNUFF

GERMAN

Catarrh in all Us different stages, from Us
it has terminated in Consumption, and even then many are cured, for by removing
the original cause the lungs frequently heal and the
patient becomes well.
Will

first

cure

incipiency until

PARENTS

NEW!

FARRAND'S IMPROVED

Self-Folding Tucker

and

ble Hemmer.
ever

Adjusta-

invented for Sew-

ing Machines.

Thaouly one which has a Folding Slide,
which keeps the tuck or hen* perfectly even,
Doing away with creasiug, measuring or folding by
band, thereby making a great saving of time ana
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
The
attached will
Hemmer
Lace to Broadcloth.
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to bo seen to be appre-

Reduced Price $2.50,

To Merchants and Shipmasters.
hereby notified

and after the first
day ot Septeml>er, 1874. the new regulations
prescribed by the Government of the Republic ot
Spam in regard to Consular fees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows;

YOU

are

ju30tt

Bale Agent far Portland,
NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

on

For Vessel* witb Cargo*
Certifying Manifest. $15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.0
For Vessel* without Cargos
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO.
ge2dtf
Spanish Consul

CIDER AM) WINE MILLS,
PRESS. SCREWS,GRINDERS, A
—

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

that

FOR

SALE BE

—

should always have

a

box

Send for acircular.

se!7d&wtt

ARRANGEMENT.
2, 1874,

Paf senger trains will leave Portland for Oo*iou, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
T-*—15,
p. m.f arriving at Boston at 10.50
*■
■™,la. m., 2.00, 8.00, p. in. Returning, leave
BoMton at 8.00, a. in., 12, m. 3.15, p. in. arriving
at Portland at 12.45. 4.43' 7.45, p. m.
For fjowell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15, 9.10
a. in., 3.15 p. m.
For Concord nad IVInucbcHlcr (via New
Market Junction) G.15 a. m.,3.15p, ui.. (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. in.
For Brent Fall* at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. in.
For PortMmoutb (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
For Kocbe«ter, Farming;ton, and Alton
Bay. (via Dover at 9.10, a. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Keane*
bunk and Way Station* at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Kenncbnok at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a. m.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10, 3.15,
Boston 8.00, 3.15.
JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland
tf
no21

AND

—

BLACKSTONE.
KENNEDY.
and McCLELI.AN.
From Providence every WEDABkOAY
ami NATORUAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Ladv of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. H. K. to all places In
the South, W. B. C'ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all i>olnt8 of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Raiiroad nnd Atlantic Coast Line.
G. 11. Keith, Agent, 7tf Washington street. Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. t lilpley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesaoeake & Ohio R. R., W. B.Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Noriolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent.
Providence, U. 1
no2Utf
To the llouornbic Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court now held at Portland
within nnd for the County of Cumberland and Niate of .flaine.
Statira

B.

represents
RESPECTFULLY
Mary E. Miller. Sarah W. Miller aud
all of said Portland, that they
W.

Miller.

Marcia
lied
tenants in common, with Heurv
of
New
Brun»John
iu
the
St.
U. Miller of
province
wick, Charles 1*. Miller and Mary Miller, minor heirs
of Nathaniel J. Miller. Jr., deceased, of Bangor iu
the county of Penobscot in said State, Maud Miller
and Nitt *Mil:er of said Port’and, minor heirs of Daniel W. Miller deceased, under the guardianship of
Franklin J. Rollins of said Portland, and Nathauiel
W. Mi ler, minor heirs of James
C. Miller, and
F. Miller, deceaaeu. under the guardianship of AuCummings of said Portland, WinthropS. Jor
an of Cape Elizabeth in said county, and other peressons to your petitioners unknown, ot certain real
tate situate in said Cape Elizabeth, and their interest
in said real estate is one third part thereof, which
real estate is described as follows, to wit:
A lot of land at SimontonV* Cove, Cape Elisabeth,
on the westerly side of road leading from Fort Preble
Beginto Portland Light and bounded as follows:
side of said road at the easterly
ning on the
side of A. Smart’s land, thence South thirty-seven
and a half degrees West by said Smart’s land one
hundred and eigbtv-eigbt feet to the land of unknown ; thence South fifty tour and one-half degree.'
East by said unknown land two hundred and nimt-tytive feet to the land or unknown; ihence TRorth
thirty-eight and one-fourth degrees East *by last
named unknown land one hundred and twenty six
ieet more or less to before named road; thence northwesterly by said road three hundred feet* more or less
to bounds first named, containing »*H>ut forty-six
thousand square feet. Also anoth*' lot of land on
the West tide of Saw ver street, Yerry Village, Cape
Elizabeth, ami adjoining one Dyer's land on the West
and Cyrus Cole’s land ou the East, and bounded as
side of said
follows:
Beginning on the
street at the Northeasterly corner of land of parties
West by
Scuth
thence
degrees
eighty-five
unknown,
taid last named land two hundred and twenty-aim*
feet to a fence, thence North six degrees West by saul
fence sixteen rods to land formerly of Skilling ami
Miller, thence Northeasterly by said Skilling and
Miller laud two hundred and seventy-eight feet to
said street, thence southerly by said street about two
hundred and seventy-sU feet to bounds first named,
containing about sixty-seven thousand, two hundred

Miller,
in fee simple, and

are *

as

Ralph

Sustus

westerly

Westerly

feet*

Aiso another lot of land adjoining the above deBeginning on
scribed lot and bounded as follows:
the Westerly side ot Sawyer street at tbe Northeastcomer of land formerly owned by J. Sawyer,
erly
trains leave Portland dalthence Southwesterly by said Sawyer land, two buufor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sundred and sevemv-eiglit feet to land of parties uni*s excepted) at *1.00 t9.10 A. M.,
known ; thenee North six degrees West by said last
*.>.15 P. M.
mentioned land twelve rods: thence North seventyLeave Portland for Portsmouth anil Dover dally,
seven degrees East bv land of the late Nathaniel J.
Mdler and others and land of parties unknown three
(Sundays excepted), at tO.IO a. m. and +3.15 p. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Bos- I hundred and twenty-live feet to said Sawyer Street:
ton at$8.00 A. M., *3.45 P. M.
thence Southerly by said street about two hundred
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at +8.00
and forty-fbur feet to bounds first named, containing
A. M.t3.15, *12.C0 midnight.
about sixty-five thousand, seven hundred ieet.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth. PoiHand, Bangor,
And also another lot of land adjoining tbe above
described lot or lots and bounded as lollows: BeginHoulton, Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
ning at the Northwesterly comer of lot of land forand St. John $8.00 A. M.
merly owned by said Skilling and Miller; thenee
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.40,
North six degrees West by a fence to land of parties
unknown seven hundred and two feet to High Street;
7.50,10.50 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at +10.27 A. M..
thence Easterly by said street about one hundred and
$5.45 P. M., *2.25 A. M.
twenty feet to land of parties unknown; thence South
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
four degrees East by land of parties unknown six
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
hundred and forty-nine feet to said Skilling and MilLeave Portland for Lewiston, and by Freight
ler land; thence South seventy-seven degrees West
Trains to Bath, Avgusta, and Waterville, at f7.00 A.
one hundred and two feet to bounds first named, conM.
taining about seventy-ionr thousand, three hundred
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, FarP.
M.
at
tl.05
and
Waterville
Also another lot of land situated between School
Skowhegan
mington,
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Auand Sawyer streets. Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth,
at
and
Dexter
Bangor
and bounded as follows: Beginning at the Northeastgusta. Skowhegan, Belfast,
$1.10 P. M.
erly comer of land of parties unknown awl on the
Leave Portland tor Bangor, via Augusta, and for
Easterly line of Sawyer street; thenee North eightyLewiston, Bath, Rockland, Belfast and Dexter (Pullfive degrees East bv said unknown land one hundred
man Palace Sleeping Cars,) at *5.00 a. m.
and two feet to land sf other parlies unknown:
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M
thence Northwesterly by said last uukwwn .and
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. M.
about two hundred and slxty-tour Ieet to laud torLeave Biddeford tor Portland at f8.C0 A. M.y romerlv owned by one Skillen and the late Nathaniel
aming at 5.00 P. M
,1. Miller ; thence Southwesterly by said Skillen awi
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Miller land seventv-six feet to said Sawyer street;
8.00
A.
M.
train
from
and
the
Bangor
thence Southerly by said Sawyer Street about two
Portland,
make close connections to New \ork by one or
hundred and sixty-four feet to tbe bounds first
other of the routes from Boston. Passenger* ticketnamed, containing about twenty-two thousand feet.
ed through by either route.
Also another lot ot land ailjoining the first menThe 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
tioned lot ami bounded as follows: Beginning at the
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
Northwesterly comer formerly owned by one Sawyer
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
and on the Easterly line of Sawyer street: thence
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Northeasterly by said Sawyer’s land about seventvtrain
Lines.
The
3.15
P.
M.
and
Norwich
Stonington
six feet to land of parties unknown; thence Northarrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
westerly on said unknown land about two hundred
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M and 9.30 P.
and sixty feet to land of other parties unknown ;
M. train via Shore Line.
thence South seventy-seven degrees West by mid
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
last, mentioned laud tifty-eigbt and one-half feet to
connect at Conway Junctiou wltli tlieGioat Falls and
said Sawyer street; thenee southerly by mid Sawyer
Conway Railroad.
street to bounds first named about two hundred and
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives tn Porttitty feet, containing about sixteen thousand eight
land in season for passengers to take the cars of the
hundred square ieet.
P. & O. Railroad.
A'«o another lot of land, situated at Ferry Village,
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston connects with
Ca
Elizabeth, adjoining land of one Fickstt on the
the Grand Trunk Railway tor Montreal, Quebec and
North and oi one Kincaid on the South, and bounded
all parts of CaDada East.
as follows:
Beginning at tbe Southwesterly corner
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage ot Pickett’s land, and the Easterly line of School
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halthence
Southerly by School street about one
street;
ifax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland. &c.
thousand, five hundred twenty feet to land of unA freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
thence
Easterly by said unknown's land
known;
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
eighty-six and one-halt feet to land ot unknown:
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
thence Southerly by said unknown's land and land of
train on Saturday night ruus to Portland only.
several others North three and one-half degrees East
t Accommodation train
about oue thousand five hundred and twenty feet to
$Fast Express.
said Pickett’s land; thence Westerly by said PickCHARLES F. HATCH.
ett's land about ninety and seven-tentha feet to
General Manager.
School street and bounds first named, reserving so
GEO. BACHKLDER,
much thereof as was taken for High street, and conGeneral Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.
taining exclusive of High street about one hundred
<111
thirty-three thousand, five hundred square feet.
Also another lot of land on the North side of High
street, at Ferry Village, in Cape Elizabeth, in the
Grand Trank It. It. of Canada.
Conntv of Cumberland and State of Maine, and
bounded as follows:
Beginning on the Northerly
ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
side of said street and at tbe Southwesterly corner of
thenee
land
of
one
Cleaves;
Northerly by said Cleaves
WINTER
.ARRANGEMENT.
land about seventy-five feet to land of said Dyer:
thence Westerly by said Dyer’s land one bnnd ed
fonv fool in ifiml rtf vmrtisaa
nnknnan
ftiprii'U
jmgEgsgn On ami alter Monday, September 21st.
5hHc|!3B11874, trains will run as follows:
South six degree* East by land of parties unknown
Express truin 7.00 a in. lor Montreal and Quebec, about seventy feet to paid
High street; thence EastAnburn. and Lewiston.
by said High street about one hundred and
Passenger train lor Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30 erly
feet to bounds first named, containing about
twenty
a. m.
eight thousand, eight hundred forty-five square feet.
Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
Also another lot of land situated on the Northand Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
westerlv side of the road leading from Meeting
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
House ft 111 to Fort Preble in the town ot Cape ElizaMontreal and the West.
beth in the County of Cumberland and State of
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Maine, and bounded as follows: Beginning at a point
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
on the Northwesterly side of said road, and at the
Trains will arrive as follows:
comer of land of owners unknown; thence
Southerly
at
8.40
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West
North forty-one degrees and North forty-two and
a. m.
one half degrees West by said land of owners una.
m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50
known eleven hundred and twenty-five feet to a
Mail flora Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
fence; thence South twenty-five degrees West by
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
said fence three hundred and sixty-three feet to a
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. m.
wall and fence and land of parties unknown; thence
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.
North fifty degrees East two hundred and thirty-five
feet; thence South thirty-nine and one half degrees
West seventy-two feet; thence North fifty and one
Offices
half degrees East one hundred and sixty-five feet;
thence South thirty-nine and one half degrees East
live hundred and eighty-three and one half feet, ail
by haul of parties unknown to the aforesaid road;
AXD
thence North forty-eight and one half degrees East
feet to the
said road one hundred and
by
DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST. first bounds—containing aboutseventy-six
eight acres.
Also another certain lot of land situated on the
Northerly side of the road leading from the Meeting
Tickets sold at Red need
House Hill to the Lights, in the town of Cape ElisaTo Canada, Detroit, Chicago, OTIlwau
beth, County of Cumberland and Slate ot Maine,
kee. Cincinnati. St. Lenin, Omaha,
and bounded as follows: Beginning on the Westerly
side ot said road and at the southerly comer of land
Saginaw, St. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Dearer, Han Franciaeo,
ot Twitchell and others; thence North fifty degrees
East bv said land and land of others unkuowu, and
and all points in the
being on the line of an old stone wall, four hundred
and eighteen feet; thence Southeasterly with the last
West
and
Southwest
Northwest,
described line, and on the line of land the owner unJ C. FURNIVAL Agi.
known, about sixty reds to Loveitt’s land; thence
South sixty degrees",West by said Loveitt’s land about
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
forty-three roils to land of Frederick K. Jordan;
thence North twenty-nine degrees West by said Jorcondition, is weil equipped with tirst-class rolling
dan’s land, three hundred and thirteen feet; thence
stock, anti is making the best connections and quickSouth seventy-two degrees West by sakl Jordan's
est lime of any route from Portland to the West,
land one hundred ind forty-seven feet (o rakl road;
W^PtTLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
thence Northerly by said road to bounds first namedAND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
containing about seventeen and one half acres.
leaving Portlaud at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Also another lot aiijoining, bounded as follows:
to
and
trom
Portland
Detroit
checked
Baggage
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina- Beginning at the Northerly comer ot the first described lot, and at the Easterly comer of land, now or
tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
formerly owned by Twitchell and others; thence
North seventeen and one quarter degrees West, by
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personland of owners unknown and on a line ot fence posts
al) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate oi
three hundred and eighty-five feet to a fence; thence
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
North lorty-eight ana one half degrees East by sakl
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
fence nine hundred and seventy-seven feet to anse21dtf
other fence; thence South forty-one aiul threePortland, September 19, 1874.
fourths degrees East by said fence five hundred and
twenty-one feet to a fence and hedge and to laud of
lt.R
PORTLAND & 0GDENSBURG
H. H. Day; thence South forty-eight degrees West
bv said Day’s land and land of parties unknown,
eleven hundred and forty feet to the first described
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
lot; thence Northwesterly by sakl lot about two hundred ami nine feet to the bounds first named—con-! On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 18.18T4,
taining about twelve and one half acres.
and until further notice traius will run
Wherefore they pray that their shares in said leal
as follows :
estate may be divided and set oft from the share of
I^eave Portland for all stations at. 7.30 a. m.
the
other owners thereof, and that they may have
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermeand hold their shares together and as in duty bound
diate stations at 2
m.

SPassenger

Passenger
74 EXCHANGE ST.

p.

Leave
n IK

n

Returning.
Demis for Portland and intermediate stations

Leave Upper Bartlett for Portlaud and intermediate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 9 15 a. m. from Bern is
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for

Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom, Denmark,
Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Uailroad Passenger Station in Portland.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
nolldtt'
Portland, Nov. 13, 1874.

Eastern Railroad.
itf

house tor themselves and children, for many a
has been sent into tho dark valley of
the shadow of death by a simple Cold, which ended
in Catarrh and quick consumption of its youtbfu
in the

RIDER'S

SNUFF

by Druggists everywhere at 35 cents a box
and every box is worth its freight in gold. Be sure
to take this preparation, and no other.

Smith,

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

Onend
oc?8

Ages

far

e

22.

1871, and until

—

OF

Tl'B

—

BOSTON & TIAIM’
Will be taken

RAILROAD.
all

THROUGH TRAINS

Is for sale

&

July

TO AND FROM BOSTON,

lungs.

Smith, Doolittle

after

Red and the Yellow Tickets

promising child

GERMAN

NOTICE.

Notice, the

SNUFF

United

Sintra.
Cm

will ever pray.
Dated this the

n.

R.EDER'S

GERMAN

—

—

o

No. 26 Tremont 'St., Boston,

KENDaLL & WHITNEY.

&

SPECIAL

__

SOMETHING

Nteauaahip

WM. CRANE.

GEORGE APPOLD.
TVESRAV
35o*.Ioji direct every
nnd NATl'KDAY.

Rates!

COLD SWEAT OF DEATH

aecl0t4w

AGENTS’ PROFITS per WEEK.
d&K'T
tjpO i OU Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. OHIDESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.
dcclOtlw

out.
age, post-paid, for 25 c. Circulars tree.
767 Broadway. New York.

RESORT!

YOTJNG

AND

of I he

Is

WANTED—AGENTSsiu?",
Prise Stationery Package
Sample

eodly

OLD

unless

On new and most popular books by one
largest
subscription firms in the country. $2 books for 80
cts.; $3 books for $1.20. &c. No humbug. Send for
circulars and see. Address P. O. Box 529. Hartford

Baker & Co.

ocl3

■'

MONSTER CATARRH

Agents
of the

I.I.\K

week.

■■

LET

ooTeFcent

the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mattrasses,
Looking Glasses. Book Cases. &c.
of
all kinds neatly done.
Repairing

Proprietor.

-J

JLVHD NOW

REHLiriBER THAT THE

PUT UP ONLY IN
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
deb
<14 wt

Where

H. H 0 Y E Y,

to its wonderful curative powers, the like of
which i not known on the (aco of tho Globe.

Tablets,
BLUE BOXES.

having
& Hunt, will continue the business at
THElowundersigned

European Plan.)

IT WERE.

From the Dead,

Wells’ Carbolic

HENRY W. ELLIS.
Portlan 1 Nov. 30, 1874.dcltf

A.

dec24w

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

THE

anil

dec24w

COUGHS, COLDS, H0ARSENES,

Co-partnership of the undersigned under the
name of Shaw & Ellis is hereby dissolved by
mutual consent. The debts of the firm will be paid
by John L. Shaw.
JOHN L. SHAW,

5, 7 and 9 Union Sqnare, Broadway, between 14th & 15th Sts., N. ¥.

AS

FOR

Copartnership.

House.

is

n

Testify

EMPLOYMENT—At home
a
warranted. No

Portland, Dec. 17tb, 1874.dec!93t

128 and 130 MIDDLE

people**

made. Send 3 cent
P. W. Ziegler &

ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

dissolved by mutual consent.
All accounts will be adjusted by Henry T. Carter,
who will continue the business of manufacturing and
importing Brushes of all kinds at Old Factory, 188
HENRY T. CARTER.
ForeSt.
CORNELIUS WHITE.

Dissolution of

RAISED,

capital required.

THE
Henry T. Carter
of
the

if

LIVING WITNESSES,

J Male
week
(CONSTANT
Female, $30
Particulars and
or

A

-OF-

magnificent Chromos

ever

stamp for circular and sample.
Co., 518 Arcb st. Phila. Pa.

Dissolution Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing between

&

No27t4w

Four
JOURNAL.
Agent*
The most liberal offer

ELMER BROWN.
CHAS. H. BROWN

tt

-A-*

Churches, Lodges,

Teachers, Ministers,
Schools, etc.

Paper Stock and Metal business
St., lormerly occupied by Kimball

it

nr

New and Second-Hand o/* First-Class Makers, will be sold at Lower Prices for cash, or on
I natal I men tA, or for rent, in City or Country,
during these Hard Time aud the HOLIDAYS, by HORACE WATER* Sc (SON,
4*1 Broadway, than ever before offered in
New York. Agents wanted to sell Waters’
New Scale Pianos, and Concerto Organs.
Great inIllustrated Catalogues Mailed.
ducements to the Trade. A large discount to

Copartnership Notice.

n

(UD01£NCING NOV. 93, IML

many years

Office, Dec. 10,187J.

Mayor’s

Leave Portland for Gorham G.20 p. m.
ExprrM Train leaving Worcester at K.OO a. m.
connecting with N Twlch Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
ExprcMH Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p. in.,
connecting witn Express trains .eavlng Albany at
10 a. in., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South

TRAL RAILROAD.

GERMAN SNUFF.

REWARD of Five Hundred Dollars is
hereby offered for information that will lead to
the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
«ho set fire to George D. Jost’s house, on Bradford
Street, on the night of Tuesday, 8th instant.

Boston & Maine Tra:us lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Wollboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting a;
Junction with tiains for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving iu Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trains f.r Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston
Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1.45 P. AI. For Rochester and way Stations.
:i. I 5 P. AI. Express lor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving iu Worcester at
9.15 p. in., connecting with Night Train b>r New

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

LIVER,

ivu v niixixojiiivxx'^ i o

A

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. HI. For Rochester, Nashua ami Worcester, connecting at. Rochester with Eastern, and

_

By direct sympathy, the

$500 REWARD.

ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has removed bis Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer.
dtl
mar23

ciated.

Cm

Pmre air drawn as breath through the nasal organa
affected with CATARRH becomes foul, and

This

The most useful attachment

Feed for Cattle.

for sale at

HENRY DUNN & SON.

tn i

CITY OF PORTLAND*

quality
FIRST
Groceries, and

\ talc at

DEATH,

SURE

REMOVAL.
DR. 8MAliI. lias removed from
438 Cragrem 8t.. to
626 Congress St., Cor. .Pork.

(American

!

For CATARRH uncured

oc7d3m

Spingler

Gilt Editions (Price $4.00) "f these
Elegant Collections of Bound Music, entitled s
Fine

Mass.

Trains commencing Wee.
til, IN74.

of

On anil after Monday, Dee.

And its results.

times

WM.

WORCESTER.

AND

WINTER

Agents,

Temple Place, Boston,

19

---

tie.

STREET.

Sole

Arranscnirnl

—

MAINE
RAILROAD.

CATARRH

C. W. PICARD & CO.

REMOVALS.

MUSICAL GIFTS

Clark's English Royal Clipping Machines

MIDDLE

ocl5tf

rORTLlND

Who will die from

Price One Dollar per Pottle. Heat to any
address on receipt of price.

HOTELS.

STORE

2w

1874.

Burnham,

BETWEEN

BOSTON

VICTIMS

Every Ingredient Perfectly Harmless In
Its Separate Form.

oclOtf

auiz

dtf

No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.
selSdtf

rRAVERSE

indies.
THEto arrive here from St. 'ihomas, Westexpected
Built at Prince Edward’s Island in 1869. Classed in

Oscar L.

on

given
INSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland. Sept.. 30,1874

New Custom House

■-

dell

moms

Danfortb Street. No. 33.
ONE
Pleasantly situated
October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBPossession

Randall & McAllister
60 COMMERCIAL ST.,

373

Order*

To Let.

tf

Send lor circular.

Rector.

Mabel

Mrs.

School

Family

Topsbnm, Me,
A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.

taken the stand of Har-

half Double Brick House, 13 Rooms, No. 33
Possession given immediately.
Dan'orth St,.
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 205 Middle st.
Nov. 3, 1874.tf

attention to the preparation of our
will eeil at the lowest cash prices.

Portland;

Fran.kliu

to

dec!9dlw

HOUSE

give special

Timber.

D—Small Farms with oak

NO. 7 PARK PLACE.

To Let.

We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and

85 TUBS

Butter.

unfurnished front

No. 142 Pine Street, Key at No. 144 Pine
Street. Lower tenement of house No. 114
Spring Street, open from 9 to 12 and 2 to 5. Both
these rents have been recently repaired. Also one
bouse in Hull Block, Carroll Street* open in a few
MATTOCKS & FOX.
[lavs.
83 Middle St.
no28dtf

John’s and Hickory Coals!

ocg5___ly

Vermont

NICE

half of

and

no25Iin

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

Piano to Let.

use.

For Cooking Stoves and Rauges, try

may2Gdtf

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

Choice

decl5-lw

on

Nearly
0pp.
decll

Health Lift.
aching

HOUSE to let on
COWGREBS STREET.

To Let.
board, one Large,

VERY BEST COALS

We

the

a

3

Coals,

No. 37 Plum Street.

<13t

ESTATE

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.

veloped.
HEALTH
orated. Relieves

OF HOUSE No. 34 Federal Street. Niue
with Gas, Enquire at the house,

To
Let.
Nos. 56-58 Union St., for a term of years,
Possession January 1st. 1875. Enquire of MRS
P. M. COLBY, No. 4 Cotton street, or Alford Butler
decll2w
197 Washington St., Boston.

dec5&19

mined

Smith Street

Dissolution of Copartnership.

To Let.

arc

23

10 receive uiw

year

A

CURED

by the use of Dr. DeMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine for the love
of Strong Drink. It Can be Giren Secretly,
so that the patient will not know it, bat the effect
will be the same. Those who have Friends addicted
to the terrible vice of intern iterance should give this
Sovereign Remedy a trial. This preparation acts as
a Tonic and Stimulant, and so partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden
breaking oft from the use of Stimulating Drinks.

WILLIAM

Dr. Lnuib

of our vivacious American monthlies, a subscriber
wiU find himself in command of the whole situation."
—Phila. Bulletin.]
For §10.50 (covering prepayment of postage on
both periodicals, instead ot for §10.C0 with postage
not prepaid, as heretofore) The Living Age and
either one ot the American four-dollar monthly Magazines (or Harper's Weekly or Bazar, or Appleton's
Journal, weekly) will be sent for a year; or, f,.r$9 50
The Litjn’G Age and Scribner’s St. Nicholas.

that

or

Secretly,

DRUNKENNESS

VIOLIN AND GUITAR, &c.
Orders left at the Music Stores
prompt attention.

iui»

TO SUM UP ALL,

It Can be Given

OF

will recive

opuiibu

imj

Charlestown, Ulass.

Wives Save your Husbands
and Friends.

MUSIC,

OF VOCAL

WIGGIN,

J. F.

and

G. PALMER.

dec18_

GAY, Boston.

great deal of care and expense,
hand a large stock ot the

FKAIVC KIPtEI.

Possession

rooms

Harleigh Lehigh Coal

gocic, fob

mace.

To Let.

Club Prices for the best Home and Foreign Literature.
[“Possessed of The Living Age and oce or other

a

Address,
oc20-3m

Removal.

LOWER

/free

We have with

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

Teacher ©1 Singing.

To Let.
part of a centrally located house, within
three minutes walk of City Hall. Would prefer
a small family williDg to board two persons who
Address S.
would furnish their own apartments.
declStf
Press Office.

...

lected and have

71188 M.

» ui

TUB

FOB

n°2G

M.

Furnaces, the

STEPHEN BERRY,

ol

corner

House to Let.
Pleasant Cottage, corner of Oxford

“It has no equal in aDy country.”—Philadelphia
Press.
“Its publication in weekly numbers gives to it a
great advantage over its monthly contemporaiies in
the spirit aud freshness of its contents.”—The Pacific. San Francisco.
“The more noted new novels appear as serials, and
the most distinguished foreign thinkers in criticism,
It
science, and art are represented in its pages.
is the only compilation that presents with a satisfactory completeness, as well as freshness, the best literature ot the almost innumerable and generally inaccessible European quarterlies, monthlies, and
weeklies—a literature embracing the productions of
the ablest and most cultured writers living.
It is*
therefore, indispensable to every one w ho desires a
thorough compendium of all that is admirable and
noteworthy in the literary world.”—Boston Post.
Published Weekly at §8.00 a year
of postNew Subscribers
age. Volume begins January 1.
reminittmg now will receive tlie.intervening numbers
LBTTfcLL &

37

TO LET.

THECedar Sts. Gas, Water and Fa

re-

main nntil December 26.
Portland, Dec. 15,1874,lw»dccl9

Instructor of Violin and Piano,
dcH
PORTLAND,dtf_

Rt. Rev. H.

TWO

gathered together.”—///. State Journal.

gratis.
Address

oc5

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with lirst class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dtf

“With it alone a reader may fairly keep up with
all that is important in the literature, history, politics, and scieuce ot the day.”—TAe Methodist, N. Y.
“A pure and perpetual reservoir and fountain of
entertainment and instruction.”—Hon. Robert C.
“The best

The Poop Considered.
Ask for Circular.
Come and see.
At the reouest of his friends he has consented to

FRED. TER LINDEN.

Billings, B A..

suit of rooms at
ST.

things

FREE.

CONSULTAUOW

Board.

week."—The Advance, Chicago.

ler.

to Loan.

Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Bents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought awl sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer In Real Estate, Office 13
oc5dtf
Fluent Block.

coiner

ftcoonas to Lei.

so much ol eterling literary excellence.”- N.
ning Post.
“The best ot all our eclectic publications.”—The
Nation, N. Y.
“And the cheapest. A monthly that comes every

Winthrop.

st.,

mWO Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
_L single gentlemen can be accommodated v. iiai
ocTir
pleasant rooms and boa id at to Free street.

Uicic Inj

Eslate

first class

Removed

BOARD,
HIGH & SPRING
WITH

~

keep abreast of the thought of the age in any department of science or literature.”—Boston Journal.
‘•Reproduces the best thoughts of the best raiuds of
the civilized world, upon all topics of living interest.
other

Uef

good rooms, connected, to let, with l>oard, at
203 Cumberland St., corner of FrankliD. Also
c?7tf
other good rooms,

OPINIONS.
4

ONE

TEACHER

To Uet.
TT-l.rt

to JLct*
of the most desirable Lots in tbe vieinitv of
Portland, containing about 11 ac*es situated in
Cape Elizabeth, within one mile from tbe city- Will
be sold at a Bargain, it not sold, will be Let. For
JOHN C. PROCTER.
particulars inquire of
93 Exchange Street.
no4tf
or

58 PLEASANT ST., NEAR HIGH ST.

Street, near High.

at 223* Cumberland
Also table board.

Change of Cars

and West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the
Dei»ot
\VM. II. TURNER Supt.
dtf
no23

YAWNING GRAVES

are

Go see
back where I wa9 for a million of money.
him if you want to be cured.
DANIEL McNEIL, Rock port, Mass.
This may show that I
Boston, June 11, 1873.
have been doctoring twenty years for Dyspepsia: emin
New
Orleans, Philadelphia,
ployed the best doctors
New York, Boston, London and Paris; and. strange
to say, Old Dr. Thompson of Boston, helped me ten
times more in twenty-one hours than every physician
It
that ever treated me, after paying out $10,000.
was truly surprising to see the effect iu so short a
on
time. I Jive in Somerville,
Spring Street, Spring
Hill; will tell anv one that calls on me the wonderful story.
Capt. ALEXANDER HODGDON.
Boston, March 27, ’72. This may certify, that I
have had the catarrh and dyspepsia very bad for six
years, and employed 11 physicians to no purpose. I
went to see Dr. Thompson, and he told me just how
I was without asking, in every particular. When ho
began on me I weighed 133 lbs., and in eight weeks I
weight 195 lbs., and I am now as well as I ever was.
My rood greatly distressed me, now does me good.
Go see him ifyou want to be cured. I live at No. 20
JOSEPH SEAVEY.
Crescent Place.
Could produce thousands more, hut it eosts to
much to print.

de3__dtf_
CHARLES GRIMMER,

Board, large, pleasant Rooms,
WITH
and unfurnished. G2 Free Street.
no30tf
To

asking a question.

These

THOUSAND

SIXTY

This may certify, that I
Boston, Dec. 30, 1872.
have had the catarrh and dyspepsia more than three
of
years, so I could not do much. I tried Dr. Green
Gloucester, Dr. Green of Boston, Dr. Clay of Boston,
Dr. Brown of New Jersey, and speut, about $50'J to
ltben tried old Dr. W. Thompson of
no purpose,
Boston, and it is truly wonderful to see the effect.
In three days I was as well as ever I was, and have
gained 30 ponnds in eight weeks. I would not be put

THE

To Let.

THE ABLEST LIVING WRITERS
in all branches of Literature, Science, Art, and Politics—is sufficiently indicated by the following recent

cause, without

than 8i.tr Thou.and People last
United States ainue. And more than

mole

even so.

For Sale or Rent.
new 2 story French roof dwelling bouse, No.
139 Spring St., arranged for two families, Gas,
Sebago water, hot and cold, bath ■’•oom and all modImern conveniences, including first class furnace.
mediate possession given. Apply to
IT PHAM & GARDINER, No. 7 Exchange St.
d20t
dec 2

ON

WEEK,

Where all suffering from Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Kidney Disease, Loss of Appetite, Loss of
Vitality, Night Emissions, Female Complaints, Paralysis, and all Chronic Diseases, can come and find
immediate relief as some 1500 have within six years.
He has cured many Physicians and sold rights to
them. He is considered the greatest Natural Physician of the Nineteenth Century. Cures right up in
'two or three days, generally, where others have treated for years. Medicines all vegetable, no poisonous
drugs. He tells you at once Ju^t how you are and

JM.

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN,

Killed

year in the

FOK—

THIS

FOR SALE.

TEACHER

To Uei.
rooms with board at

progress.

—

LTJNT being about to move from tbo state
• offers for sale his magnificent, FARM, at Falmouth Foreside, three miles from Portland, containing about one hundred and fifty acres of excellent
land, with large, well finished two-story House, anil
commodious out-buildings, consisting of stable, carriage and tool houses, and hay bam 40x60 feet; all in
first-class condition.
The land is beautifully situated on Casco Bay, including seashore of one-half a mile or more, and is
the most desirable and attractive property for sale in
tbe county.
For particulars, terms, &c., enquire of
UPHAM & GARDINER,
Real Estate Ageuts.
No. 7 Exchange St.
declldlm

Rooms

decl5-Iw*

49 Pleasant

Xo

York.

CATARRH.

the

at

rooms

ITCHED STATES HOTEL

Valuable Ileal Estate

F.

CAUSED BV

PRESCRIPTION

THE

PLEASANT
dec92w

lias taken

Dying.

Consumption

BOSTOX,

OF

EDUCATIONAL

Union Honse, No. 12 Temple Street, has been
refitted and is now re-opened for a boarding and
lodging house. The rooms are all heated by steam.
dec9*lm

The importance of The Living Age to every
American reader, as the only satisfactorily fresh and
COMPLETE compilation of an indispensable current
literature,—indispensable because it embraces the
productions of

no

no23utf

AT furnished

JOHNS HOPKINJ.
WM. LAWRENCE.
From

Transfer!

Ayer

OLD l)r. 1VM. THOMPSON, M. D.,

to Let.

or

Dead and

BE MADE WHOLE

House.

Union

LEADING FOREIGN! AUTHORS
will be given, together with an amount nnapproaehed by any other periodical in the
world, of the best literary and scientific matter of
the day, from the pens of the above-named, aDd many
other, foremost living Essayists, Scientists. Critics,
Discoverers, and Editors, representing every dcpait-

DK. S. Edwards of Boston,
the eole proprietor of these Medicines, has removed
to bis splendid parlors at the Union House, and either Dr. Wood, a most competent physician, or himself can be consulted every day upon all diseases,
free of charge. Cures warranted.
eodtf
tlecO

•

money. The
poor Bov by

same

in Maine.

ON

BOARD.

ries of the

cures

reasonable terms a Cottage House in Knightvilte, Cape Elizabeth, 6 rooms. A cosy home
J. G. BATES,
for a small family. Apply to
decl52w
_200 Commercial St.

money
sum of
on a

Aie the only remedies that will positively cure
Call and see the evidences ot
these complaints.

three storied brick dwelling, just completed,
on India street, next to the Universalist
It is Well finno— readv for occupancy.
ished throughout. Gas, Sebago water, water closets,
Will
accommodate
etc.
a famcemented cellar floor,
ily on each flat—no going up stairs to sleep. Apply
H.
WM.
-JERBIS,
r,
Ileal Estate Agent.
decl61w*

For Sale

ffl,Ml People

SteMcy's Medicines

Dr. 1. Clawsou

TnElocated
is

C. & 11. TREFETHEN,
House Island.

a

leaving

A

six mileB from Portland; Hou«e and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor? with uiart'le
maut.es. Wood-house and Stable connected—ail in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 6(1 cn tbe
land,
premises; grounds contain 15} acres, excellent
well fenced, 30 aDple and pear trees, } acre ebo.ee
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in tbe cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot 3. K.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

on

BOOK with small

volumes. It presents in an inexpensive form, coDsideriDg its great amount of matter,
with freshness, owing to its weekly issue, ana with a
satistactoi'y completeness attempted by no other j>ublication, the best Essays, Reviews. Criticisms, Talcs,
Poetry, Scientific, Biographical, Historical and Political Information, from the entire body of Foreign
Periodical Literature.
During the coming year, the serial and short sto-

.vmq

the

have

owner can

Finder will confer
POCKET
favor,
at this Office.
the

double-column
forming four large

onv

The

Lost.

QUARTER THOUSAND
octavo pages of reading-matter yearly,

INJECTOR

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

and

by calling

same

declGlw*

OF

RUE’S

FOR

small set work BOAT.

Four

First t’lass

Portland to the South and West.

—

Worse.

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Deiols, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,

For Sale

A

THREE AND A

tn

d3t

Lost.

Living Age.

knowledge and

Oflice, and paying charges,

rcss

x

dec 18

The Living Age has been published for more
than thirty years, with the warmest support of the
best men of the country. It has admittedly continued to stand “at the bead of its class,” and its sucIt Las ab
cess is now greater than ever before.
sorbed its younger competitor, “EVERY SATin
and
is
a
rival
its special
without
IIRDAY,”
field.
A weekly magazine, of sixty-four pages, The Living Age gives more than

ment ot

Found.
yesterday morning, a pair of Gold
Bowed Spectacles. Owner can have them by
the Street

calling at

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

AGENTS

Exchl’ngo

LOST.

Engineers,

Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

St.

LOST AND FOUND.

MACHINEWORKS
DFACTCREB8

pair of first

one

No. 15

no23dtf

PORTLAND

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

Sleds, and

Inquire of
r\voclass double harnessess.
P.O. BAILEY & CO.

THE

Address ag^above.

*pti__

MAK

and Nova Scotia Girls to do general
Parlies wanting help can he supROWE & DODGE’S.
No. 7 Exchange Street, Room t.

housework.
AMERICAN
ilied bv calling at

“The ablest essays, the most entertaining stories,
the finest poetry-ot the English language, arc here

T. P. McGOWAN,

and

Wanted.

stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their annual meeting tor the election of
Directors tor the ensuing year, and the transaction
of any other business that may then come befiiro
them, will be held at their banking Koomson Tuesday the 1‘Jtlt day of January, 1*173, at 3
o'clock, p. in.
SAMUEL SMALL, CiuLier.
td
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1874.

“In

[tit__£_

Catholic Bookseller,

_deC7__Bn

day of

the 12th

men can

Cumberland National Bank.

—“Philadelphia Inquirer.

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St.

Portland

Boston P. O.

ENERGETIC

NTC.UIIIIIH

fcliorfeat anti Jlost Direct Ronte

Ko

Have you Disease of the Lungs, Heart, Kidney?,
Liver or Spleen. Have you Scrofula, Cancer, Piles
Sait Rncum, Nervous Debility. St. Vitus Dauce, or
any other gubborn disease. Mercury makes them

of West-

in the Town
brook,

Sale

For

church,

make from $2 to §5 per
day by selling articles needed in every bouse,
for
35
cents
nclose
sample or call at No. 7 Exchange
ltoWE & DODGE.
street, Room 1.

January 1875 at 10 o’clock P. M.
WM. A. WINSIIIP. Cashier.
dclldtd

KCimnlir WiciumonKla

FAINTER,

FRESCO

Banking House ouTUrSDAY,

Address.

A?enls Wanted

mHE annual meeting of the stockholders of "The
A Canal National Bank of Portland” for the election of seven directors, and for the transaction of any
oilier business that may legally come oct'ore them,
will be held at their Banking House on TUESDAi,
the 12th day of January, 1875, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMElt BY, cashier.
td
December 11,1871.

their

Salesmen wlio can influDry Goods and small

decl22w

THE

MAINK.

trade in
of Maine.

Startling

STATEMENT,

If You Would Live.

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

3 Nice Tenements for Rent.

BOX 2376,

Casco National Bank ol' Poilland.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland tor the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legallv come before them, will he held at

MORRELL & CO.,

Order Slate at

experienced

rvNE or two
ence a large
vares in the State

Lx

Stop Taking Mercury

EDWIN CHURCHILL,

mari9

A

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

—FROM—

mar22tf__

!

WANTED

Canal National Bank.

oc2dtf

Office mil

>r a

THEof Portland,
will

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

J.

A good chance
a common satchel.
Winter’s Employment. Send 3 cent stamp for
ircular or 35 cents for sample.
CHARLES E. DYER.
No. 5 Lancs Block, Federal St.,
Portland Maine.
<!ecl5d2w*

retk’s work in

I

al

STREET,

•PORTLAND.

HVF about five rooms for Man and Wife without
chiidicn. Address
F. G. care of 1IODGDON & SOULE.
101 Commercial St.
declTdlw*

* Lf

MICA II SAMPSON,
Clerk and Treasurer.

LOT of vacant '.and, situated on file west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of'about 61 feet and is about 104
feet deep, and plans have been drawn bv How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient ietiileuces, and adapted for tlie same. Enquire id

A

Portland & Rochester R. R.

—

Tenement Wanted.

The National Traders Bank.

Law,

day,

a

rlUIF. Annual Meeting of tlie Stockholders of the
A Blanchard Boiler Compauv. will be held at the
Commtnv’B Office No. 2 Portlan 1Pier,In said Portland,
at 10
on TUESDAY, the fifth day ot January, 1875,
declld3w

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

84 MIDDLE

or

Wanted.

BUSINESS CARDS.

at

$5 to $10
address

make

call
CAN
decl7dlw

it costs nothing to try
J. A. RUSSELL,
12G Exchange St.

STOtKIIOLDMIN MEETING.

A' M'

Age lias good in store.
For as the shadows grow longer
So does the brave heart grow stronger.
Pain turuetli easeiul;
Sorrow is peaceful.
Fast, last beats Time’s wing:
Flow’r, enjoy thy spring.
Cheer! ul the earth reulietli:
Bud and bloom, thou lovely rose;
Every sweet thing that dieth
Into God’s bosom goes.”

Counsellors

<

CO.

BOILER

BL4NCH4RD

EMERSON.

Agents Wanted

deell__dld

Fast, fast beats Time’s

E.

at 54 and 56 Middle St.
CLARK &
ilecl9dlw»

“JOBS HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

BY TUB AUTHOltOF

Soon,

; uire

Dr. Edwai'da ha* removed to hi* splendid Parlors at the Union House, opposite the Adams House. Temple Street.
DK RDIVARDS will be at the Portland c filer on Dec. £Oth and vJSsf.

SALE.

FOR

A

STEAMERS.

!

RA1LROADS.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL._

ESTATE.

HEAL

WANTS._

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

POETRY.

—OF

EASTERN

MARCIA

By

A. B.
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State of Maine.
Cumberland,

1

ss.

1
Supreme Judicial Court.
October Term, A. D. 1874.f
it
is
ordered
that
i»etitlou,
Upon the foregoing
the petitioners cause the said Henry U. Miller anti
other co-tenants whose names are unknown to the
petitioners to be notified of the {tendency of this peau attested copy of said petitition, by
tion and this order ®f Court thereon three we*ks sucin
the
Portland
Press, a newspaper
cessively
in said Portland, the last publication to be
fourteen days at least before the term of our said
Court next to fcc liolden at sakl Portland on the second Tuesday ot January A. D. 1875, and that notice
be given to Charles P. Miller. Mary Miller, Winthrop
S. Jordan Maud Miller, Nathaniel Miller, Nathaniel
C. Miller and Ralph W. Miller, by serving upou said
Charles P. Miller, Mary Miller, Winthrop S. Jordan,
and F. J. Rollins, guardian of said Maud Miller and
Nathaniel Miller, and Augustus Cummings, guardian of said Nathaniel C. Miller and Ralph W, Miller,
attested copies of said petition and order of Court
thereon fourteen days before the January term of
our said Court as aforesaid that they may then and
there in our said Court appear and show cause if any
they have why the prayer of said petitioners should
not be granted.
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Attest
A true copy of i»etltion ami order of Court thereon
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Attest

publishing

Daily

printed

dlaw3w.M

det4

THE—

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
July 21. 1874.
ymt

F.

4th day of November, A. D. 1X74.
ST ATI R A B. MILLER,
MARY E. MILLER,
SARAH W. MILLER,

A. Plaisted & Son.
MANUFACTURERS of Une Ware
liave on hand tall assortment of Superior Stone Ware at their Store House. 21

Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner.
Large or Small orders,
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
be promptly filled at the lowest prices.
decld3m

Locust Treenails.
100.000 beat Kid l.waal Treenail.,
110.000 bnl Sawed While Oak d*.

40,000 be.l quality Canada Knee.
—ALSO—

Whit? Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
AT LOWEST CASH PRICKS

L.

TAYLOR,

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, DU.

(HI

